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ABSTRACT

The motivation for the study was an article written by Alexinia Y. Baldwin (1987).
tided I'm Black But Look At Me. I Am Also Gifted. where Baldwin explored why
black American children are under-represented in gifted programs in the U .S.A. She
traced the history of blacks in gifted education. concentrated on the problems
associated with identification methods. and suggested that modifications to
Identification methods are needed to ensure equitable representation of black American
children in gifted programs. Similarly. there is an under-representation of Turkish
children in gifted programs in the Wollongong area of New South Wales, Australia,
and this study attempts to discover possible reasons, and look at the reliability of
identification methods used.
The purpose of this research was to construct two case studies to explore why Turkish
children were under-represented in gifted education programs in the local area. Two
Turkish girls were chosen - one from the author's class group, the other an older child
who had been part of the author's class group several years earlier. The fact that both
children were girls was co-incidental. The younger child was selected because she had
been through an Identification process based on academic achievement and LQ. testing.
The older child was selected because she was, at the commencement of the study. the
only Turkish representative at the local selective High School, where entry is based on
academIC achIevement
The aim of the research was to follow Betts and Nethart's (1988) recommendatIon of

identIficatIon by studying the whole chIld: behaviour, emotIons, working style, family
life and work produced over an extended period of time. This required observatIon of
the children at school for one term, observation of their home environments, intervtews
with parents, collection of information from previous teachers, counsellors and support
staff, and collection of work samples, examination results and reports.
The study showed that I.Q. tests and academic results did not always give an accurate
mdication of potential or ability. There is a need to use detailed information and build
profiles of the "whole" ChIld, including feelings and attitudes. influence of family and
school environments and academic achievements over time. to more accurately identify
potential and needs.
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Chapter 1.

INTRODUCTION
In 1987, Alexinia Baldwin wrote a paper entitled "fm black, but look at me, I am also
gifted". It explored her contention that black gifted children existed but because of
disadvantages were all but invisible. Similarly there is a dearth of identIfied gifted
Turkish children in Australia today. In 1992 only one TurkIsh chIld successfully
completed the entrance examination for the local selective high school in the Illawarra
regIon of N.S.W., despite a large Turkish population m the feeder area. The 1991
Census gives the most recent figures for overseas born residents, 769, whIch was
1.7% of all overseas born residents. The increase over the previous 5 years was 15%
so it is pOSSIble that this rate of populatIOn growth has continued. At the local school
where the research was conducted, 27 of 81 Non English Speaking children were
Turkish. ThIS is one thIrd of the N.E.S.B.chIldren and almost 12% of the total school
population (see Appendix A). The children of this culture may need to echo Baldwm's
statement WIth "I'm Turkish, but look at me, fm also gifted."

Baldwin's extensive studies of gifted and talented black children in Amenca have been
signifIcant, wIth reperCUSSIOns for change in the educatIon, evaluatIon and assessment
of black chIldren. Baldwm selected and studIed 24 fifth grade Black American girls and
gave them an I.Q. test. A SIx-year follow up study mdIcated abIlItIes and achIevements
far beyond the levels indicated by I Q testing at the beginning of the sudy. The
sIgmfIcant changes were attributed to the attitudes of the teacher, and programs whIch
cater for the needs of individual children (Baldwin, 1987). This research selected and
studIed two Turkish children who were observed for one year. InitIall.Q. tests dId not
gIve a complete pIcture of abilIty or potential. Baldwin's findings may be applicable to
all children WIth cultural backgrounds different to those of the available education
system. In the Australian education system, for example, there are very few allowances
made for children with a Turkish background - few teachers who speak or understand
the language and no tests in the language which cater for cultural dIverSIty
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Although I.Q. tests are cunently being used as part of the identification of gifted and
talented children, there have been constant rumblings of discontent based on the
assumption that these tests are culturally, socially and environmentally bIased towards
white middle class children. Roward Gardner (1983) states that I.Q. tests are an
unsatisfactory instmment for measuring the intellectual capacity of children, especially
those from non-white lower socio-economic groups (Gardner, 1983, pxii).

The latest resear'ch IS movmg towards looking at the whole child rather than only testing
intellIgence. The development of a picture of the "whole" child is called a "profile" of
the ChIld and this study attempts to bmld profiles of two TurkIsh children by Iookmg at
their SOCIal, emotIOnal, academIc and behavIOural development. Katherine Hoekman
wntes in the Aplll 1994 edition of "Gifted", the "studies of social and emotional
adjustment reveal an emergent contradiction between intellectual.. , social and
emotional development" (Hoekman, 1994, pI8). Sllverman (1993) noted that when
gifted children have to adapt to theil clJ.ss group who may be mentally or
developmentally diffelent from themselves, they develop new social skills to "fit in", or
become a loner

01

behavioural misfit (Hoekman, 1994, p18-19). In each case we do

not see the "real" chIld, and can mISread the potential abIlity of the gifted child. Many
Tmkish chIldren who do not speak 01 understand the English language may also appear
to have emotional, social or mtellectual contradIctions in their development at school.
This research is based on the development of case-studies of two Turkish children and
the formatlOn of two "profiles" which look at the "whole" child.

Many other researchers have expressed dissatIsfactIOn WIth tradItional I.Q. tests,
mc1uding Robert Sternberg, who states categoncal1y that the I.Q. test is not an adequate
measure of mtelhgence because it entails such a narrow conception of what may be
regarded as intelligence. Sternberg (1985) reports that I.Q. tests account for only 1025% of variance in real-world pelfolmance (Sternberg, 1985, p23).
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The definition of giftedness, as explained by Renzulli, is hard to define. He believes
that even though giftedness cannot be determined by a smgle characteristIc, there IS a
set of three interlocking traits which can be identified as belonging to people who have
achIeved umque and above average accomplishments (Renzulh, cited by Wallace &
Adams, 1993). The three traits Renzulli defined are above-average ability, task
commitment, and creativity RenzullI IS ahgned with Betts and Neihart in the belief that
academic information is not enough to identify giftedness.

Educational assessment is movmg towards developing personal profiles for all children
as this is seen as a more reliable pIctUle of ability and potential. A profile is a relatively
complete picture developed by gathenng data from diverse sources. Betts and Neihart
(1988) began this tlend by expandmg Iesemch into gifted and talented children and
looking at the complete child - the cultural, social, economic, and emotional influences
and personality traits which shape all children. Betts and Neihart emphasise "it is
essential that educators and parents understand the cognitive, emotional, and social
needs of the gIfted and talented" (Betts & NeIhart, 1988, p248). By lookmg closely at
the behaviours and feelings of gIfted children, better educational programs may be
developed to meet their needs. The profiles developed by Betts and Neihart are used as
a guide to develop the profiles of the two case studies in this research. The profiles will
be explored in more detail in Chapter 2 - Review of the Related Literature. Each of the
clllldlen m thIS study WIll be identIfied usmg Betts and Nelhart's profiles of the gifted
and talented.

4

George Mackay (1992) writes that "LQ. tests fail when they attempt to measure
intelligence across ethnic groups" (Mackay, 1992, plO). He claims that people "born
into different cultures differ in what they find easy and in what they find hard"
(Mackay, 1992, plO) We need to look differently at children from other cultures when
we attempt to assess their abIlity, and concentrate on seemg what they CAN do, as
opposed to what they CANNOT do. Traditional I.Q. tests are indicators of what
children cannot do and so are frequently unsuitable for testing gifted children,
especially gifted Turkish children.

5

PURPOSE

There is a strong need for research in Australia whIch produces personal profiles of
gifted and talented children, takmg mto account cultural, social, and economIC
influences and personality traits whIch may influence development of potentIal and
ability. Susan Plono (1978) encouraged active research mto gIftedness and talent. She
claimed that "when teachers partIcipate

In

research as informants, they are gIVen the

opportunity to reflect on what they know and do in new ways" (Susan Plorio, 1978,
p16). The participatIOn of teachers in research can result in many profeSSIOnal benefIts,
including improved qualIty of theory development, well developed inquiry !lktlls, and
the benefit of on the job experience and knowledge (Susan Florio, 1978, p 16-17).

This study develops case studIes for two Turkish chIldren and bUIlds a personal profile
of each child from data accumulated, aSSImilated and mterpreted by the teacher. The
development of a personal profIle for each mdIvIdual chIld IS the best method for
assessment and evaluation of potenual and abIlity and for IdentIficatIon of specIal
needs, includmg gIftedness, as will be shown at the conclUSIOn of the study. Profile'> of
the GIfted and Talented by Betts and NeIhart (1988) prOVIded the cntena and
groundwork for developing personal profiles, and subsequent conclUSIOns support
their theory that It IS necessary to look at the "whole" chIld and not base assessment on
academic achievement and test results. ThIS would enable more accurate a!lse!lsments to
be made of the child's needs and the role of parents and the school

The purpose of this research was to develop case studIes of two chIldren and bUIld a
personal profile of each child, looking at cultural and SOCIal influences, learnmg styles,
expectations, and personality, what the children found easy and difficult to complete,
and the development of natural abilIty. Betts and Neihart (1988) developed SIX profiles
of gifted and talented students which prOVIded information about the feelIngs,
behaviours and needs of gIfted chIldren. The profIles were designed to allow educators
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gain understanding of the cognitIve, emotIonal and social needs of gifted students.

Betts and Neihart stress the importance of seeing the child as a total entity, not
concentratmg only on academic achievement (Betts & Neihart, 1988). Following their
recommendation to look at the whole child, this study collected qualitative data from a
variety of sources, including teacher ob<;ervations of the child at school, social
interactions WIth other children and adults, personalIty traits which affected learning
and behaviour, areas of skill and expertIse, and areas where learmng diffIculty
occurred. Family members were interviewed, and information collected from school
counsellors, E.S.L. teachers and support staff. Test results and work samples were
collected. In developing the case studIes and bUlldmg per'ional profIles, attentIon was
focused on the characteristIcs and behavIOurs whIch may affect learning and potentIal.

The teacher / researcher encountered a puzzlmg phenomenon and searched for an
answer. From a local primary school with a high proportion of Turki'ih children (see
Appendix A) only one Turkish child had achieved a standard of educatIonal excellence
which allowed entry to the local selective hIgh school. It i" the researcher's belief that
current educationitl practices and testing procedures may dISCrIminate agamst chIldren
from certain cultural backgrounds.

Two children were selected from the TurkIsh populatIon to become case studIes. One
was the Turkish child who had already achIeved entry to the selective hIgh school. The
second was a Turkish chIld who had been Idenufled through tradItIOnal I.Q. testIng
methods as a slow learner, but appeared to have some potentIal. It was beheved that
case studIes of these children could contnbute important evidence to Improve the
educational achievements of gifted Turkish chIldren. It IS recommended at the
conclUSIOn of the study that personal profiles be estabhshed and used as identifIcation
of ability for all young children, but most e'ipecially for chIldren from non-English
speakmg backgrounds, including Turkish chIldren
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Using the matrix designed by Betts and Neihart (1988) (see Figure 4) as a guide, a
personal profile of each child was developed looking at each child's feelmgs, attitudes,
behavlOurs, needs, adult perceptions, identification, home support and school support.
Information for these profiles was collected by askmg questions which would provide
information about home, school, parents, personal needs, behaviours, feelings, and
work.

Although Betts and Neihart identify personality traits, feelings and attItudes, and certam
behaviours pertaining to gifted children, for example, being a perfectionist, or
demonstrating inconsistent work habits, they have not clearly defined how these traits
become evident in the child's working style. Teachers who seek to develop a detailed
profile of a child need to observe the child at work and evaluate therr learning style
using critena educationalists value, for example, speed of task completion, attentIon
span, accuracy, dedication to task, attentIon

to

detail and ability m the English

language, and seek to verify thIS opinion through the judgement of others who may
work with and know the chIld, for example, peers, parents, other teachers and the
chIldren themselves. Only by comparing various perceptions of abIlIty can
educationalIsts and teachers verify their judgement and opinions. To clarify this VIew, a
matnx has been created to show the opinions of others in relation to the cntena of
working style, and how these may differ or remain consistent (see p. 60).
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The stakeholders in this study include the parents, the researcher, other teachers, and
the children themselves, and comparison is made with results from traditional tests and
LQ. tests. The matrix illustrates the childrens' strengths and weaknesses in observable
working styles and identifies areas of need for developing the child's potential,
although there may be extenuating circumstances for areas of weakness when
personality, and home and cultural influences are explored.

Teachers and educationalists must also be aware of factors which may impede the
educational progress of a child, for example, a cultural background which does not
value education, or a home environment where the English language is not spoken.

The research questions, then, that this study seeks to answer are:
1. What are the characteristics which may indicate whether a child from a mmority

culture has gifted potential?
\

2. What factors impede or facilitate the realisation of their potential?

Contributing questions include:
1. What is the child's working style?
1.1 Speed of task completion
1.2 Attention span
1.3 Accuracy
lA DedIcation to task
1.5 Attention to detail
2. What is the child's verbal ability in the home language (Turkish)?
3. What is the child's verbal ability in English?
4. Do teacher goals/expectations match student perfonnance?
5. Do cultural expectations match school expectations?
6. Does the home environment support the school environment?
7. Do LQ. tests and school based assessments match perfonnance?
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ASSUMPTIONS

The central assumption of the study was that children from non-mainstream cultures
have different strengths and weaknesses and exhibit different learning styles. These can
only be asceltained through extensIve and thorough observations over extended hme as
the child is engaged in classroom and social activities and the development of a personal
profile of each child looking at emotional, social, behavioural and academic needs.

A secondmy assumptlOn is that cultural expectatlOns and behaviours do not always
match white Australian middle-class expectations of learning styles, achievement and
behaviours, and that thIS mis-match may inhibit develop~ent of ability and potential.

Fmally there is the assumption that the differences in learning styles, strengths and
weaknesses, and cultural expectations of children from non-mainstream cultures are not
bemg cateled for by current teaching practices and testing procedures in Australian
schools.
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this literature review is to look at the development of attitudes towards
Gifted and Talented children from a historical perspective, an Australian and
contemporary perspective, and the implicanons of attitudes on N.E.S.B. (Non-English
Speaking Background) children. The purpose of this exploration of attitudes and
changes over time is to show that the assessment procedures used and discussed in
both of the case studies, may be based on assumptions and beliefs which supply
misleading or incomplete information. Assessment based on proftles which include
feeelings, needs, behaviours, envllonmental influences and school influences, ego Betts
and Neihart's ProfIles of the Gifted and Talented (1988), is believed to be a more
efficient way to assess ability and potential.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

It is hard to believe that in our modern world of rapid changes and technological
progress, attitudes from ancient Greek history could exist today. The belief that
education of gifted children is elitist originated with Plato's "men of gold"-selection of
boys from the Patrician class to train as the leaders of Greek: society. Selection of the
few from the masses to become leaders is equated with selection of "gifted" children
and provision of "special" classes and programs for their advancement in today's
schools. Stephen Jay Gould in his book The Mismeasure of Man put it this way: "the
spirit of Plato dies hard. We have been unable to escape the philosophical tradition"
(Gould, 1981, p239).
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Identification and education of gifted children is still regarded by large factions of
Western society as elitist. The view persists that gifted children will be able to get ahead

in society without any extra or special help. It appears as though time has stood still in
the area of education for gifted and talented children.

Sternberg (1988) bemoaned the slow progress in the field of education.
Among scientifIc disciplines the field of intelligence has not been
notable for rapid progress, either in theory or in practical application.
Tests.. .look pretty much the way they did when Alfred Binet and his
junior collaborator, Theophile Simon, invented the fIrst one at the
turn of the century....Why, then, have investigators in the field of
intelligence continued to move at such a snail's pace? (Sternberg,
1988, p4).

It is hard to change attitudes, to broaden understandings, to develop tolerance. We tend
to cling to what is known as to a security blanket, when all around us is changing.
AIexinia Baldwin (1987) believed the need to change attitudes is important in educating
gifted children. "The attItude of the teacher is a crucial element in the child's
development" (Baldwm, 1987, p184). The best programs in the world will not help
educate a gifted child if the teacher's attitude is negative, refusing to acknowledge a
need, or in some cases even the existence of giftedness.

Historically, attitudes towards giftedness have not improved. The elitist view still
persists, but worse than thIS is the use of tests to identify gifted children based on the
belief, dating from Sir Francis Galton, cousin of Charles Darwin, that intelligence is
hereditary and therefore cannot be changed. Galton advocated that if giftedness was
genetic, it would be possible to devise a standardised test to measure inherited
intelligence. Consequently, Galton developed a number of tests which were largely
based on reaction time, rather than reasoning (Gould, 1981, p149).
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Today's tests for intelligence derive from Alfred Binet, who initially believed "the
relationship between the intelligence of subjects and the volume of their heads...is very
real" (Cited by Gould, 1981, p146). The belief that the larger the head the more
intelligent the person seems absurd today, but was espoused as late as 1895 by a noted
French psychologist, Le Bon, who wrote:

In the most intelligent races, as many Parisians, there are a large
number of women whose brains are closer in size to those of gorillas
than to the most developed male brains. This inferiority is so obvious
than no one can contest it for a moment, only its degree is worth
discussion. All psychologists who have studied the intelligence of
women...recognize today that they represent the most inferior forms
of human evolution and that they are closer to children and savages
than to an adult, civilized man. They excel in fickleness, inconstancy,
absence of thought and logic, and incapacity to reason. Without doubt
there exist some distinguished women, very superior to the average
man, but they are as exceptional as the birth of any monstrosity, as,
for example, of a gorilla with two heads; consequently, we may
neglect them entirely (cited by Gould, 1981, p104-105).
Attitudes towards women and children were that they had smaller bmins and therefore
less intelligence. Combined with the belief that intelligence was inherited, education for
both groups was available with the underlying attitude that it really was a waste of time,
money and effort. These attitudes exist today. Carole Peters wrote:
In almost all professional fields and occupations, men
overwhelmingly surpass women ID both the professional
accomplishments they achieve and the fmancial benefits they reap.
Even though females receive higher grades than males throughout
school, their adult productivity is lower. Many take jobs as backups
to men in power, receivmg neither the credit nor the responsibility for
their contribution (peters, 1993, p2).
Binet conducted lengthy experiments measuring head sizes to determine intelligence,
but the more heads he measured, the less obvious differences in size in relation to
intelligence became. Binet's student, Simon, worked with him, and Binet noticed that
Simon's measurements were consistently lower than his. Binet became aware of how
their pre-conceived attitudes were influencing results. Binet attributed the difference to
expectation - Simon expected the measure to be lower so he saw it was so and recorded
a lower figure. When Binet measured with the expectation of a different amount, he
found it was so, and stated "this is self-suggestion" (cited by GouId,1981, p148).
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Binet continued to measure heads but became increasingly sceptical of the value of his
activities. "The idea of measuring intelligence by measuring heads seemed ridiculous.. "
(cited by Gould, 1981, pI48).

In 1901 Binet was commissioned by the Minister of Public Education to develop a test
to identify children whose lack of success in the nonnal classroom suggested a need for
special education. Binet decided to put together a "hotchpotch" of many questions
related to everyday life, to give a single score. He claimed you could almost say "it
matters very little what the tests are so long as they are numerous" (cited by Gould,
1981, pI49). The idea of numerous questions is st111 used today. Children continue
completing an intelligence or I.Q. test until they cannot answer correctly for three or
four consecutive questions-where they stop indicates their age level and gives a
mental age or score.

Bmet was cautious about his test. He made it quite clear that it was only a guideintelligence was more complex than a test could measure-and he also feared mis-use
of the tests and the "self-fulfIlhng prophecy" where labelhng a child could set a
teacher's attitudes and direct children's behaviour into a predicted path. "It is really too
easy to discover signs of backwardness m an individual when one is forewarned" (cited
by Gould, 1981, pI51).

Binet outlined three principles for using his tests:
We may NOT designate what they measure as mtelhgence.
The scale is a rough guide-NOT a device for ranking nonnal children.
The emphasis should be on improvement-low scores do NOT mark children as
mnately incapable.

(Cited by Gould, 1981, p155)
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All of Binet's intentions and stipulations for use of his tests were overturned and
disregarded by Americans who translated Binet's scale into a written form to test all
children. The idea that intelligence was an inherited trait still persisted with the
conundrum that "heredity" equalled "inevitability", therefore the level of intelligence
could not be raised above a certain point with which you were endowed. Binet's
warning, "intelligence...can be augmented by a good education. It is not a fixed and
inborn quantity" (cited by Gould, 1981, p156) was ignored.

More recently, Sternberg warned of the potential danger inherent in tests. He
maintained that
social disaster could result from believing that I.Q. tests fully
measure intelligence. I would argue that we have often come close to
this disastroUb state, because many psychologists and lay people alike
still believe this fiction and act as though it were true (Sternberg,
1988, pI9).
Today we use a denvatlve of Bmet's test, the Stanford-Binet, on young chIldren. We
act upon the assumption that mtelligence

IS

hereditary, inevitable and almost

unalterable, as the score would not yet be influenced by an ongoing education.

Goddard translated Binet's test into English and used it in America to identify "idiots",
"imbeciles" and "morons" (Gould, 1981, pI59). The first two groups were easily
recognisable and institutionalised without need for a test Goddard's "morons" were
not so easily identifiable, and worse, were living in society, but they could now be
identified by Binet's test, with a score of between seven and twelve. Goddard did not
take into account environmental disadvantages, cultural differences or hostility to testers

(Gould, 1981, pI60). As Ruiz (1989) stated "living and growing in subordinated
subcultures also means that one's successes may not be those valued in the larger
society and in schools" (Ruiz, 1989, p62).
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In 1916, Goddard believed that high intelligence equalled high morality (Gould, 1981).
In 1986, Renzulli included high moral values in his checklist for identifying gifted and
talented children. Why do we believe and accept that high intelligence equals high
morality when history repeatedly refutes such a claim with Mussolini, Hider and
acknowledged famous criminal minds? Is our attitude "self-suggested" as Binet found
when measuring heads? Sternberg believed that many of our decisions are based on
incorrect assumptions and inferences. "Although people make inferences all the time, at
least some of these inferences are generally incorrect, or at least not justified by the data
at hand" (Sternberg, 1988, p119).

By 1928 Goddard had changed his mind-he now believed his "morons" could be
educated-"feeble-mindedness (the moron) is not incurable" (cited by Gould, 1981,
pI74). Nevertheless, the belief in intelligence as a single, measurable mherited trait
persisted. In 1916 Lewis M. Terman extended Binet's test from 54 tasks to 90 and
extended the scale to include adults. He was working at Stanford University in America
at the time, hence the name in common use today-the Stanford-Binet I.Q. test.
Tennan established a mean of 100 where chronological age (CA), matched mental age
(MA), with a deviation of 15-16 points; it could be used universally on entire
populations (Gould, 1981). The fonnula which evolved was MA/CA x 100. Plato
dreamed of a rational world ruled by philosophers-Tennan had a more dangerous
vision of a society organised around I.Q. levels. He virtually closed prestige
professions to people with an I.Q.lower than 100 (Gould, 1981).

In 1917, Y .M.Yerkes pushed for wider acceptance and use of I.Q. testing. "We must
strive increasingly for the improvement of our methods of mental measurement" (cited
by Gould, 1981, pI93).1n his role as a colonel, Yerkes tested 1.75 million recruits in
World War 1. He claimed that mental testing helped to win the war. The major impact
was not on the army, but the fact that mass testing had now occurred-tests could now
rank and stream an entire population (Gould, 1981).
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Yerkes devised two tests: Alpha and Beta. Alpha was to be administered to normal
English-speaking Americans; Beta was for non-English speakers, blacks, immigrants,
and others of low intelligence. Beta was pictoriaVmathematical to overcome problems
of language, but you had to be able to understand and write numbers to pass. Yerkes
continually found a relationship between low scores and lack of schooling, but he did
not conclude that more schooling leads to higher scores-he argued that men with more
innate (inherited) intelligence spend more time in school (Gould, 1981).

Yerkes, in later life, began to notice that English language deprivation affected scores
on the Beta test winch was designed to overcome this problem. Yerkes wrote, "there
are indications to the effect that individuals handicapped by language difficulty and
IllIteracy are penalised to an appreciable degree in Beta as compared with men not so
handicapped" (cited by Gould, 1981. p220). Today, educators emphasise the need to
take language differences into account when assessing children. Zappia (1989) warns
that "erroneous judgements are made regarding the language proficiencies exhibited by
childlen with two linguistic codes. Because a bilingual child speaks English, educators
assume that the child can be evaluated fairly in English" (Zappia. 1989, p20).

Brigham used the large sample of army tests collected by Yerkes to make correlations
and draw conclusions. The information could have had a profound effect on social
development if it had been clearly analysed and interpreted but Brigham continually
denied the pOSSibIlity of envIronmental mfluence, even though tests on immigrants
showed an increase in test scores for each five years residence "without exception"
(Gould, 1981, p226). Later, Brigham changed his opinion-test scores were not a true
indication of intelligence. Nations could not be compared on the basis of test resultsAlpha and Beta tested different things. Brigham said "it is apparent that tests in the
vernacular must be used only with individuals having equal opportunity to acquire the
vernacular of the test" (cited by Gould, 1981. p233).
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Brigham, Terman, Goddard and Binet all found eventually that intelligence was not
fixed at an inherited level, that language barriers caused difficulties with pictorial tests,
that environmental factors influenced intelligence test results, and that intelligence was
too complex to be measured with a single score on a linear scale. Yet the Stanford-Binet
test including pictorial and numerical parts and an inbuilt reaction time limit, is still used
to measure intelligence.

Sternberg (1988) claImed "mtelligence is essentially a cultural invention to account for
the fact that some people are able to succeed m their environment better than others"
(Sternberg, 1988, p70-71) and that intelligence tests are not an accurate way of
measuring adaptation. "Even the most highly regarded of the currently available
measures of intelligence. such as the Wechsler and Stanford-Binet tests, fml to do
justice to their creators' conception of intelligence" (Sternberg. 1988. p70-71).

Gould, speaking of Plato's vision of a society based on elitism and selection of
individuals for theIr intelligence, related it to the idea that intelligence was a single,
measurable, inherited unit and stated "we must resist, for it reflects an ancient prejudice
of thought, not a truth of nature" (Gould, 1981. p25).

Howard Gardner reflected on how easdy we continue to perpetuate the myth passed
down to us from ancient philosophers: "they nnpose the conwtLons that each individual
is born with a certam amount of intelligence, and that we individuals can in fact be
rank-ordered in terms of our God-given intellect or I.Q. SO entrenched is this way of
thinking-and talking-that most of us lapse readily into ranldngs of individuals as
more or less 'smart'. 'bright', 'clever'. or 'intelligent' " (Gardner, 1983, p7).
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Unfortunately, although Binet, Terman and Brigham all recanted their original findings
in relation to the use of tests to measure intelligence, we still use tests based on the
origina119ll Binet "hodgepodge of diverse activities" to sort young school children
into the clever and the "morons", although such labels are not used today. Children are
often placed in I.M. classes for slow learners, and selective High Schools if they are
gifted, on the basis of an I.Q. test
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AUSTRALIAN PERSPECTrvES
Gould's warning came too late to alter the development of education in Australia.
Plato's elite corps would not be a popular choice in Australia-attitudes persisted that
education was for the masses, not the few. Gifted children and slow learners were
largely ignored with the introduction of comprehensive schools.

The attention given to Gifted and Talented children in Australia was closely tied to
political developments. In the 1940s age promotion was introduced; age promotion
placed social needs in front of academic quahfications and achievement. In the 1950s,
comprehensive schools became the norm and education became available (and
compulsory) for all. The Wyndham scheme catered for the masses with the idea that the
curriculum should be designed to suit the level of pupus of average abillty. A decade
later, social conscience came to the fore with Gough Whitlam and Labor Party
policies-the Welfare State was born. Educationalists began to look for children who
were disadvantaged (identified by testing children with the Stanford-Binet I.Q. tests)
and helping them (by labelling them as children with problems and puttmg them in
slow-learner classes).

Some O.C. classes (Opportunity Classes) were formed in the 60s to cater for Gifted
chudren, but these children were identified using the Stanford-Binet I.Q. test with no
regard for emotional. social or cultural needs of the selected children. In the climate of
the 60s, the attitude that O.C. classes were elitist persisted, so eventually they were
scaled down, until their le-introduction in 1991.
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Very little research was conducted in Australia to help identify gifted children or their
needs, until the late 1970s, when the establishment of the World Council for Gifted and
Talented children legitimised attention to gifted education. Australian states began to
write policies which gave the education of Gifted and Talented children some

credibility. Each state of Australia subsequently created specific policies:

* Western Australia - 1978 (updated 1981, 1984-85)
* South Australia - 1979 (updated 1983)
* New South Wales - 1982 (updated 1991)
* Austrahan Capital Territory -1983
* Northern Territory - 1983
*Tasmania - 1984
* Queensland - 1985 (updated 1993)
* Victoria - 1995
Even today, time appears to have had httle effect on the development of education for
the gifted in Australia. Eddle Braggett (1993) noted that "some states are working on
conceptions of giftedness that are outdated and representative of educational thought
10, 20 and even 30 years ago" (Braggett, 1993, pI9).

In 1985 the Senate Select Committee for the Education of Gifted and Talented Children

conducted extensive research in Australia, listed findings from various sources, and
established a number of recommendations. This was a Commonwealth initiative with
committee members from all states. The Senate resolved that the committee should
inquire into and report upon the education of GIfted and Talented children and give
consideration to a number of matters.
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In 1987, following a double dISsolution of Parliament, the committee was reformed
With one new member. The findings were published by the Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canbena, in March, 1988. The Committee fmdings were broad
and comprehensive, ranging from attitudinal statements-lithe Committee does not
subscribe to the notion that every child is gifted", to interpretation of available
information and awareness of problems-"Qutstanding individual achievement
demonstrates the existence of giftedness, but the concept itself is difficult to describe or
defme" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, pI). The Committee stated: "They (Gifted and
Talented children) are our greatest national resource" (Senate Select Committee, 1988,

p6).

The Committee's interpretation of historical developments in the education of Gifted
and Talented children is a little flawed; they failed to note that the selection of gifted
people by Plato, the Turkish Empire, the Tang Dynasty and Renaissance society. came
from the upper classes and excluded women. However, the Committee noted that in
"Anglo-Saxon countries education was for centuries the province of the wealthy and
upper classes" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, p9).

Eddie Braggett (1993) outhned the development of Australian education through the
Wyndham era, and the abandonment of selective schools to comprehensive education
for all. Unfortunately educanon for all also meant that these schools now had to cater
for children of all abilities. Braggett stated that "gtfted students are often referred to as a
single group, as if they are all of similar ability. It is plainly evident, however, that
schools must provide for different levels of giftedness" (Braggett, 1993, pI9). Today's
schools are still trying to cope with thiS problem-how to cater for slow and gifted
learners in a classroom of 30 or more mtXed-ability children, all with different needs.
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In 1977. the Macdonald Committee found that the gifted were "possibly the most
dISadvantaged group in our schools" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, p13), and made
several recommendations which did not proceed because of public opposition and cries
of elitism.

In 1983, the Western Australian government set up a committee chaired by the Hon.
Kun Beazley Sr., to inqUIre mto how Gifted and Talented children were catered for by
the school curriculum. The committee recommended special classes, flexible
timetabling and acceleration and "more broad-ranging identifIcation procedures ... to
detect talent in disadvantaged populationsn (Senate Select Committee, 1988, pI5). As
Barbara Clark (1989) pointed out, different identification methods may cause their own
problems and lead to failure for gifted children. She discussed "the unfortunate pracuce
of Identifying culturally diverse students by different criteria" and claimed that "too
often failure IS the outcome" (Clark, 1989, p57).

At about the same time, the Kelly report attacked the policy of catenng for specific
students and recommended that there should be school-based extension programs at all
levels of educatton and that WIthdrawal of GIfted and Talented children and separate
classes should be abandoned.

The Western Australian developments m Gifted education were much admired by othel
states; especially noted was the wlllingness to "experiment" and "evaluate", when on
closer inspection it appears they were quite unsure which path to follow and tried to
select popular options from several different reports and sources (Senate Select
Committee, 1988, pI5). Carole Peters (1993) noted that in "the early 1980s Western
Australia developed a policy which led the way in centralised provision, in the form of
special programs, for gIfted and talented students" (peters, 1993, p29).
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In 1988 the centralised testing program was abandoned, the Academic Extension
Branch of the Department dIspersed, and responsibIlity for programs for Gifted and
Talented children was given to individual schools and distncts. In the same year, a new
"Unit Curriculum" was introduced to Western Australian Secondary schools,
supposedly allowing Gifted and Talented children to progress more rapidly after
completing an obligatory core course. This translates Into Gifted children having to
complete more work in less time with less help. The Senate Select Committee remarked
with a note of irony, "it will be interesting to see the evaluation of the Unit Curriculum
to assess whether Its apparent potential for meeting the needs of Gifted children IS
borne out In practice" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, pI7). Peters (1993) stated that
"the pyramid structure and full-time WIthdrawal classes were abandoned, a range of
special Departmental programs was preserved and extended while school-based
initiatives were actively promoted and supported" (Peters, 1993, p29)

Eddie Braggett commented: "The stirrings were faInt and the responses spasmodiC as a
low-key movement to provide for gifted children gradually edged its way onto the
Australian educational scene" (Braggett, 1993, pI8).

The Senate Select Committee Report explored Identification procedures, both objective
and subjective, including the use ofl.Q. tests (objective), peer, teacher, self and parent
nomination (subjective), and noted that Intelligence is "multi-faceted", but that It IS
difficult to assess many of the 50 possible cogmnve behaviours and abilities attributed
to Gifted and Talented chIldren (Senate Select Committee, 1988, p32). Frasier agreed
in part to these findings, saying that it would be better if both objective and subjective
data was used and warned that identIfication should be based on data collected from
multiple sources (Frasier, 1991, p2).
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General testing is cheaper than individual te~ting but not as effective and the use of the
Torrance Test of Creative ThinkIng remains widely accepted in identification
procedures, to overcome the "verbal and cultural bIas of most test~". Fra~ier stated that
"culturally different children may not always demonstrate their high abIlities in ways
that are typical" (Frasier, 1991, p5).

Frasier (1991) suggested that identIficatIon of Gifted and Talented children should be a
continuous process using many different methods, conducted by team') to mInimise the
sUbjeCtIVity of an mdlvldual assessment. "The gtfted are diverse mdIviduals capable of
diverse expreSSIOns of their talents ... therefore, we mu 'it U'ie diverse procedures to
identify and educate them" (Frasier, 1991, p9). The Senate Select Committee quahfied
this by saying, "objective measures are preferred' (Senate Select CommIttee, 1988,
p44). This may be the reason that objectIve and relatIvely cheap Stanford-Btnet or
WISC-R (Wechsler IntellIgence Scale for ChIldren -ReVIsed) tests are stIll used m
Australia as the predominant method of identIficatIon for all children with special needs.

The Committee was less than confident of the success of objectIve tests tn IdentIfymg
Gifted children-"no matter what identIfICatIOn procedure'i are used, some talented
chIldren WIll be overlooked" (Senate Select CommIttee, 1988, p44), but added that
anything was better than nothtng-"nevertheless, If screemng for gIftedness were a
routIne and regular feature of school hfe, many more gtfted chIldren would be IdentIfied
and thus gtven a greater opportumty to achieve theIr potential" (Senate Select
Committee, 1988, p44). Finally, evidence gtven to the Committee suggested that "there
is no one nght way to cater for GIfted chIldren' (Senate Select CommIttee, 1988, p44),
which may explain why the report lacked cohe'iion and clarity and little of the report
was implemented.
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In an exploration of educational provisions currently provided in Australia for Gifted
and Talented children, the Committee noted several reports from teachers and parents
on social and emotional needs of Gifted and Talented children not being met and
commented that even classroom ability groupings could not really cater for the gifted
child. "In a school or school system which is opposed to any formal provision for the
gifted, a concerned teacher's only option may be to develop individual programs for
gifted children within the regular classroom" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, p52).
As lill Forster noted, "one Department of School Education representative considered

that (we) ought to design all of our programs to try to meet the needs and talents...in
the classroom" (Forster, 1993, p32). She pomted out that if this happened, "matching
commitment, needs and initiatives throughout the system and co-ordinating
efforts... may well increase the chance of making opportunities for gifted and talented
students a reality" (Forster, 1993, p32).

Parents reported frequently on under-acruevmg Gifted and Talented children. Dr.
Miraca Gross, noted researcher into Gifted and Talented children in Australia, was at
the time of the Senate Select Committee Report, the President of the South Australian
Association for Gifted and Talented children. She commented that:
... many Gifted students begin by dehberately underachieving in
order to be accepted by their peer group. Others are forced to work at
the level of the grade they occupy, which may be several years below
their capabilities. Gifted students who are continuously presented
with work far below their level of ability may never have the
opportunity to develop desirable study habits; if, later in their school
careers, they are faced with intellectual challenge, they may not have
the skills or applications to cope with it (Senate Select Committee,
1988, p85).
The Committee looked at attitudes and noted "the greatest barrier to overcome before
appropriate education can be provided for all gifted students may be the negative
attitudes of some teachers towards such students, and their opposition to the making of
special educational provislOn for them" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, pl04). The
co-ordinator of the Talented Children Program at Deakin University stated,
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if we can develop a willingness by teachers to accept the fact that the
talented child is worth while educating...if we can, as it were, change

the present education philosophy or the attitude of schools and
teachers - then perhaps we would have achieved the most important
breakthrough without any need for additional resources (Senate
Select Committee, 1988, plOS).

One of the Committee's reports is titled "Special Populations" and investigates the need
for special provision for gifted children from other cultures. Not much information
existed before 1984, when a special Commonwealth Schools Commission workshop
sponsored some discussion papers under the title Education of Gifted and Talented
Children from Populations with Special Needs. Surveys showed that "a high
proportion of chsadvantaged students fail to complete secondary schooling" (Senate
Select Committee, 1988, pIl2). Of children from non-English-speaking backgrounds,
the report found that
these are children who, until they had been tested, the teachers had
thought were nonentities...They were fairly quiet because eIther they
were not familiar with the language, or, worse still, they were not too
familiar with the language and they were female and came from an
ethnic background in which they should be seen and not heard
(Senate Select Committee, 1988, p117).

Changes in policy in Australia happened slowly. Eddie Braggett wrote that when
the Schools CommiSSIon accepted the challenge and recommended
that the Federal Government fund a number of initiatives in gifted
education, the applications were rejected at government level...The
Commission's Advisory Group on Gifted and Talented Education
then broadened the basis of its initiatives and sought funding for
gifted and talented students who were drawn from non-Englishspeaking backgrounds... When this occurred, government funds
were made available and a National Workshop was held in 1984 to
address the needs of such students (Braggett, 1993, pI8).
An Educational Psychologist with the Victorian Ministry of Education remarked that

"many migrant children are also socially disadvantaged and have not had the stimulation
to develop what skills they have" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, pIl7). The 1988
report of the Senate Select Committee on the Education of Gifted and Talented children
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contained useful infonnation and recommendations. much of which has been ignored.
Many of the fmdings printed in the report are interesting and valid, come from
extensive sources, and express the need for change to cater for the needs of Gifted and
Talented children, taking into account social, emotional and cultural requirements of the
children in question. Eddie Braggett stated that "the direction of Western Australia's
policy changed with dramatic results" (Braggett, 1993, piS).

Carole Peters noted that
Western Australia has indeed been a leader in the field of gifted and
talented education. The challenge is to continue to provide for our
talented students even in more difficult economic times and to
recognise the value and importance of nurturing the potential leaders of
our country (peters, 1993, p33).

Developments in New South Wales followed a similar pattern to Western Australia. Jill
Forster wrote that the " 'high proflle' approach was allowed to fade in New South
Wales after the 1977 Report on the Education of Gifted and Talented Children and
again after the policy release in 1983/84" (Forster, 1993. p29). Forster argued that
schools in New South Wales should be given more autonomy to put programs for
gifted children in place instead of catering for a selected few with Government

controlled initiatives. Forster noted that while
Centres of Excellence and more selective schools later brought the
issue to the forefront, the system level initiative was
compartmentalised rather than broad-based - it served a smaller
population of students than if the central initiatives had provided
programs with a more expanded target (Forster, 1993, p29).

Teachers need a network of support systems if they are to successfully implement
programs and best practices which are in line with Government Policies. "It was the
teacher's interpretation of and commitment to the goal and motivation to achieve it that
would ultimately affect the extent of the policy implementation" (Forster, 1993. p32).
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The New South Wales Department of Education has released and revised a policy
document titled Policy for the Education of Gifted and Talented Students (1991) but use
of the implementation strategies, also released by the Department in 1991, in conjuction
with the pohcy statement is essential to maximise its effectiveness.

Latest developments in Gifted and Talented education in Australia have seen the reemergence of selective High Schools, acceleration of younger children to University,
and special classes within schools designed to meet the needs of extended education for
Gifted and Talented children Identification is still largely based on objective I Q tests,
although subjective identification is being tnalled m conjunction with standardised tests.

The Senate Select Committee remarked on the lack of research into the education of
gifted children and suggested that the Commonwealth Government should support such
research. "Research must be undertaken into all aspects of the problem throughout
Australla. Compared with other countnes. research in Australia is almost non-existent"
(Senate Select Committee, 1988, pI53). Universities in Australia are targeting this need
by implementing programs for Graduate and Post-Graduate studies in Education of
Gifted and Talented children.

The Committee makes its fmal conclusion at the end of a lengthy and detailed report:
.. .ideally the pursuit of excellence in mainstream education is
consIStent with providing for the educational needs of most children,
mcludmg the above-average chlldren. This conclUSion presumes that
teachers will cater for indiVIdual differences and that srutable programs
are available for above-average children. Nevertheless, there will
remain some children With outstanding gifts whose educational needs
will not be able to be met in the normal class. If these children remain
m mainstream education, they will require special treatment such as
acceleration, early entry to tertiary educatIon or tutoring by mentors.
For the pursuit of excellence to be consistent with the mainstream
education, therefore. special treatment must be afforded the gifted
(Senate Select Committee. 1988, p169)
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Although fear of elitism creates concern with identification of, and provision for. gifted
and talented children in Australia in the 1990s. attitudes are changing. We need to
believe that :
all children have equal rights to a fulfilling education that will offer
adequate opportunities to achieve their potential. Bias and
misconception must be removed. Educators need to look fOlWard
with confidence and excitement to ways of stimulating attainment
of excellence...Let us focus on the ideal for the 1990s - extend our
thinking, be creative as educators. Let us encourage all of our
children to fly as far as they are able; let us be quality educators
with the understanding and skills to realise these ambitions. Let our
vision of education be positive and eqUItable, unafraid to strive for
excellence for all of our student population (Rankin, 1993, p2324).
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVES:

The Senate Select Committee Report on the Education of Gifted and Talented Children

in Australia noted the need for much broader identification procedures, to overcome the
disadvantages of social, cultural, environmental and language barriers (Senate Select
Committee, 1988, p44).

Methods of Identifymg Gifted and Talented children continue to expand in America and
Australia in response to under-representation of mmority groups. Changes in attitudes
towards Gifted and Talented children require a broader view of who Gifted children
are, and what their diverse needs are, and finally. how these diverse needs can be met

in today's schools.

Dr. Joseph Renzulli of the University of Connecticut identified distinguishmg
characteristics of Gifted and Talented childlen. He believed that these children
dISplayed above average ablhty, CreatiVIty and task commItment. A list of observable
traits was compiled and used as a checklist for identifymg Gifted and Talented children.
This checklist was applied to both case study children and is included in the Appendix.
Information gained from the checklist was used in the construction of a personal
profIle of each child. To maintain valIdity of the process of Identification, it is
lecommended that checklists be filled out by teachers, parents, peers and the children
themselves (Renzulli, cited by Sternberg, 1988). In practice, the use of checklists does
not help to successfully identify Gifted and Talented children. Teachers, parents, peers
and the children themselves do not agree on the self-analysis of personality and the
ability traits. and the number of traits evident by counting is not the correct way to use
the checklist as a child may be gifted without presenting all or many of the traits listed.
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Francoys Gagne (1985) was critical of Renzulli's model. "Our interest in this problem
began with a query on the applicability of Renzulli's model to the case of
underachieving gifted children" (Gagne, 1985, p103), but he was also aware of the
problems in defining Giftedness and Talent. "Only a few authors have attempted to
clemly distinguish between these two concepts. This ambiguity in terminology reflects
the conceptual ambiguity of giftedness and talent" (Gagne, 1985, pl03). Gagne
outlined a graphic representation of giftedness and talent (See Figure 1 below) which
mcludes as a large central core, the influences of environment, family (culture),
personality, interests, motlvation and attitudes. He also included socio-emotional,
creative and sensori-motor factors as well as intellectual ability Oagne agreed with
Renzulh that motivation is an important element in giftedness and talent, concludmg
"that motivanon selves as a catalyst in the actualisation of exceptional glfts into
exceptional talents" (Gagne, 1985, pIll).

FlgUle 1 - Oagne's model of giftedness and talent.
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The gifted child has become a more complex character, with multi-dimensional
attributes. Guildford identified up to 150 cognitive processes from his tri-dimensional
model of intellect. StelDbelg proposed a triarchic theory encompassing three strands
which link information processing abilities, performance, and shaping, selection and
adaptation processes, "which attempts to achieve the best possible fit between the
individual and his sociocultural environment" (Sternberg, 1988, pI6).

Gardner (1983) presented a theory of multiple intelligences for gifted children where
all, several or one of SIX strands may be distmct; six distinct 'intelligences' are isolated:
linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily kinaesthetic, and personal.
This last one is subdivided into an intrapersonal component (access to one's own
feeling life) and an interpersonal component (the ability to notice - and make
distinctions among - othel individuals' moods, temperaments, motivations and
mtennons). Gardner beheved that "If a particular behaviour is considered Important by a
culture...nearly every normal mdividual can attain impressive competence in an
mtellectual or a symbohc domam" (Gardner, 1983, p. 316).

CharacteIistics of gIfted childlen can be many and varied. Gifted children come in a
vanety of guises or disguises as outlined by Betts and Neihart (1988) in Profiles of the
GIfted and Talented (abbreviated version) (See Figure 2). Betts and Neihart were
among the fust to encourage educationalists to look at the whole child - social,
emotional and intellectual, and to see that gifted children were not all the same differences depended on external influences as well as internal needs. They put forward
the behef that
personality is the result of life experiences and genetic make-up. All
gifted children are not affected by their special abilities in the same
way. Gifted cluldren mteract and are mfluenced by their families,
their education, their relaoonships, and their personal development
(Betts & Neihart, 1988, p248).
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Figure 2 - Betts & Neihart, 1988.

PROFILES OF THE GIF1'ED & TALEN'IED
(adapted from Betts & Neihart,1988)
Aehievement

Characteristics

Behaviour

I: Successful

boredom;
dependence;
ext. motivation

perfectionist;
conformist;
non-risk taker

IT: Challenging

frustration;
low self-esteem

aggressIve;
asks why?;
high creative

low

denies ability;
socially
motivated

low

Type

.

ITI: Underground Insecure;
defensive

Type

Characteristics

.

Behaviour

high

Achievement

IV: Dropout

resentment;
poor attendance;
defensive
isolate; critical;
poor self-concept creative

low

V: Double
Labelled

frustration;
disability
dominant

inconsistent
work;
disruptive occ.

low

independent;
creative;
goal-directed;
socially accepted

high

VI: Autonomous confident;
accepting;
int. motivation
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If this is an acceptable view of giftedness, then it becomes impossible to test for
giftedness using a standard I.Q. test. Gifted children interact with, and are influenced
by their family, culture, social and school environment, and interpersonal relationships
must become a prime consideration for identification of gifted and talented children.

If teachers are to implement programs for gifted and talented children which take into
account the effects of family and school environments, social relationships, cultural
differences and personality traits, they need to first develop a broad informative
personal profile of the gifted child.

Lannie Kanevsky (1991) outlined a list of characteristics to differentiate between
"Gifted" children and "Bright" children (See Figure 3 below). "The whole idea of
'giftedness' is that there is a group of children who dIffer from other children their age
in telms of theh ability to do something" (Kanevsky, 1991. p2). She exhorted
educators and parents to observe chIldren and note any of the listed behaVIOurs. and
stated that these children will need to be challenged and developed by modification of
programs and content so the learning process will be more open-ended and studentcentred.
Watch for any of these behaviours. The child who acts like this is the
child who will need modified learning activities and teaching
strategies in order for his or her potential to be challenged and
developed. The greater number of 'gifted learner' characteristics. the
mOle extreme the modlfications can be (Kanevsky, 1991, p2).
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Figure 3 - Lannie Kanevsky, 1991.
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Who is a Gifted Student?

The whole idea of "giftedness" is that there is a group of children who diffedrom other
children their age In terms of their ability to do something.

se PREPAREDI Although a gifted child may be so different that you feel only an adult should
be able to come up with such brilliance in a particular subject area, the same chdd may appear onfy
srJghtly above average, or basically average in other areas.
The table below includes a number of behaviors charadenstlc of highly able learners. Those In the lefthand column incflcate a bright chJld; those in the right-hand column suggest giftedness.

Bright Child
Knows the answers.
Is interes ted.
Is atte.Tttive.
Has good ideas.
Works hard.
Answers the questions.
Top group.
Ustens with interest.
Learns with ease.
6-8 repetitions for mastery.
Understands ideas.
Enjoys peers.
Grasps the meaning.
Completes assignments.
Is receptive.
Copies accurately.
Enjoys school.
Absorbs information.
Technician.
Good memorizer.
Enjoys straightforward,
sequential presentation.
Is alert.
Is pleased with own learning.

Gifted Learner*
Asks the quesb.ons.
Is highly cun~us.
Is me.'1tally and physically Involved.
Has wild, silly
.- ldeas .
Plays around, yet tests well.
DISCUSSes in detail, elaborates.
Beyond the group
Shows strong feelings and opmions.
Already knows.
1-2 repetitions for mastery.
Constructs abstracf:lons.
Pefers adults.
Draws inferences.
Initiates projects.
Is inte.TtSe.
Creates a new design.
EnJOYS learning
Manipulates informab.on.
Inventor.
Good guesser.
Thrives on complexity.

Is keenly observant.
Is highly self-crltical.

·R~rinted by .__ ~on of Chalkn~e magazine, Copyright 1989, GoodApple Inc., Issue 34.
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Kanevsky felt that program modification would facilitate the learning process for gifted
children and cater for their complexity while developing their independence. She
outlined in detail how teachers can alter and modify programs to cater for gifted
chlldren, but added,
the system takes time and work. That is because it is based on good
educational practice, and that takes time and work too. The ultimate
goal is to achieve the optimal match between the abilities and interests
of your students and the objective of the task...This should be a
welcome change from the nagging suspicion that you just aren't
doing enough for your best students and you wouldn't know where
to begIn (Kanevsky, 1991, pI4).
Conversely, George Betts and Maureen Neihart maintaIn that "giftedness should not be
defIned by separate categories; every aspect of personality and development influences
and interacts with every other aspect" (Betts & Neihart, 1988, p248).

Betts and Neihart believe that it is a mistake to view Gifted and Talented children as an
undifferentiated group, all possessing similar characteristics outlmed

In

checkhsts.

Personality results from hfe's experience and genetic make-up; therefore all GIfted and
Talented children will be different Gifted and Talented children cannot be seen as one
group, home and school interactions must be taken into consideratIon when buildIng an
individual profile of a child. "A child is a total entity; a combInatIon of many
characteristics" (Betts & Neihart, 1988, p248).

Betts and Neihart devised a more detailed chart, "Profiles of the Gifted and Talented"
(See Figure 4) which provided a guide for a better understandmg of gifted students.
It IS essential that educators and parents understand the cogmtive,
emotional and social needs of the gifted and talented. 'Proftles of the
Gifted and Talented' provides a framework for a better understanding
of these students by looking closely at their feelings, behavIOur and
needs (Betts & Neihart. 1988. p248).
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This theoretical belief forms a framework for the two case studies undertaken in this
research. In additIon, working styles are assimilated With Betts and Neihart's cnteria.

Gallagher (1985) emphasised the importance of early identification of each individual
cluld's strengths so they can be adequately catered for. The state school system in
Australia, although moving towards early mterVentlon where problems arise, currently
Identifies through standard LQ. tests which are largely language based and therefore
frequently identify and focus on verbal inadequac1es in non-English-spealang
background (N.E.S.B.) chtldren.

Betts and Neihrut SUppOlt thlS view. They identify several different types of gIfted and
talented children, including those who are physically or emotionally handicapped, or
socially or culturally disadvantaged in the school system, which tends to focus on thelt
weaknesses and fails to nurture their strengths or talents. They concluded that "by
looking closely at the behaviour and feehngs of gifted and talented youth, better
educational programming may be developed to meet their educational needs" (Betts &
Neihart, 1988, p252) and this VIew 15 supported by the findings of this study.

IMPLICATIONS FOR N.E.S.B. GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILDREN

Dr. Miraca Gross (1989) 1dentified the difficulty of matching cultural and social
expectations with personal intelligence in gifted children. who need peer support and
acceptance as well as mental stimulation. In Australia, httle is known about emotIonal
and social needs of gifted and talented children.
The problem is especially acute in Australia. Perhaps because of the
dearth of Australian research mto the needs and characteristIcs of the
intellectually gifted child, and the unwillingness to interpret and
harness overseas research, very little is known about the social and
emotional needs of gifted children in Australia (Gross, 1989, p190).
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Where the cultural group values social cohesion above individual advancement (as in
some Australian Aboriginal cultures) the Gifted and Talented child faces a dilemma of
choosing to be accepted and minimising individual intellectual progress or becoming
ISolated by peers who think they are "strange" or "weird". "Much of the emotional
trauma experienced by intellectually gifted young people arises from the conflicting
psycho-social needs of intimacy and achievement" (Gross, 1989, pl90). Consider the
case of lames, a 12 year old who liked his Maths and Science class geared for 15-16
year olds because "nobody here thinks rm dumb and weird" (Gross, 1981, pI90).

All children need to feel accepted in their home and school environments. However, the
local Turkish community seeks to maintain their cultural heritage by remairung a fairly
closed group and continuing to use the home language wherever possIble, makmg the
Turlosh cluld face a slmtlar dtlemma to the Aborigmal chIld. Such decIsions can be
traumatic and if there IS a mis-match between indIvidual and social expectations for
Gifted and Talented children from non-English speaking backgrounds, this results in
"emotional trauma" for the child. Ethnic children belong to two societies - the
educational and cultural- and they may experience the need
to be in an environment which... recognises membership in a range of
groups including family, cultural groups, (where in some cases group
membership is more important than individual performance), age
peers, friendship and interest groups, the WIder school community
and society at large; and to be aware that each group functIons
according to its own set of values (Gross, 1989, pl90).

Ethnic gIfted and talented children, especially if they are girls from a culture "where
women should be seen and not heard" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, p117) may
experience a mis-match between cultural and educational expectations, and may appear
to be non-participants in many school activities, frequently those involving a language

other than theIr own. This is true of Turkish girls who are expected to take a
submissive role at home, but required to show therr potentlal and abilities at school.
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Sylvia Rimm asked the question:
Why do half of gifted children underachieve? Why are between 10%
and 20% of high school dropouts judged to have very superior
ability? What do case studies involving anxiety, suicide and eating
disorders tell us about gifted children's feelings and the pressures
they feel from perfectionism and competition? (Rimm, 1987, p30).

When you ask English-speaking children how they feel about the stresses and problems
they face, they can rarely explain it, so what chance do young N.E.S.B. children have?
"Young children rarely describe the pressures they feel or their behaviour. The
explanations they do give may be shallow" (Rimm. 1987. p30).

With many gifted children, the sense of expecting themselves to do everything perfectly
and correctly all the time restricts and inhibits work productIon and may initiate selfcriticism and dissatisfaction with themselves.
The mtense feeling that one must be the smartest all the time shows
itself in many ways. It is the child whose waving enthusiastic hand
indicates that he will willingly monopolise class discussion with his
display of brilliance, or the child who puts others down as dumb or
stupid in order to feel sufficiently intelligent (Rimm. 1987, p30).

Rimm outlined a list of ideas to help combat the "underachievement syndrome" for
parents to help Gifted and Talented children become achievers with good self-esteem.
"Parents and teachers can and do make a difference in helping gifted children cope with
the pressures that they internalise early on" (Rimm, 1987, p35). These include setting
consistent goals, respecting educators and school, being models of personal effort and
demonstrating the joy of achievement, dlScussing ways of dealing with failure and
other problems, and encouraging independence while remaining in charge. The
difficulty lies in getting this message across to non-English-speaking parents without
disrupting cultural barriers, and overcoming communicatIon and language problems.
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Sometimes these children are under constant pressure where
pleasing other people becomes more important than thinking
critically, and the childhood dilemma of being the 'good person' in
the middle, trying to make all relationships happy ones, easily
prevents the 'good' girl or boy from moving forward for fear of
hurting someone or makmg a potential mistake (Rimm, 1987, p34).
A large proportion of Black American children have been identified as "at-risk" for
fllllure. "The concept of chtldren at risk defmes the nature of the social problem: certam
children are unable... to avail themselves of the opportunities that schools present"
(Lubeck & Garrett, 1990, p327). Concern for these children should mean co-operatlon
between teachers and parents to solve problems that prohIbit successfullearnmg, but in
fact the opposite is true-disadvantaged chtldren are "stereotyped". Early interventton
is common policy to help combat the problem, but the cultural, social or economic
disadvantage is seen to equal failure "Large numbers of youngsters come into school
with absolutely no background, either academic or social. As usual, the schools must
take up this slack because no one else can or will" (Lubeck & Garrett, 1990, p336).

This senously inhibits the educational progress of these children-if they need help, It
must be because there is something wrong with them or their families. "The social
construction of the at-risk child allows educators simultaneously to blame parents for
their children's difficulties and to Ignore characteristics of the school which fail to
promote children's academic success" (Lubeck & Garrett, 1990, p338). The same can
be said ofN.E.S.B. children in Australian schools. If they need help, they are given it
on a Support or E.S.L. (English as a Second Language) program. The need is
Identified as a weakness, and is frequently focused on to the detriment of the
Identification of any strengths the child may have.
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Alexinia Baldwin (1987) maintained that the attitude of the teacher is a crucial element
in the N.E.S.B. child's development, and it must be free of prejudice or pre-conceived

stereotypeS. There must be acceptance of the child as a person with high potential. "The
black gifted child might bring to the learning environment many skill weaknesses. but
he or she might also have strengths which could be used to develop the skills necessary
for continued development of all their abilities" (Baldwin, 1987, pI35). The motivation
for this study was initiated by Baldwin's research which selected 24 Black Amencan
children, gave them I.Q. tests. then closely observed the development of the children in
programs which catered for their individual needs. The framework of the research
included four stages : I. IdentificatIon; 2. Goal settmg - curriculum; 3. the
environment, the teacher, the teaching strategies; 4. Evaluation - the quality of the
program, process and product (Baldwin, 1987, p184). The 24 children reached goals
and achieved results far beyond the initial I.Q. test results, after completing six years in
a spectal program which was based on the framework outlined above. The case studies
of the two Turlash children looks at: 1. Identiflcation; 2. Goal setting (personal and
teacher expectations); 3 the environment; 4. Evaluation - the quality of the product as
shown by collected work samples The case studies also include the behavlOural, social
and emotional needs of the children as recommended by Betts and Neihart and the
development of a personal profile of each child.

There is a great need for programs to evaluate strengths and enhance abilities. The
teacher needs to understand and have a high tolerance for behaviour which does not fit
normal criteria for Glfted and Talented children; the teacher must be accepting but have
mgh expectations as well.
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Current research is looking more at the importance and influence of the Gifted child's
environment and less at parents' occupation and educational levels. Language
modelling in the family is an influencing factor in achieving educational success, as is
academic guidance from the family, family activities, work habits of the family,
intellectuality of the home environment, and the value placed on academic achievement
(Frasier, 1989).

New anivals in Australia are seriously disadvantaged in many or all of these areas. The
home language of Turkish children is not spoken or understood at school, and the
English language of school is frequently not spoken or understood at home. LImited
opportunities to learn, as in a deprived language home environment, should not be seen
to permanently restrict intellectual potential. Language is not the only barrler for
N.E.S.B. children - Frasier identified several influences preventing ethnic children
becoming part of Gifted and Talented programs. She believes attitudes towards
children's abilities must change, that access to Gifted and Talented programs should not
be limited due to the cultural bias of tests, and assessment that focuses on I.Q. should
be abandoned in favour of new identification criteria that look at individual strengths
and accept differences, and focus on common mental traits regardless of culture. New
identification for N.E.S.B. children must be considered to be valid and equal to
objective tests. The problem with basing identification of Gifted children on I. Q. tests
is that these tests only measure I.Q. and therefore only identify children with a high
I.Q., not Gifted and Talented children (Frasier, 1989).

Susanne Richert (1987) put it very bluntly. She categorically stated that tests are being
mis-used. Richert maintained that tests are used for populations for which they have not
been normed, and biased test results keep minority and disadvantaged groups out of
Gifted and Talented programs (Richert, 1987, p31).
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Australia welcomes many other cultures and nationalities, and offers equal
opportunities to adults and children. Until we find a successful method of identifying
ethnic Gifted and Talented children, we are not fulfilling our ideology of equality for

all. We do not accept that race disadvantages people, but all of our primary education is
in English, including tests, and intelligence is equated with our ability to use and
understand the language (Slaughter, 1988, p257).

N.E.S.B. parents need help in learnmg how to support successful school achievement
and to communicate the need to ensure that high. not low. expectations are held for
their chIldren. In the last ten years, educators have become more aware of the
"influence of supportive intimate relationships on the attainment of human potential"
(Gross, 1989, pl90). Children are more likely to achieve a supportive relationship if
they are accepted. have similar values and interests. and recelve "accurate and honest"
information on their achievements (Gross. 1989. p190) This is affected by poor
achievement

lD

Enghsh language based tests: "the gifted receive a negative and

unrealistic view of themselves... thlS extremely diminished view of potential may result
in poor self-esteem and low self-concept" (Gross, 1989, p191).

Vialle (1993) believes that by placing less value on culturally-biased tests and more
value on individual strengths of gifted children. we should be able to nght the balance
of cultural representation of N.E.S.B. children in programs for Gifted and Talented
children.
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SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE:

There appears to be a large amount of evidence to support the belief that N.E.S.B.
children are educationally disadvantaged in America, less in Australia. Many research
studies have been carried out in America to assess the effects of cultural differences on
educational success, but very few studies have been done m Australia to identtfy why
the proportion is so low compared to the overall ethnic population.

The under-representation ofN.E.S.B. children m GIfted and Talented programs gIves
rise to doubts about the equity and equality of our education system, and to the methods
of IdentIfymg GIfted and Talented children through the use of standardised tests. The
cultural mis-match between the school and home environments for N.E.S.B. children
may be a senous impediment to their achievement of academic excellence.

The development of personal profiles of gifted and talented children can lead to clearer
assessment of needs, identification of giftedness and talent, and the application of home
and school support to develop potential.
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Chapter 3.

DESIGN

The development of a personal profile of each child was a major consideration of the
study and infonnation was collected from various sources. The matrix outlined by Betts
and Neihart (1988) (see Figure 4) was used to assimilate collected infonnation, and a
broad picture of each child was developed based on the belief that giftedness "should
not be defined by separate categories; every aspect of personality and development
influences and interacts with every other aspect" (Betts & Neihart, 1988, p248).

As an extension of Betts and Neihart's work, another matrix was developed which

used the criteria of working styles which are valued in today's educational system.
These include speed of task completion. attention span, accuracy, dedication to task,
and attention to detail. The matrix compared the views of various stakeholders
(significant others), including parents, the researcher, other teachers, and self
evaluation. Criteria which may impede or facilitate the child's potential were also
included, for example, ability to speak and understand the English language, ability to
speak and understand the Turkish language, the match or mis-match of teachers' and
parent's expectations, and the results of tests and I.Q. tests, also valued by teachers and
educators as an evaluative tool. Collected infonnation from all of the stakeholders was
used to complete the matrix for each individual child, and each area was discussed in

detail.

The matrix highlights the inconsistencies in judgements of ability made by parents, the
researcher, and the child, with the results of tests and I.Q. tests, confinning the belief
of the researcher that I.Q. tests are not an adequate method of evaluating potential for
N.E.S.B. children.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As outlined in Chapter 1, the research questions which guided this study were:

1. What are the characteristics which may indicate that a child from a minority cultural
group has gifted potential?
2. What factors impede or facilitate the realisation of their potential?

Contributing questions include:
1. What is the childts working style?

1.1 Speed of task completion
1.2 Attention span
1.3 Accuracy
1.4 Dedication to task
1.5 Attention to detail
2. What is the cbildts verbal ability in the home language (Turkish)?
3. What is the childts verbal ability in English?
4. Do teacher goals/expectations match student perfonnance?
5. Do cultural expectations match school expectations?
6. Does the home environment support the school environment?
7. Do I.Q. tests and school based assessments match perfonnance?

Collected information was assimilated and the characteristics of each childts feelings
and attitudes, behaviours, needs, adult and peer perceptions, suitable methods of
identification, and home and school support needed for each child was identified by
underlinin&: on the Betts and Neihart matrix (see Figures 4, 15, and 17).
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METHOD:

The design of the study required the selection of two children for case study analysis,
and the development of a personal profile for each child, taking into account cultural,
social and educational influences, and behaviour and character traits which may
influence learning.

Prior to commencement of the study, observatton of several phenomena had occurred:

Only one Turkish child had entered the local selective high school, even though many
Turkish children had completed their education at feeder primary schools and the
proportion of Turkish children at the researcher's own school was high (see Appendix
A). It is the current system to allow teacher-recommended Year 6 children at feeder
primary schools to sit for entrance exams even though they may choose not to attend.

The Turkish child who passed the entrance examination and gained entry to the
selective high school was well known to the researcher, and had previously spent one
year in the researcher's class.

The family of the selected Turkish child was known to the researcher.

A second child, a young Turkish child, had entered the researcher's class with a record
as a "slow learner", possibly Intellectually Moderately (I.M.) impaired, according to
records gained from an IQ. test

General observation of this young Turkish child over several months did not confirm
test results, but raised questions about the validity of the test and the results, and led to
examination of reasons for the recommendation for administration of the test
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The case study design called for collection of data across a broad spectrum, including
the classroom, the school environment, the home environment, and the cultural
environment with its specific expectations and limitations.

The use of case study design permitted the collection of large amounts of data looking
at the many factors which influenced the development of the complete child. The
detailed and explicit descriptions of the many facets of the child's life provided a
"whole" picture of the child in her natural setting. Lincoln and Guba (1985) call this
"thick" description, and maintain the validity inherent in collection and interpretation of
observations:
Only good narrative can trace the roots of behaviour, can recreate the
compUlsions and unravel the complex tangles of human interaction. It
is essentially narrative, too, that exposes and articulates the values that
lie hidden in the setting: those of the actors, and those that guide the
inquirer and the substantive theory chosen to direct the inquiry, and
the methodological theory chosen to execute it Thus, the case study
becomes the appropriate product of a naturalistic inquiry as its
strengths are precisely those the naturalist needs to honor and depict
the setting of the inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p150).
One major concern of the study was the ability to maintain objectivity while working
closely each day with one of the case study children. Research has found that
ethnographic studies conducted in the working environment afford some advantage to
the researcher.
A member of a given community, then, need not be merely a source
of data, an object at the other end of a scientific instrument He or she
already possesses some of the local knowledge and access to
knowledge that is essential to ethnography, and may have a talent for
sifting and synthesising it (Hymes, 1977. p4).
The teacher/researcher becomes "a very special native" (Florio, 1980) who observes,
manipulates, controls, operates, creates, acts upon and understands his or her
classroom environment. "The knowledge and insight of native members of the
educational community is essential to the completion of discovery and collection"
(Florio, 1980, p5).
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Elkind (1976) notes that research work conducted within the classroom is more likely
to have future application in the classroom than studies conducted away from the school
community.
There is a lot to be learned about learning in the classroom. I believe
that it is difficult, if not impossible, to understand the kind of learning
that goes on in schools on the basis of simplified learning models .. .!f
we want to have a learning theory that is applicable to the school, then
we may have to begin with naturalistic observation in classroom
settings (Elkind, 1976, p56).
Research conducted within the environment which it will ultimately benefit, allows the
researcher and subject to work together, and apply knowledge gained by intensive and
detailed observations to the learning environment, making changes which will facilitate
learning for all chIldren involved.
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SAl\tIPLE

Although the two children chosen to be case study subjects differed in age (one was six
turning seven, and the other was fourteen at the time of the study), each had several
things in common. Both had similar cultural backgrounds with parents born in Turkey
who had migrated to live in Australia. The parents of both children had very limited
English language ability when they arrived. Both children were girls, the eldest child in
each family, and both had a younger brother; there were only two children in each
family. Each girl belonged to a culture which believed women should be seen and not
heard. The family religion was Muslim.

The eldest child had evidenced advanced educanonal ablhty approaching giftedness, by
succeeding in qualifying for entry to the local selecuve high school, the only child from
her particular cultural background to do so at the time. She had not been identified as
gifted during her years at primary school. The younger child showed potential far in
advance of that indicated by the results of an LQ. test. The development of a personal
profile for each child was the basis of the case study research, with analysis to reveal
slmilalities and differences in working style, cultural influences, verbal ability in two
languages-English and TurkIsh-social and environmental influences, and school and
cultural expectations. This collection of information was in line with categones in Betts
and Neihart's Profiles of the Gifted and Talented (1988) (see Figure 4) which outline
feelings, behaviours. needs, and home and school environmental influences.

Pseudonyms were selected to preserve the anonymity of the children. "Anya" was
chosen for the younger girl, ItLeah" for the older child. Both pseudonyms were selected
because the researcher did not know anyone with these names.

The researcher did not know a potentially gifted Turkish boy, so the study consisted of
two Turkish girls.
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Permission was requested from the parents of each child for the family to participate in
the research study. The purpose of the study was outlined in letter form, and explained
verbally to ensure subjects understood requirements. A Turkish aide working within
the school environment was requested to become part of the study and act as interpreter
whenever this was necessary, for verbal communication and translation of written
material.

DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS:

Case study research has an inherent "emergent" quality, where the process of analysing
grows or emerges from the ongoing collection of observable infonnation. Lincoln and
Guba (1985) maintain the constant comparison method (initial observations,
refinement, more precise focusing) is an effective means of analysing naturalistic data.
Naturalistic data emerges from the interaction of the subject within the environment; it is
the observation of a growing child in an influencing world. Nothing is static or
predictable, approximations abound and perception and intuition become research tools.
It is necessary, therefore, in such an elusive environment to collect very large amounts
of infonnation recorded in an observatIon log book and make responses to clarify what
has been observed. Fulwiler (1987) noted the value of keeping records and responses
together to facilitate understanding and focus the direction of the study ( in Lincoln &
Guba, 1985, pI56).

Due to constraints imposed by the choice of subjects, the researcher could only make
regular and extensive personal observations of the younger child. An observation sheet
was ruled up to include the child's pseUdonym, the date, observations, and the
researcher's comments as indicated in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5 - Observation Protocol.

DATE
11.10.93

OBSERYATIONS

COMMENTS

Anya seemed ha,npy to be back. quiet but self-assured. Beautifully
When questioned about how to spell a word in writin~ groomed.
she Was slow in answering dying visible thought

braided hair.

before answering correctly then smiling haupily...

IOQked neat "

Many copies of this sheet were made to construct loose-leaf folders containing
removable and replaceable pages. Observations of the younger child were filled in
several times a week, sometimes several times a day, over a period of six months, and
comments were included at the end of the day while memory of the incident observed
was still clear.

The older child was asked to participate in the study by recording self-observation
sheets, using the format sheet shown above. A folder containing fifty pages was given
to her when she agreed. Personal observations were recorded by the child during or at
the end of each day, and at the end of the week the researcher met with the child and
together they read the observation book, and discussed recorded infonnation and any
problems the child may have had collecting or recording information. The researcher
collected the completed sheets, and recorded comments arising from discussions and
perceptions elicited by verbal and written information. Although this was not altogether
a satisfactory alternative to direct observation, the researcher was unable to directly
observe this child in her school environment. It was felt that visits to the home and
notes made by the researcher would give information about the child in the home
setting, and written reports from all of her teachers would give information about the
school environment Unfortunately, much less information was collected this way than
by direct observation daily, as was the case with the first child.

S4

INTERVIEWS

Each child was observed in the family environment, and interviews with parents were
conducted on a verbal basis as this maintained a friendly and personal contact with the
participants of the study. The parents of the older child were gracious and welcoming,
eager to share information about their child, their personal and family experiences in
Australia, and their home environment Each time I called, I was treated as an honoured
guest, given afternoon tea and invited to stay for as long as I wished. Notes were not
made during interviews as I felt this could cause a restrained atmosphere and inhibit
conversation, and may have been intrusive in an informal afternoon-tea situation.
Information given was so stimulating and memorable that it was not necessary to make
notes in their home. However, I kept paper and pens in the car, and when I eventually
left, I drove around the corner, stopped the car and made copious and expansive notes.
Once these notes had been transcribed into a neater fonnat, they were returned during
the next visit, and left for the participants to peruse and verify.

Interviews with the parents of the younger child were not so easy. The initial interview
had to be set up with the Turkish aide acting as interpreter, and the atmosphere was
constrained. Information about the study was given but there was an element of
uncertainty about how much was understood. The second interview was very different
The mother was requested to talk to the researcher and the interpreter without the father
present, as it had been ascertained that mother and daughter were very close, but the
mother's discussion was inhibited when the father was present. A comfortable area was
selected for the interview, which was held at school as it was felt the mother would be
less reluctant to talk without the father, than in the home environment At first, the
mother was pleasant but quiet, volunteering only answers to questions given. After a
while, the mother began to visibly relax and enjoy talking about her daughter, to smile
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and become animated, and she talked faster, and in great detail, about their life in
Australia, family and cultural expectations and constraints, and her daughter.
Information was recorded in note form during the interview as this had been the case
during the previous interview, and it did not appear to impede the amount of
information volunteered. The mother spoke almost no English, 80 everything that was
said had to be translated by the Turkish interpreter. The interview, although lengthy,
was not tedious, as I felt the mother appreciated my interest in her daughter, and
consequently, was friendly and more receptive to questions asked.

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

Lincoln and Guba (1985) differentiate between terms which equate with validity and
reliability, for qualitative research methods used in case studies. Validity becomes
credibility and reliability becomes dependability. How credible and dependable are the
questions asked and the answers given? The importance of trustworthiness and
confirmation of findings is also stressed. The researcher must ask herself how
trustworthy is the collected information, could the inferences be applicable to different
sets of circumstances, were the stakeholders honest or did they have a personal bias,
are the findings clearly applicable to the collected data, and confIrmed by a variety of
sources? (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) These questions guided the development of the
study, for interviews, collection of work samples, observation notes and test results to
conclusions drawn from the findings. The variety of stakeholders, including parents,
the researcher, other teachers and the children themselves, helped to confmn or
disavow beliefs by providing various viewpoints. Attempts to maintain total objectivity
were difficult, because of daily interaction with one of the case study children, but
awareness of this problem was ever-present, and mentioned in the study. Changes in
the behaviour of the child were occassionally attributed to direct intervention on the part
of the researcher, but it was felt that the development of potential and ability in the child
outweighed the need for objectivity in this particular case.
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Miles and Huberman (1984) stress the importance of triangulation by collecting data
from several different sources to provide validation of information (Miles & Huberman,
1984). As well as the detailed observation of both children, and data from interviews
with family members, considerable amounts of visible evidence were collected. This
included work samples, record cards, reports with comments from other teachers,
books, tests and test results, and written records made by other teachers working with
the children, for example, the English as a Second Language (E.S.L.) teacher.

Miles and Huberman (1984) also recommend the use of matrix displays to help
organise data and make meaning from it "Matrix construction is a creative-yet
systematic-task that furthers your understanding of the substance and meaning of
your data base, even before you begin entering information" (Miles & Huberman,
1984, p21l). Based upon the Betts and Neihart matrix this was a surprisingly apt and
valuable way to focus and clarify important elements emerging from the data, and
allowed new understandings, perceptions and directions to emerge from the data.

The matrix made evaluating the data surprisingly clear and easy to understand.
Organising large amounts of information appeared to be a formidable task, but putting
the collected information into grids with applicable co-ordinates on a matrix made
patterns and irregularities emerge, and made it possible to discuss in detail why
fmdings occurred and how the findings related to the collected data.

The use of an audit trail to document every step in the research is recommended by
Miles and Huberman (1984) and a matrix format was used to show how decisions were
made and what thought processes led to conclusions.
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AUDIT TRAIL MATRIX - (from Miles & Huberman, 1984, p24S)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CONCLUSIONS
DECISIONS
PROCEDURE
----.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Children in class
l.Comments made on site
1.Recording: observations
used to teacher
or
same
day
so
memory
of Anya recorded on site,
writing
notes.
is
fresh
and
note
taking
comments made same day.
Decided
not to
is unobtrusive.
Observations of Leah
make notes during
recorded by her, comments Notes made during class
afternoon-tea
not noticed by children.
made by researcher later.
at Leah's homeInterview notes from
Interview notes from
may be offensive.
Anya's parents made at
Anya's parents made
time of interview.
during interview.
Interview notes from
Interview notes from
Leah's parents made
Leah's parents made
later - less intrusive
later.
in afternoon-tea
situation.
2. Selection of case study:
Anya.
Observations not support
test recommendations.

I.Initial report of I.Q.
test results low.

Anya appeared to
have potential.

3.Selection of case study:
Leah.

l.Prior knowledge of this
child made her inclusion
practical.

Opportunity to
develop a
personal profIle.

4.Researcher influence
on Anya during study.

l.Belief that positive
action would have no
adverse effect.
2.Advantage of more
in-depth data.
3.Objectivity/subjectivity
problem inbuilt.

Focusing on
Anya's
strengths had
positive and
beneficial
results for
her.

The recommendation for the use of an audit trail by Miles and Huberman (1984) helped
to clarify and identify potential problem areas, for example, the researcher's influence

on the case study child Anya. It also helped to clarify reasons for selection of case
study children, reasons for using methods of data collection, for example, making
detailed notes during class time, and also identified the criteria which helped to control
and shape the study.
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Reliability in naturalistic research is based on collection of valid data and involves the
trUStworthiness and dedicated search employed by the researcher for knowledge.
Naturalistic research leads to intuitive understandings and knowledge; with case study
research the knowledge gained from particular cases can be applied to others through
recognition of similarities and differences (Stake, cited by Glesne & Peshkin, 1992).
Piaget, (1963) in his book entitled The Ori~ins of InteI1i=nce in Children. discusses in
detail his observations of his own child - "From birth sucking-like movements may be
observed: impulsive movement and protrusion of the lips accompanied by displacement
of the tongue, while the arms engage in unruly and more or less rhythmical gestures
and the head moves laterally, etc" (Piaget, 1963, p25). Piaget uses his extensive case
study of the child to make inferences pertaining to the developmental stages and growth
of all children. The researcher believes that the information gathered about two children
may be applied to other Turkish children, in an effort to improve the understanding of
the cultural, social, environmental and educational influences on the learning potential
of ethnic children, and to identify the constraints which inhibit the achievement of
academic excellence.

The use of the Turkish aide as not only interpreter, but confidante and friend during the
study, made understanding of the Turkish culture clearer, and gave the aide an
opportunity to become co-researcher and co-observer, working in the classroom to
validate and consolidate findings. The Turkish aide is an intelligent and articulate
member of the Turkish community and it is difficult to estimate the value of her input
into this research study.
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Chapter 4.

CASE STUDY #1: ANYA

BACKGROUND
Anya was bom on 16th May, 1986, in Turkey, and was brought to Australia by her
mother when she was four years old. Anya's father had been to Australia with his
brother, and the family settled in Fairy Meadow, New South Wales, Australia, in 1990.
Anya began school at the beginning of 1991, aged 4 but turning 5 in May that year. She
did not speak or understand the English language and spent two years in Kindergarten,
making little apparent progress.

In 1993 Anya was placed in Grade 1, and stimulated immediate interest in, and
subsequent research by the researcher. Observations of Anya continued throughout
1993, with detailed records kept during the second half of the year.

An intellectual profile (see Figure 6 on following page) concentrating on Anya's
working style and verbal ability, was developed using information collected from her
parents, other teachers, herself, the researcher, and results from school-based
assessments and I.Q. tests. An underlying assumption of the research study was that
Anya's working style and cultural background had disadvantaged her academic
progress and prevented her from exhibiting success.
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Figure 6 - Intellectual Profile of Anya based on Working Style and Verbal Ability.
OTHERS

SELF

TEST
RESULTS&
I.Q.TESTS

Weak

Weak

Weak

Weak

Average

Outstanding
Strength

Weak

Weak

Weak

Accuracy

Average

Strength

Weak

Weak

Weak

Dedication

Strength

Outstanding
Strength

Weak

Weak

N/A

Attention to
Detail

Strength

Outstanding
Strength

Weak

Weak

N/A

Verbal
English

Outstanding Outstanding
Strength
Strength

Weak

Weak

Weak

Verbal
Turkish

Outstanding Outstanding
Strength
Strength

N/A

Average

N/A

ABILITYI
WORKING
STYLE

PARENTS

Speed of
Task
Completion

Average

Attention
Span

RESEARCHER

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Using the matrix indicated in Figure 6 above as a beginning, each of the research
questions will be examined in the following narrative. Anya's working style as seen by
parents, the researcher, other teachers, Anya herself and grade tests and I.Q. test
results, will be explored in detail, and several other research questions relating to the
link between home environment and school environment will be addressed. In
conclusion, a matrix based on Betts and Neihart's Profiles of the Gifted & Talented
(1988) (see Figure 4) will be completed for each child
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1. What is the child's working style?
1.1 Speed of task completion:
PARENTS
During an interview with Anyats mother she said that her daughter seemed "nonnal" to
her, but also added "if she likes something she will learn straight away" (9111/93). For
this reason, Anyats speed of task completion was listed as "average" under the parents'
column.

RESEARCHER
Observation of Anya at work over many weeks revealed little evidence that she did
anything quickly. In fact the reverse seemed to be true. Much of her work was
incomplete. On 23/6/93 Anya began an acrostic poem about STRAWBERRIES, (see
Figure 7 below) and on 3/8/93 began another acrostic poem tided FROGS, (see Figure
8 below) but the poems remain incomplete, even though children in the class were
given sufficient time to finish. She appeared to be a slow worker, but on closer
observation, was seen to spend a lot of time making her work accurate and neat.

On 15th November, 1993, Anya was given two maths sheets with activities to
complete. She was given unlimited time but after observing that she had done very little
during half an hour, I sat down next to her and explained each task to her then waited
while she (first verbally, then in writing) gave answers and completed activities, before
continuing to the next question. This took a very long time (and was probably highly
unethical as this was a grade test). Each time I would say "What is two plus three
more?" or "show me where you would draw a line to divide each shape in half or into
two parts the same size" in an effort to slowly and carefully read the questions to her.
The written instructions for each activity and question were not in simple, easily
understood language, for example, "Match the labels to the 3D objects", or "Draw lines
to divide each shape into 2 equal parts". Children needed to be familiar with the
language of mathematics, in English, which Anya was not, to successfully complete it.
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Figure 7 - Anya's unfinished poem STRAWBERRIES.
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Figure 8 - Anya's unfmished poem FROGS.
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The teacher was allowed to read the instructions to the class but because Anya was
slow to start and could not keep up with the other children, the other children were all
finished and she had only just begun, and consequently had missed having the
questions read out for her as she completed them. The test was only completed when I
sat with her and slowly worked through each activity by reading instructions to her then
allowing her time to answer before moving on to the next question. She needed to
answer verbally and wait for a signal from me before she wrote the answer.

Anya's score on this test was 66%, evidence that she knew what to do and could get
the correct answers, but needed time to listen to instructions and time to think before
completing tasks. The whole exercise took well over an hour, and had to be completed
during class time while the teacher also supervised the other children in the class. It was
not a practical solution to Anya's problem, and in a normal classroom situation most
teachers would not be able to devote this amount of time to one child, but it worked.

Anya's slow completion of tasks in the classroom disadvantaged her because she often
missed instructions or did not gain experience through completion of activities.

Observation of Anya over extended time revealed that she was not slow to complete
tasks because she did not know how to do them, but because she wanted her work to

be neat and accurate, as perfect as she could make it, no matter how long it took.
Additionally, she lacked self-confidence to the point where she was often too scared to
begin. in case she made an error. This is hardly surprising. given that her father called
her names, two Kindergarten teachers gave her poor reports over two years, and she
was tested and found to faIl into the I.M. range by the school counsellor.
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QTHER TEACHERS

The English as a Second Language (E.S.L.) teacher who worked with Anya three times
a week for language activities was asked about the speed of task completion on two
separate occasions. The first was after listening to a group of E.S.L. children read
aloud on 8/6/93, a book called "The Little Yellow Chicken". All the children could see
the text and took turns to read .around the group. When asked how Anya had
progressed, the answer was "She's trying really hard to sound out the words but it's
such a slow, slow process"(9/6/93). On the Pupil Progress Report 1993 - English As a
Second Language, TERM TWO: the E.S.L. teacher commented, "(Anya) has made
slow progress" (16/6/93).

Later in the year, Anya read a story called "The Rabbits of Mars" and wrote a sentence
with an illustration. The E.S.L. teacher's comment was "she's getting there slowly"
and "we didn't get time to fmish the whole story" (4/11/93). Anya spent a long time
dlawing and colouring a picture of a rocket ship, the planet and stars. Her sentence was
short, but showed understandmg of what she had read and displays an interesting
personal extension on the story themes of eating and animals: "The rabbits of Mars.
The boey (boy) said find sum of the Rabbits to eat or some of cats and some of dogs"
(4111193). The extension of Anya's thoughts to include cats and dogs was her own

mterpretation, but nevertheless the next book in the series, which Anya had not seen, is
"The Cats of Venus". Anya spent a long time on her story and picture, slowly
completing both to her own satisfaction.

SELf
When asked by the researcher if she liked to do things quickly or slowly, Anya replied
that she liked to have more time to finish things and "make them nice" (10/11193). She
said "I don't go fast because then I don't like it" (28/10/93) which I translated to mean
that she did not like to be rushed or hurried, but preferred to do things at her own pace.
Her comment could also mean that she is not happy with her results if she hurries.
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JEST RESULTS AND lQ.IEST
In May 1993, I requested a copy of the school counsellor's report on Anya. Under the
heading "Reasons for Referral" was written "(Anya) is repeating Kinder this year and is
only now realising the significance of print - according to her teachers - knows no
sounds. Does ~ work, but on tests, came out very low" (9/12192) The inference is
clear that Anya took a long time to understand the significance of print, that she was
slow to come to that understanding, taking two years in Kindergarten and still
displaying no evidence ("knows no sounds"), that she was learning to read.

The school counsellor wrote "(Anya) was tested today using the WPPSI-(R).
(Actually, she started yesterday in the presence of (Leyla), Turkish teachers' aide.
Today, (Leyla) (Turkish teachers' aide) is not present.)" (9112192) The test took a long
time to complete, over two days, and Anya slowly failed. "Anya's results were as
followsVerball.Q.
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Performance

80

Full Scale

68

This puts (Anya) in the I.M.

ran~e.

She may be suited to the I.M. class in a year or

two" (9112192).

The counsellor intimated that the test took some time as "during the information sub-test
she was asked to name three animals. She appeared not to understand, so the Turkish
aide asked her in Turkish. The Turkish aide said she did not understand the Turkish
word for 'animals' either. When asked specially 'What is this?' e.g. a cat, a bear,
picture on the wall - she knew these names" (9112/92). This account of the test
represents Anya as a child who is slow to process information or complete tasks.

The Grade 1 Maths Assessment given on 15111193 was a clear example of how Anya
needs time to successfully complete activities. She scored 66% on the test but took
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almost an hour longer than any other child in the class. She also needed to be in familiar
surroundings with a teacher she knew and trusted. encouraging her every step of the
way. This did not happen during the lQ. test which was conducted in the counsellor's
own room (a very small unfamiliar room), by the counsellor, whom Anya did not
know or trust.

The only time that speed of task completion was ever noticed was when Anya did a
handstand flip in mid-air landing perfectly on both feet She was quick and graceful. I
said "do that again" and her mother and I watched as she repeated a very quick flip and
landed perfectly again with a smile. I asked her where she learned to do that and she
said "at home". When I asked her mother. she said the father was teaching Anya's
brother to do it Anya had watched quietly for a while and then successfully completed
the activity. Anya's brother still cannot do it. Anya's quick grasp of the technique
required and her quick execution of the manoeuvre reminded me of her mother's
comment: "if she likes something she willleam straight away" (9/11/93).

1. What is the child's working style?
1.2 Attention span:

PARENTS

When asked what Anya liked doing. her mother replied that she liked drawing pictures
and helping with the housework. "She lIkes helping with the dishes sometimes and she
folds the clothes. neat" (9111193). When talking about Anya's childhood. her mother
said "her Grandma used to spend a lot of time with her, she was the centre of attention.
she kept people entertained for hours. she made people laugh doing amazing things
Grandma says" (9/11193). Anya likes playing with her dolls at home and playing
house. and will play happily for hours if undisturbed by her brother who "annoys her"
(9111193. 10/12/93). Even though Anya's mother had commented on her daughter's

ability to concentrate on something "for hours". her parents think she is just "normal".
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RESEARCHER
On many observed occasions, Anya exhibited the ability to work on a single task with
her attention focussed for an extensive length of time. One occasion was the Grade I
Maths test. (15/11193) which took well over an hour to complete. The acrostic poems
STRAWBERRIES and FROGS took a long time, even though neither poem was
completed. The picture of the rocket ship (4111/93) took half an hour to fmish t
complete with curved windows to indicate the cylindrical shape of the rocket. The
finger-painted cat (24/8/93) was almost perfect, with each meticulous spot placed just
so. each finger cleaned before dipping in a new colour to maintain clarity. no smudges.
no mess, clear colours and perfectly completed with perseverance.

Anya maintained her concentration, but more than that, focussed all of her attention on
the task at hand, and that attention never wavered despite being surrounded by
distracting elements, until the task was completed to her satisfaction.

Anya was not easily distracted from a task she was working on and although it might
take longer to complete than the work of other children, she displayed a lengthy
attention span and the ability to persevere until she was happy with whatever she had
been doing. For example, one morning I asked Anya to read aloud to me a story called
"Horrible Big Black Bug". I sat at my desk and Anya stood next to me. Many times
during the next hour we were interrupted by children coming to ask me questions or get
work checked, but Anya maintained her concentration, sounding out words like
"b-e-n-ch" and working it out with perseverance and persistence, until she completed
the whole book. The comment in my research notes was "loves to have extra attention.
Wish I had more time she's trying so hard" (24/8/93).
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.QIHER TEACHERS
The E.S.L. teacher kept anecdotal records of Anya's progress for the first half of 1993,
which stated: "really no idea - can read words like 'r" (27/4193); "seems incapable of
thinking for herself' (2513/93); "Great difficulty distinguishing shapes from letters"
(25/3/93); and "HELP!" (23/3/93). When asked if Anya had a good attention span the

comment was "She can't DO anything!" (29/6/93).

SELf
When Anya was asked if she liked to do one thing for a fairly long time she answered
"yes, sometimes" and when asked what kinds of things, she said "When rm playing
with my dolls". This seemed to be a very normal activity for a girl of Anya's age, so I
asked her if she thought she was good at paying attention in the classroom and she
replied "no". Anya lacked confidence in her own ability in any area related to school
work and believed she was weak in most areas.

TEST RESULTS AND LQ,TEST

When left to her own devices during a test (15111193) Anya's attentions span appeared
very poor and she seemed unable to concentrate long enough to complete even one
question correctly. It was only when the researcher actively intervened that the test was
finally completed. Given a grade test under normal situations, Anya's attention span
would register as poor. The evidence of a poor attention span during tests was also
mentioned on the counsellor's report, where Anya "on tests, came out very low"
(9/12192), and "this puts (Anya) in the lM. range." (9112192).
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1. What is the child's working style?

1.3 Accuracy:

fARENIS
Although Anya's parents said that she does not like mathematics because she doesn't
always know the "right" answers (9111/93), it was decided by the researcher, after
talking about Anya for several hours, that her parents did not think that Anya's
accuracy was really a problem. Her parents constantly reiterated their belief that Anya
was "nonnal" (9111/93) and just like other children, even though her father used to call
her "stupid" and "dumb" when she got bad school reports during 1991 and 1992
(10112193).

RESEARCHER

If left to her own devices, Anya's accuracy was generally poor. In the Grade Maths
test, she got the right answers 66% of the time, with a great deal of help from the
researcher to understand what the questions were asking. In writing and spelling her
accuracy appeared weak. On 3/2/93 Anya wrote her first sentence for me. This is a
representation of her work: "I w 11 b m" (message unknown!) On 23/6/93 Anya wrote
a poem about STRAWBERRIES. She spelled "both" with an "e" on the end, and "eat"
as "eut". On 3/8/93 she spelled "frogs" without "r" twice and "have" without the "e".
On 9/8/93 she wrote a story about an imaginary monster and spelled "basket" as
"basgt" (see Figure 9 below). These examples highlight Anya's lack of accuracy. They
also highlight, especially in the last example, a good phonetic interpretation of
unknown words in a language not her own from a child who "knows no sounds"

(9112/92). In the monster story, Anya also wrote "because" as "becuse", which
although not accurate, is a good attempt. To find evidence of lack of accuracy in Anya's
work is to look only at the results on paper and not the effort or the thought behind the
product.
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Anya was observed many times searching for words, rubbing out and changing her
work frequently to reach a standard with which she was happy. Her desire to produce
accurate, correct material is evidenced by many examples, one of the most revealing
being her self-editing of her own work: "In the kitchen I sa(W)w a (h)Honible B(a)ug.

It had green eyes and it was scary" (30/8/93) (see Figure 10 below). The letters in
brackets were crossed out and changed to meet her requirements. Most of the words,
including "eyes" and "scary" were spelled correctly the first time. They may have been
copied from environmental print in the classroom, which she would have had to find
and copy correctly. This of course takes time and makes Anya appear to be a slow
worker. The corrections made by Anya included changing the spelling of "Bug" and
changing an upper case letter "W" to the lower case "w". The reason for the change
from a lower case "h" to a capital letter was that the "Horrible Bug" was a story book
Anya had read to me on 24/8/93 and the title had a capital"H" for "Horrible" and a
capital "B" for "Bug". The work Anya produced was made to be as accurate as Anya
could make it, with not only correct spelling, but correct punctuation and correct use of
upper and lower case letters. She was not prepared to stop work until it was totally
accurate. This is the reason Anya would not show evidence of "knowing her sounds"
or of being able to read and write until she could do it accurately. The desire and need
for accuracy is also evident in Anya's verbal English, with no sound of an accent, and
perfect tense and grammar. Her need to "get it right" shows up in the slowness of her
work, her attention to detail, her perseverance to continue until she is satisfied, ending
sometimes in incomplete work due to lack of time in the classroom. The need to be
accurate is a driving force and a strength that makes her try harder, take longer, but also
prevents her attempting new tasks if she is scared of failure.
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Figure 9 - Anya's "monster" story.
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Figure 10 - Anya's "Horrible Bug" story.
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.QIHER TEACHERS

Because product was the only evidence used to judge Anya's accuracy, she was
recommended for I.Q. testing, she received poor school reports, and her father called
her "dumb" and "stupid". The E.S.L. teacher wrote in her anecdotal records: "rul
memory from this morning's drill lesson on this book...HELPf" (23/3/93); "seems
incapable of thinking for herself' (25/3/93) and "really no idea"(27/4193). During the
two page Maths test given on 15th November, 1993, Anya lacked confidence in her
own ability to be accurate to the point where she would not even begin without
someone beside her, and needed to verbalise each answer, waiting for a comment from
me such as "O.K. Now write that down if you think so" before she would write it
down. I did not need to tell her if the answer was correct or wrong, just to nod and
smile and tell her it was okay to write it down, re-assure her, and continue to the next
question slowly, waiting for Anya to be ready to proceed.

When Anya was in Kindergarten, her teacher made a request for IQ. testing based on
observations of product, where Anya was shown a set of alphabetical cards for an endof-year assessment task and asked to say aloud the sounds each letter represented in the
English language. The school counsellor wrote on the "Reasons for Referral" report,
"according to her teachers - knows no sounds....on tests came out very low" (9112193).
Even by the middle of 1993. when put in a situation where she was asked to display
knowledge, Anya apparently knew no sounds, but by then it was obvious that she
could read. The answer to the puzzle of how she could learn to read without ever
knowing her sounds is a mystery, but it could have been because Anya does not like
being on display and being asked to perform, and likes it even less if she is unsure of
being perfectly correct
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£ELf
Anya's lack of confidence in her ability to "get it right" was evident on many occasions.
Several times early in 1993, she would cry and get upset if she could not do something.
Even when asked towards the end of the year if she felt she got things right most of the
time her answer was a most definite "no". When asked if she liked to do things
correctly and successfully her answer was a smile and a nod indicating that she did
(23/8/93).

TESTS AND I.Q,TESTS
The counsellor's I.Q. test looked at Anya's results as evidence of what she did not
know. "(Anya's) verbal I.Q. was significantly lower than her performance.This puts
(Anya) in the I.M.ran~e " (9112/93). During the test Anya "was asked to name three
animals. She appeared not to understand"(9112193). When asked to identify animal
pictures on the wall she knew all the names but still got the question wrong because she
did not answer when asked to name three animals. Anya's accuracy appeared to be
poor, but there was evidence that she had the necessary knowledge to answer the
question correctly. Perhaps she felt unsure at first but gained confidence when faced
with pictures she knew. However, on I.Q. tests there is no second chance and only one
correct answer, without any variation or deviation from the pre-determined and
prescribed acceptable answer, so Anya was marked incorrect on this question.

Anya's accuracy on the Grade 1 Maths test (15111193) was 66% with a lot of help to
understand the questions. Left to complete the test on her own, her accuracy would
have been below 10%, as she had made no effort to begin after half an hour and
appeared not to know how to complete the assessment tasks or work out answers.
Anya's accuracy based only on a test score or result would appear to be extremely
weak. It was only after direct intervention, which allowed Anya to work at her own
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pace, encouraged her to answer verbally before writing answers and gave her the
confidence to continue with one-to-one support, that she displayed understanding of the
mathematical processes required to achieve correct answers.

1. What is the child's working style?
1.4 Dedication to tasks:

PARENTS
Anya's mother said that when Anya is doing something she gets very angry with her
brother if he disturbs her. "He annoys her" (9/11193). Anya likes to draw and colour in
pictures and will spend hours completing tasks. One picture presented to me as a gift
and displayed in the classroom was very detailed, with small pictures, labels made into
gift tags with little bows underneath each tiny drawing, a variety of colours and
meticulous execution and craftsmanship in each diagram (see Figure 11 below). It
would have taken hours to complete and Anya would have had to dedicate herself to the
task in order to finish it and present it to me (6/9/93).
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Figure 11 - Anya's "gift" to the researcher of various pictures.
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RESEARCHER
Anya exhibits dedication to achieving success in one particular area before moving to an
unknown or unfamiliar task. This is most noticeable in her ability to learn the English
language. Although her ability to read and write in English appeared to be extremely
limited early in 1993, her ability to speak: and understand the English language was
astounding and accurate the first time I heard her speak to her peers early in 1993. Anya
spoke with ease and fluency and is the only Turkish child her age at the school who
speaks without any noticeable accent. During Tenn 1, 1993, I encouraged all children
to take turns standing in front of the class and talking to their peers about any subject of
their choice. This gave me an excellent opportunity to assess their ability to create
whole sentences. use correct tense and grammar, string sentences together to create
meaning and assess their vocabulary and use of descriptive language to inform and
entertain. Many six year old children born in Australia, and learning to speak English
from birth, have difficulty achieving a high standard of verbal excellency at age six. It
was quite unexpected to me to hear a Turkish child speak to her peers and display
exceptional control of the English language. Her voice was pleasant to listen to, well
modulated and expressive. Her language was fluent and smooth, with no uneasy
pauses or "urns" or "ahs" while she worked out what to say next. Perhaps because of
my obvious interest, she liked to stand up and talk to her peers almost every day for as
much time as she was allowed. As her excitement grew about her increasing ability to
read in the secondhaIf of the year, her "talking" tIme gradually diminished and I made
time available for her to "show off' her new skill.

Anya had dedicated her two years in Kindergarten to learning to speak the English
language PERFECTLY! She was not prepared to move on to a new and difficult skill
(reading in English) until she was sure she could do it successfully. Anya's family had
arrived from Turkey only a short time before she began school so she did not go to preschool, and she was the eldest child with no older brothers or sisters to help her learn
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the English language. Her mother spoke no English, although she confessed late in
1993 that she had recently tried to learn but the children had laughed at her poor
attempts so she didn't try again - it was "too hard" (10112193). Anya's father's English
was limited and only Turkish was ever spoken at home.

Another notable facet of Anya's dedication to tasks was the amount of time she devoted
to creating beautiful art works. The rocket picture (4111193) took a long time to
complete but it was beautifully done, with each colour stroke aligned to blend in neatly,
and windows drawn with a curve to indicate the 3D cylindrical shape of the rocket. A
set of pictures completed at home and presented to me as a gift (6/9/93) (see Figure 11)
were also very detailed and neatly executed. Her paintings and drawings were
painstakingly worked on until they were completed to her fmal satisfaction. A flower
painting (2615193) (see Figure 12 below) was not fmished until the background had
been fllled with numerous spots in a variety of clear colours, and Anya had painted
herself, two large flowers complete with petals, leaves and stems, a sky, green grass
and the sun. The completed composition had balance and structure, and was clearly
expressive of the sentiment Anya scribed beneath her picture: "I like flowers. I had two
flowers, they are pretty" (2615193). Also notable in this work is the use of correct
punctuation, a comma and full stops, and correct spelling for every word, and this
work was done in May.

OTHER TEACHERS

Anya's previous teacher had commented on her "neat" work but followed it up with a
negative comment on poor test results. "Does ~ work, but on tests, came out very
low" (9112193). Her dedication to completing tasks neatly was notable, but not
applicable to test results where time is of the essence and dedication to presenting neat
work is not as important as correct answers.

Figure 12 - Anya's flower painting
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The school counsellor also commented on Anya's dedication: "(Anya) enjoyed the test
and concentrated well" but then added "she had trouble telling me about how many
brothers and sisters she had" (9/12/92). The E.SL. teacher kept anecdotal records of
Anya's progress but did not comment on Anya's dedication to completing tasks
successfully, her creative skill, or her excellent ability to speak perfect English until
later in the year. On the Pupil Progress Report 1993 - English As A Second Language,
the information passed on to Anya's parents was "TERMS ONE, TWO: (Anya) speaks
quite well..she must learn new English vocabulary" and "TERM THREE: (Anya) has
become much more confident this term and is rarely too shy to speak any more!" In
Term One Anya was able to stand up and talk to her peers fluently for several minutes
every day to please the teacher. My appreciation of her beautiful speech was obvious
and she blossomed noticeably with praise and encouragement. Eventually her
achievement was noticed by the E.SL. teacher.

Anya is aware that she prefers to spend a lot of time without being interrupted,
completing a task to her own satisfaction, but in her view this is normal and not
anything unusual. On the Intellectual Profile (Figure 6) this was marked as average for
this reason.

TESTSAJij)I. O. TESTS
Dedication to a task is not applicable to assessments of ability, Grade tests or I.Q. tests.
These are completed within an imposed time frame, and dedication to task completion
can only be observed over long periods of time, where a child is allowed to
successfully complete a task to her own satisfaction. Anya did not show dedication to
learning her sounds according to her previous teachers and the school counsellor, but

.

given time, and a situation where success was possible, Anya did learn her sounds and
learned to read.
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1. What is the child's working style?
1.5 Attention to detail:

PARENTS
Anya's attention to detail was outlined in the domestic setting of her home environment
by many little things her parents talked about in lengthy discussions. "She is neat and
ndy"; "she likes to help me with the housework"; "she likes to help in the kitchen"; "she
lIkes to play house"; "she folds the clothes, keeps her things neat"; "she likes to draw
and colour and make nice pictures"; "if she likes something she will learn it straight
away"; "she likes to play with her dolls and dress them up and do their hair"; "she
makes little ribbons for her dolls"; "she watched her father show her brother how to do
a handstand flip then she copied" (9/11/93, 10/12/93).

RESEARCHER
An early indicator of Anya's outstanding ability in the area of attention to detail was her
artwork, for example, the flower paintmg (2615193) with Its wonderful vibrant colours
and mtncate detail. The rocket ship picture (4111/93) had windows that were curved to
mdlcate the cylindrical shape of the rocket A drawing of a carpet had 15 stripes of
~ width,

each coloured a different colour (6/9193), and a house picture had 2 tiny

windows divided into 4 panes of glass, each a different colour (6/9193). Each picture
on hel special gift to me had a label made into a tiny gift tag with a coloured bow and
the apPlOpriate wOld written inside (6/9/93). Her fmger-painted cat was perfect, even
though I only had explained what I wanted and did not give a practlcal demonstration
prior to the activity. I painted my cat as the other children worked on theirs, and Anya's
results were much better than mine. Her finger-painted spots were so neat and placed
so accurately they could have been done on a machine (24/8/93). In the creation of a
composlte creature, Anya had to design and draw the body of the animal. The animal's
name was "Curly" because Anya covered the entire body with spirals like snail's shells
and coloured them all different colours (see Figure 13 below).
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Figure 13- Anya'screaturenamed "Cur1y ".
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Anya's attention to detail became evident in her writing. Early in the year she wrote "1

w 11 b m" which was very limited and unintelligible. As soon as Anya realised she
could copy from books, dictionaries and environmental print to make her writing neat
and legible she began to write with pleasure. Her favourite form of writing was poetry,
specifically acrostic poems, as these could be made to look nice and neat with large
letters down the side controlling the setting out of the work in a more detailed way.
Children in the class were encouraged to write "rough copies" of their work for early

drafts of stories, but Anya refused to present a rough copy, continually rubbing out and
changing her work until it was as close to perfect as she could make it. One of her best
poems was Kl'I"IENS (29n!93) (see Figure 14 below) which had captured the warm
feeling Anya has for these tiny animals. Other acrostic poems included
STRAWBERRIES (23/6/93) and FROGS (3/8/93). The ideas in each poem were
individual, personal and creative, and the attention to detail was revealed in the time it
took Anya to get her work correct and the way she wanted it to look. Both poems
remained unfinished but were neatly and legibly presented.

OmER TEACHERS

The E.S.L. teacher who worked with Anya three days a week for the entire year made
no comment about Anya's attention to detail, even though many of her pictures were
completed in relation to stories read in group reading class.

Her Kindergarten teacher had commented that Anya's work was "neat" (9/12/92). The
school counsellor who tested Anya made no comment on attention to detail even though
some of the non-verbal elements of the I.Q. test required perception, perseverance and
close attention to detail to complete (9/12/92).
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figure 14 _ Anya's poe111 I{ffl1!NS.
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SELf
Anya did not think she displayed any unusual attention to detail in her activities - to her
it was just ordinary everyday things which she enjoyed doing, and doing carefully and
neatly, like the drawings she did at home and at school

IEST RESULTS AND lP. TESTS
Because the results of tests are the only indicators of success or failure, attention to
detail is not an applicable attribute in relation to tests. In the Grade 1 Maths test
(5/11/93) space was left for answers which were then marked and scored as correct or
incorrect Attention to detail was not noted as part of the assessment procedure.

In the I.Q. test Anya's results were as follows:
Verbal I.Q.

61

Performance

80

Full Scale

68

(9/12/92)

No mention was made about attention to detail although the counsellor noted that Anya
had "concentrated well"(9/12/93). Part of the test was for performance on non-verbal
tasks where Anya's attention to detail would have been a contributing factor in her
achievement of a higher score.

2. What is the child's verbal ability in the home language (Turkish)?

PARENTS
When Anya's parents were asked what she was good at, the answer was "talking, in
English and Turkish" (9/11/93) and when the family lived in Turkey, neighbours and
friends used to come and listen to her talk. People were amazed that at three years of
age Anya spoke "perfect academic Turkish" (10/12/93). Her mother said Anya began to
talk early when she was little, at about 18 months. She also walked early, at 11
months. Mum was very proud of her little girl and loved to talk about her achievements
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(9/11193). Once Anya's mother overcame her early reticence, she talked happily about
Anya and her success at home in Turkey (not here in Australia where she was as
school) for one and a half hours through an interpreter, which made communication a
daunting task for the researcher, but was worth the effort. Anya's mother was careful
about what she said and answered questions with a "yes" or "no" answer until she
realised that I was genuinely interested in hearing her talk about Anya.

RESEARCHER
One obvious major advantage to the Turkish-speaking children in my class during 1993
was that there were six of them! This made a cohesive group of children from a nonEnglish speaking background, and the E.S.L. teacher worked closely with them during
the year. It also meant they could chatter away to each other in Turkish which they
often did as I made sure to encourage this as a "special" ability which the other children
in the class did not have. On one occasion I was reprimanded for allowing them to
speak in Turkish; after all, my task was to teach English. Anya sometimes appeared to
be the dominant member of the group when they were speaking in their own language,
and it was apparent that she was very capable and fluent as she threw words at the other
children in a bantering manner, and laughed or harangued with obvious physical
gestures and facial expressions which I could interpret, even though I had no idea of
the content of her speech.

OTHER TEACHERS
Anya's previous teachers could not tell me if Anya spoke Turkish very well. Only
Turkish was spoken at home. Being able to speak Turkish was not considered relevant
to teaching Anya to speak and read in English. The tests Anya completed were all in
English, yet Brigham (cited by Gould, 1981) found that subjects participating in tests
were disadvantaged if they were unfamiliar with the language of the test, even if the test
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had been specifically designed to overcome bias towards non-English speaking
pmticipants. "It is apparent that tests in the vernacular must be used only with
individuals having equal opportunity to acquire the vernacular of the test" (Bdgham,
cited by Gould, 1981).

The E.S.L. teacher did not encourage the Turkish children to speak in their own
language as she could not speak or understand them, and her task was to teach them to
speak and read tn Enghsh. The Turkish mde would often call in and talk to Anya in
their own language in an easy relaxed way, so she obviously took for granted Anya's
ability to speak and understand her home language.

The school counsellor during the I.Q. test had commented that Anya's low verbal score
was due to "her non-English background" (9/12192). The counsellor had begun the test
on the day that the Turkish-speaking aide was present at school, but most of the test
was completed the next day when she was not available to interpret for Anya. "(Anya)
was tested today using the WPPSI(R), (Actually, she started yesterday in the presence
of (Leyla) Turkish teachers' aide. Today (Leyla) was not present"(9/12192). When
Anya was asked during the test to name three animals, she did not reply, so the TurkIsh
aide asked her again in Turkish. She still did not reply so the counsellor wrote "she did
not un del stand the TUIkish word for 'animals' eIther" (9/12192). This is the same child
who can chatter for lengthy times with adults and children in Turkish, and whose
mother said she spoke "perfect acadellllc Turkish" at age three (10/12193).

SELf
Anya does not think there is anything at all unusual about her ability to speak Turkish,
after all, that is the only language spoken at home and the only language her mother,
who IS her closest friend, speaks and understands.
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lESTS AND LQ.TESIS
Anya's ability to speak and understand the Turkish language was not applicable to tests
or test results, as all grade tests and assessments were conducted in English, including
the I.Q. test. The Turkish interpreter was only present for part of the I.Q. test, not all of
it, even though the school counsellor knew that Turkish was the only language spoken
at home. None of Anya's teachers spoke or understood Turkish. The only person in the
school who could speak the language was the Turkish aide who was not able to act in
the role of teacher, but translated English notes to go home into Turkish, and
interpreted at interviews with Turkish parents. She was only at the school for two halfdays each week, but was an invaluable school link to the Turkish communityt and
mterpreter and helper to the researcher, in understanding more about the Turldsh culture
and learning more about Anya.

3. What is the child's verbal ability in English?

PARENTS
When Anya's parents were asked what she liked to do they replied "talking, in English
and Turlosh" (9/11/93), and when later asked what they believed she was good att they
said "talking in Enghsh and Turkish" (10112193). They believed she had equal ability in
both languages. The mother knew how hard it was to learn to speak English. She told
me she had tried to learn but the children had laughed at her poor attempts and she had
been embarrassed so discontinued her lessons - it was "too hard" (10/12193). They
were very proud of Anya's ability to speak English, even though they could not taJk to
her in that language, could not help or encourage her, and could not understand what
she was saytng.

RESEARCHER
Anya's outstanding strength was her ability to speak and understand the English
language. This exceptional skill led to my initial interest in her, and my subsequent
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research. The first time I heard her speaking in front of a class of thirty children, some
of whom she knew from her previous year in Kindergarten, and others she did not
know well, I was amazed by her air of confidence, her obvious enjoyment of the
activity, and her control and use of the English language. I used to encourage her to
speak often just to listen to her voice. It was beautiful, soft, well-modulated but clear
with well-articulated pronunciations. She never seemed confused by tense,
conjunctions and correct sentence structure. She also did not have any trace of an
accent. Her skill became even more astounding when I discovered that she had no
English-speaking role-models at home. Anya had not been to pre-school prior to
beginning Kindergarten, as the family only arrived in Australia at the end of the
previous year. She had not heard the English language spoken before she began
Kindergarten. Anya was enrolled at school when she was four years old, which is
young for even an English-speaking child. In two years, with only teachers and her
peers at school to help, she had learned to speak fluent unaccented English flawlessly
and understand what was said in a variety of situations, e.g. classroom or playground.

One observation made by the researcher over time, was that Anya's speech was fluid
and fluent only when she was talking to her peers or friends, and her subject was
something of her own choice. In the company of adults who were not well-known,
Anya's speech became limited and stilted, and her manner became nervous. It was
obvious that she only showed her ability in an accepting, friendly atmosphere.

OTHER lEACHERS
Anya's lack of confidence when talking to adults would explain why her verbal score
was so low on the I.Q. test. Although the school counsellor is a friendly face around
the school, she is only present one day a week and observes children from all grades
upon request from class teachers, so she would be a virtual stranger to Anya in the test
situation.
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Anya's passion for getting things right before she displays her skill would explain why
her Kmdergarten teachers and the E.S.L. teacher would report to parents the need to
encourage her English speaking ability: "she must try to learn new English vocabulary"

(10/6/93). This report was sent home in English to parents who could not read what it
said, (they had to ask Turkish friends to translate and read it to them), and also could
not act as role-models to demonstrate to Anya an increased English vocabulary. By the
tlme this report was written (Term Two, 1993) Anya was displaying her expertise and
extensive vocabulary in the English language, but only in front of, or with friends. On
one occaSIOn, the school had a "dress up" day, and Anya dlsplayed her ability to use
the English language and to thmk quickly by speaking on the microphone ID front of the
whole school - 360 children and teachers. Her mother had sent Anya to school in a
pretty frilly party dress, not a character costume. Each child joined in the parade in the
quadlangle, and as they walked around they were asked what character they were
dressed up to represent. Such comments as a "football player", "Batman" and
"Cmderella" or "clown" were common. When Anya's turn came, she thought quickly
and clearly said "I'm a beautiful princess" (2518193). All the little girls behind her who
were wearing party dresses immediately copied her idea and became "beautiful
princesses".

SELf
As usual, Anya dld not thmk there was anything special about her ability to speak and
understand the English language so successfully. Mter all, almost everyone else at
school spoke English. What she did not seem to realise was that most of the other
chlldren only spoke one language fluently, not two as Anya could do.
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TEST RESULTS AND lO. TESTS
Anya's ability to speak English had not previously been displayed to teachers, strangers
or adults. It is obvious from the Reason for Referral on the lQ. report that Anya had
been tested orally as she had not articulated alphabetical sounds. It is common practice
for Kindergarten teachers to test children for phonic knowledge by showing a child
some cards with letters of the alphabet on them, and asking the child ''Do you know
this sound?" or "can you tell me the sound this letter makes?" Anya had obviously not
answered appropnately as the recommendation for LQ. testing had been because "the
teacher saidtt.knows no sounds" (9/12/92).

The E.S.L. teacher recorded in her anecdotal records "really no idea... using letter
names when asked to sound-out" (27/4193). One day I specifically mentioned Anya's
ability to speak the English language so successfully to the E.S.L. teacher and that
appeared to be the first time she had ever noticed it. Anya eventually learned to read
without ever exhibiting any evidence that she knew her alphabetical sounds - she either
lea.IJlCd to read without knowing them or refused to verbalise sounds until she was so
proficient that she could begin to read complete words and sentences. This does appear
to have been the case, as the E.S.L. report for Term Three states in larger, bolder print
"TERM THREE: This had been a wonderful tenn for (Anya)tt.She has learned to read!
She can now read all the books that the class are studying in readIng activity time. This
accomplishment has resulted in a huge confidence boost for (Anya)" a19!93).

4. Do teacher goals/expectations match student performance?

At the beginning of 1991, Anya was four years old, her mother's only baby daughter,
and newly arrived in a strange country where she could not speak or understand the
language. She was enrolled in Kindergarten and began school on 2nd February, 1991.
She cried a lot and was very frightened, unable to even play with other small children.
The class teacher'S goal was to help Anya settle in and become an integral part of the
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class, and her expectation was for her to learn to speak English, know her alphabetical
sounds, begin to read simple words and sentences in English, learn numbers one to ten
and name colours and shapes in English. The class teacher enlisted the aid of the
E.S.L. teacher, who could not speak or understand the Turkish language, but whose
role was to liaise with parents and send home regular reports on Anya's progress at
school.

Anya had come from a family situation where she was the centre of attention. She
"made people laugh" and "the neighbours used to come and listen to her talk when she
was just a baby" (9111/93). They were so surprised to hear this little girl, only three
years old, speaking "perfect academic Tutkish" (10112193). Just over a year later she
was in a school situation where she was imprisoned by her inability to speak or
understand the language, and no-one at school could speak or understand her. She had
no brothers or sisters at school and her parents could not talk to the teachers. She made
almost no visIble progress over the next two years and did not meet the teacher's
expectations - "knows no sounds" (9/12192).

At the end of 1992 Anya was gIven an I.Q. test by the school counsellor on referral by
the class teacher. The Reason for Referral said "(Anya) is repeating Kinder this year
and only now realising the significance of pnnt...knows no sounds...Class teacher and
the Turklsh aide had interview with the mother and requested that (Anya) be tested.
Mother gave permission." The counsellor later wrote "Mother said used to cry about
coming to school- but seems happy in class - talkative" (9112192). The counsellor made
it a practice to go to a child's class and observe them in their class environment after a
request for I.Q. testing. She noted that Anya was "talkative", but did not later relate this
to verbal ability on the I.Q. test. "Talkative" meant that Anya now had a good grasp of
the verbal use and understandmg of English, but only chattered to other children in
informal situations. Her "~" work, as noted on the I.Q. test referral, was evidence of
her dedication to a task and attention to detail. She was obviously unhappy at school at
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first. but had shown resilience, adaptability and strength of character by settling into her
English speaking class. Unfortunately these qualities were not part of the class
teacher's goals or expectations on reports sent home to Anya's parents. Anya failed on
tests - "on tests. came out very low" (9/12192). Her school reports were negative and
very upsetting to the family. From being a pampered, admired little girl, she had
become a failUle. Her father began to yell at her and call her "stupid" and "dumb"

(10/12/93) because she never seemed to show any signs of success or meet the
teacher's expectations for her.

Things went from bad to worse after the I.Q. test. "(Anya's) results were as follows:
Verbal I.Q.

61

Performance 80
Full Scale

68

This puts (Anya) in the I.M. ran~e" (9112192).

A shOlt note at the bottom of the repOlt states that the Turkish aide "will talk to (Anya's)
mother." The intervIew dId not take place until early 1993, as it was close to the end of
the school year by the time her test was completed. On Monday morning, 8th February
1993, I was invited to the interview, as I was now Anya's teacher. I was deeply
saddened when the mother was told her child had tested "m the I.M. range" and "may
be suited to the I.M. class in a year or two" (9112192). The counsellor spoke to the
Turkish aIde who translated the words into Turkish, and she explained the details of
extra help for slower children which was available in the I.M. class. The counsellor
spoke in a kindly voice, but the mother burst into tears and cried quietly for the rest of
the interview time. I remember saymg very little, but attempted to give the mother some
hope and cheer her up by saying that I felt I saw potential in her child because of the
way she spoke and understood the English language.
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By this time I had already witnessed Anyats extraordinary skill while she was
participating in "news" and speaking to her peers, and felt that the recommendation for
I.M. was a premature judgement. I began the year of teaching Anya with the very
strong feeling that all was not as it appeared to be. How could a ttslow learnertt have
learned to speak not one, but two, languages perfectly? My obvious pleasure and
appreciation of listening to her beautiful speech was Anyats fast indication that she was
successful at something, and that she was accepted and appreciated, and her confidence
ID her

own ability began to grow, slowly at fast, but then so rapidly that it appeared to

others that a miracle had occurred when she displayed success in other areas - reading
and writing in English. My goals and expectations for Anya were that she would learn
to read and write in English. understand new mathematical concepts, be able to use a
computer successfully, work co-operatively with other children, and become confident
and happy in classroom and social situations. All of my goals and expectations for
Anya were fulfilled during 1993, because I not only believed she could achieve success
but I made it easy and possible for her to succeed by providing all the help she needed
whenever it was required, even during an end of year Grade 1 Maths test. I let her sit
always next to a child of her choice, another Turkish girl, although I was questioned
about the sense of this action - after all, the schoors goal was to integrate non-English
speaking children into the school society and provide English speaking role-models.
The success of my decision became evident throughout the year - the two Turkish girls
are now inseparable friends. The greatest advantage of pairing these two was the
awakening of a competitive spirit in both children. ttAnya and her friend are very
competitive in reading groups -almost had a race to finish close exercisett (8/9/93).

My expectations were that Anya would be successful at whatever she attempted-the
problem was making her believe it. Once I showed her that I believed she was
successful at learning to speak and understand verbal English, and that I could see
success and ability of a high standard in her creative and colourful art work, Anya
gained confidence in herself and, only for me, would try new skills. She still needed a
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lot of support and "hand-holding" (as with the Maths test 5/11/93) but her performance
began to match my expectations. When attempting to read a new story to me, she
would like to have her friend beside her and they would "read" together -this way, if
Anya did not know a word her friend could fill it in, and if she did know a word she
could jump in and feel very clever at being smarter than her friend Nowhere was her
increase in ability due to increased confidence more noticeable that in her writing. From
her first attempt for me "1 w 11 b m"(3/2/93) to her acrostic poem KITTENS six months
later, when I sat and worked slowly with her, the change was outstanding. Her
performance matched my expectations because I made it possible for her to do so, by
holding her hand if she needed it, supplying help as she required it, and praising her
final product by displaying it on a "Today's Best Work" wall board in the classroom.

At the beginning of 1994 Anya progressed to Grade 2. I asked her new teacher how
she was progressing and her comment was "She is just managing to keep her head
above water" (15/3/94). I feel sure Anya's new self-confidence will stand her in good
stead, and she will experience success more frequently. Unfortunately, she will spend
almost half of the year in Turkey with her mother, visiting relatives, and on end-of-year
assessments, her performance may not match her teacher's expectations of success.

s.

Do cultural expectations match school expectations?

When Anya began school in 1991, her parents believed she was clever and talented
(9/11/93, 10/12/93). Two years of failure to meet school expectations, with poor
school reports and the school counsellor's recommendation for I.M. placement had
destroyed their expectations of success for their child. Anya's father had called her
names - "dumb" and "stupid" (10/12/93) because he had expected her to be successful
and her performance did not match his expectations. Anya's mother had cried at the
counsellor/parent interview (8/2/93) because she had not expected her child to be a
failure and a slow learner, but it appeared that she was.
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The Turkish family had no understanding of what was required to help Anya achieve
success, as school reports were always sent home in English, and the major task Anya
had to complete was to learn to read and write in English. It was not until the school
employed a Turkish aide who could act as interpreter and translator that any
communication with understanding could be made between the school and Anya's
Turkish parents.

DUling an interview between myself and Anya's mother, the Turkish aide acted as
mterpreter as I asked questions to learn more about Anya. At frrst, conversation was
stilted and uncomfortable despite organising quiet surroundings and low comfortable
lounge chairs to generate a relaxed atmosphere. As the mother began to realise that I
was truly interested in Anya, and that I believed she could achieve success, she relaxed
slowly and began to talk. Once she began, it was hard to stop the flow; she talked for
over an hour and a half about her daughter.

Although the parents had expected Anya to be successful at school, they remained at a
loss as to how they could help her. They could not teach her to speak, understand, read
01

write in English - she already spoke a language they could not understand and share.

They had no English books, magazines or newspapers in the house as no-one in the
famIly could read them. I suggested asking an older Turkish child who could read
EnglIsh books to Anya, and this became qUIte successful as the child would SIt with
Anya after school and "read" WIth her.

Anya's mother said both she and her husband had left school in Year 8 - she "can't
think of her children as clever because no-one in the family is" (10112193). Because of
Anya's apparent failure to learn at school for two years, it is now necessary to convince
not only Anya but also her parents that she can be successful at school
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As a teacher of Turkish children, I was totally unaware of the religion of these people
or the influence of their religion on their lives until after my investigation and research
were complete. I feel sure that a lack of knowledge of Turkish culture and religion
exists in the majority of Australian schools and leads to many misunderstandings and
unhappiness for Turkish children. Leyla, the Turkish aide, told me that when she
started school in Australia, her parents bought her a school unifonn so she would not
be regarded as odd or different However, her uniform came down to her knees and
every other girl had a much shorter skirt, so she was ridiculed and made to feel a misfit
It is part of the Muslim religion practised by these Turkish families that girls and
women do not show excessive amounts of flesh. Shoe string strap summer dresses are
abhorrent to Turkish women. Religious festivals also come at different times of the year
to Australian religious events such as Easter and Christmas, and Turkish children must
not expect Santa to bring gifts, or parents to buy them, as their religious festival
provides children with many gifts and money from the extended family at a different
time of the year. Turkish girls are expected to remain virgins until they marry, and they

must marry someone of the Muslim faith, or be ostracised by their family and the
Turkish community. This means that girls growing up during their school life cannot
have a casual boyfriend or go out on dates. When women and girls attend the Turkish
mosque they must perfonn ritual bathing and are expected to cover their heads, and
husbands and wives do not sit together. The women and girls sit away from the men.
Turkish men are important figures and women are respected as the home-maker. It is
considered good for the Turkish man to invite friends to dinner and show off his wife
and her skills m cooking and keeping a tidy house. Turkish women are not encouraged
to seek employment or learn the English language, but should preferably remain within

the home and community of the Turkish environment Anya is expected to confonn to
these expectations so there is a mismatch between school and cultural expectations.
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The Turkish culture remains a strong part of a close-knit Turkish community in the
local area. I attended a Turkish cultural night at the invitation of the Turkish aide. It was
an enjoyable and informattve evening and I felt very welcome and accepted. Many
children were present, from tiny babies to pre-schoolers and high school students who
performed a ttaditional dance in costume. The family atmosphere was predominant,
where children were nurtured and protected, yet welcomed to share in the adult's
pleasure and entertainment, and included as part of the festivities. I was invited to join
in the dancing and shown new steps with patience and kindness. I was very nervous
about attending in case there was no-one who spoke English, and my expectation was
that I would feel uncomfortable and out of place, stay for a little while and leave early.
In fact, the Turkish aide made me welcome, gave me her own seat as the hall was
crowded when I arrived, and introduced me to her family. I soon relaxed and had a
wonderful time watching everyone have fun. I was encouraged to join in the dancing,
and I stayed until very late.

The Turkish families attendmg the evenmg came from all over the South Coast, and
they maintain contact with each other and with their relatives and family back in
Turkey. I was surprised to learn that Anya's family do not tlunk of Australia as a
permanent home; they "think and live for going back (home) to Turkey" (10112193).
This is perhaps why Anya's mother said she "is not really serious about trying to learn
English" (10/12/93). It is not surprising therefore, that although they would like their
daughter to be successful, the parents' expectations do not match the school'S
expectations for Anya, of teaching her to become a successful learner and an
independent thinker. The E.S.L. teacher wrote "she seems incapable of thinking for
herself' (25/3/93) but I believe she can learn to be a successful reader and writer in the
English language, and a person who thinks for herself. Unfortunately, this expectation
may not match the parents' expectation that Anyats future may lie back "home" in
Turkey, speaking and reading and writing in the "home" language (10/12/93).
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6. Does the home environment support the school environment?

Anya's parents, although eager to help her overcome her obvious failure at school,
were unable to do so. Neither parent spoke fluent English, neither parent could extend
or teach Anya a "new English vocabularylt as requested in the E.S.L. report. There
were no English books, magazines or newspapers in the house, and no-one in the
family who could read even simple stories in English to Anya. Even the school reports
could not be read or understood by the parents. Teachers and parents could not
communicate until the Turkish aide was employed to act as interpreter. The E.S.L.
teacher, whose specific role was to work with children from families where English
was not the home language, could not speak or understand any language other than
English. The parents felt unhappy, angry and frustrated, feeling helpless and concerned
about Anya's continuing failure.

Although they would like to do so, Anya's parents cannot provide a home environment
which would support the school environment Smce the Turkish aide began coming to
the school one day a week, there is a noticeable improvement in home/school liaison,
with staff invited to join in Turkish morning tea, luncheon parties and cultural
evenings. The Turkish parents come to school more often as they can talk to each other
ill

Turkish and have the comfort of knowing that the Turkish aide can translate for

them.

7. Do I.Q. tests and school-based assessments match performance?

During her two years in Kindergarten, Anya completed several assessment tasks at the
end of each year. At the end of 1991, Anya's performance on class-based assessment
tasks was very poor and it was decided that she would benefit from another year in
Kindergarten. During 1992, poor performance on class-based assessment led to
recommendation for IQ. testing and a referral to the school counsellor. Anya had failed
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to recognise and name all of the alphabetical letters and to articulate the matching sound
of each letter (even though there is more than one possible sound for many letters).
Anya was looking at books, word banks and environmental print for two years and
would have seen all of the "a" words with all of the different sounds. During 1993
Anya wrote a poem, KI1TENS, (2917/93) and she correctly spelled the words "cat",
"eat" and "are" without ever appearing to "know" her sounds.

How did Anya learn to read without knowing her sounds? Did she fake the test at the
end of 1992 that led to her referral to the school counsellor and the subsequent I.Q.
test? Was she too scared to answer in case some were wrong? Did she know them but
was unsure that her answers would be correct, or scared that one or two might be
mcorrect? Her subsequent performance of readIng and wntmg m 1993 did not match
the picture of a child who "knows no sounds" (9/12192). Her performance at the time
of the test of alphabetical sounds for the class teacher at the end of 1992 did match the
recorded results-"on tests, came out very low" (9112192).

The Kmdergarten teacher believed that she had done her best for Anya, that the problem
of low test scores must mean there was something wrong With Anya - and therefore
lecommended her for testing by the school counsellor, and an I.Q. test to identify the
problem. The expectation that there was something wrong with Anya - that she was a
slow learner - was confirmed by the subsequent I.Q. test, where results were low
enough to put Anya "in the I.M.

ran~.

(Anya's) verbal lQ. was significantly lower

than her performance. Her non-English background may be a factor here, although she
appeared to understand most things requested"(9112192). The test results are clear and
conclUSive - her verbal score was low because although she "understood" the questions

she did not give the correct answers. Anya's performance on the test matched the
results..
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I had observed during my research that Anya only spoke fluently in a happy,
comfortable friendly situation with peers and friends. The test was administered in the
counsellor's own room, unfamiliar to Anya, by the counsellor, a virtual stranger. The
questions were phrased in set language and the answers had to be exact and precise.
There was no room for small mistakes or near misses - for example, Anya obviously
knew the names of animals such as "cat" and "bear" when shown pictures, but prior to

this had been asked to name three animals and been unable or unwilling to do so. Some
of the questions Anya was asked during the lQ. test were obtuse and irrelevant to a six
year old Turkish girl, e.g. "What's made of wood?"; "why do we need clocks?"; "what
happens to ice-cream if it gets warm?". The correct answer to the last question MUST
be "it melts"; "it gets softer" is not an acceptable alternative.

The I.Q. test included verbal analogies or similarities where the child is asked to
categorise items into groups, e.g. "table, chair - both furniture"; "jumper, coat - both
clothing" or "how are an apple and banana the same?" You cannot say "you eat them
both" - the correct answer must be " they are both fruit".

SUMMARY

Anya had initially interested me as a case study because I had observed her outstanding
ability to speak the English language at six years of age and I knew she was from a
Turkish family. I found that she had no older brothers or sisters to help her and neither
of her parents spoke English. Anya did not even have an accent Her record card from
Kindergarten indicated that she had made little or no progress and had been
recommended for I.Q. testing.
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My attention became more focussed on this child after sitting in on a counsellor/parent
interview and witnessing the parent's distress. A copy of the counsellor's report on the
I.Q. test was available to me because I was now Anya's class teacher. The mis-match
between her low verbal score and the ability to speak and understand English so
successfully, led me to believe this child had some potential for success beyond the

IM. range, and was seriously disadvantaged by poor scoring on tests.

I have come to believe Gardner's statement that "Psychologists (teachers, counsellors)
spend too much time testing children and not enough helping them" (cited by Vialle,
1991, pI94). As Anya's teacher and friend, I am sure I have helped her achieve
success; as a researcher I hope I can help other children with E.S.L. background
ovelcome problems of a mis-match between test results and performance, between
school and home environments and between expectations and achievements.

The fmal assessment of Anya's personal proflle was to select appropriate criteria from
the Betts and Neihart Proflle of the Gifted and Talented (1988) and complete a matrix
for Anya (see Figure 15). Anya showed most of the characteristics of the Type 111
Underground with some overlap into the Type 11 Challenging except when it came to
the Home Support category. None of the Home Support characteristics fitted Anya's
situation exactly, although her mother displayed "Acceptance and understanding"; this
is most likely due to the mis-match between family and school expectations explored
above.

The simplest and clearest way to show Anya's characteristics on Betts and Neihart's
Profiles of the Gifted and Talented was to use the original but to underline the
characteristics revealed through the collected information.
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Anya had been assessed on visible evidence of performance and an I.Q. test, both
forms of identification which are at the bottom of the Identification requirements on
Betts and Neihart"s profile for Type 111 Underground, and do not appear at all under
Type 11 Challenging (see Figure 15). There are 10 requirements for identification listed
above Achievement testing and IQ. tests and none of these, although appropriate, had
ever been used to identify Anya's potential or ability prior to this study.

The School Support requirements on the matrix show "Tolerance", and "Build selfesteem", as two of many needs for this type of child. If Anya had received more of
both these requirements in place of unrealistic expectations, demand for evidence of
knowledge, and an IQ. test, she may have developed her potential and ability beyond
the present level.
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ChapterS.

CASE STUDY #2 • LEAH
BACKGROUND

Leah was the eldest child in her family and she had one younger brother. I first met
Leah and her family in 1988 when Leah was in my Grade 2 class. At that time her
mother spoke limited English but was having lessons, and her father spoke "workable"
English, only at work. Turkish was always spoken at home, although Leah spoke
perfect English. I became friends with Leah's mother and this friendship continues
today. The family is close-knit, hard-workmg, and determined to succeed in Austraha.
On subsequent visits to their home, I was made to feel an honoured guest, kissed hello.
served afternoon tea, made to feel very welcome and always invited to come again. The
parents me proud of their children, and love to talk about them, especially about Leah
and her success.

When I met Leah in 1988, she was just beginning Grade 2 in my class. She spoke
fluent English with no accent, and spoke Turkish well enough to act as an interpreter
for Turkish parents, including her own. She was quiet and shy, hard-working and
dedlcated, creative and attentlve. She was the kmd of child everyone loved-no-one
ever had a bad word to say about her. She was happy, kind and caring with a very high
moral awareness which led her to frequently be a mediator and peace-maker. Like
Anya, she had arrived in Australia with her parents in time to start Kindergarten.

Leah continued her education at the same school until Grade 6, then was allowed to try
for entry to the local selective high school, successfully completing the required entry
exam. Grade 6 children were allowed to sit for the entrance test if they were considered
remotely eligible. By Grade 6, teachers were aware of Leah's ability, although she was
never categorized as gifted. She was recognised as a consistent, hard worker. At the
beginnmg of 1993, she began attending the selective high school. She was the first,
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and only, Turkish child in 1993 to successfully pass the entrance exam and gain
acceptance to the school The relatively low percentage of Turkish children represented
at this local selective high school was a significant factor in instigating the research
study. Follow-up research has found that the numbers of Turkish children have
increased slightly, even though places are more hotly contested and entrance scores
have risen. I was told by the principal that this is because some allowances, apart from
basic test scores, are now made for N.E.S.B. children.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

As in the previous case study report, an Intellectual ProfIle of Leah (see Figure 16
below) will be used as a starting point to discuss the research questions, which explore
the child's working style and how it affects ability as judged by parents, the researcher,
other teachers, and the child herself. Also included is a discussion of how working
style is evidenced through tests and test results, and the relationship between home,
school and culture. Although many intellectual profIles of children rely strongly upon
ability in tests, Betts and Neihart recommend the additional information relating to the
home environment and the school environment and the assessment of the child's needs.

As educators and teachers, vanous facets of a child's working style are valued and
observed, yet the limitations of test results fonn the majority of assessment criteria. The
matrix below (see Figure 16) explores the relationship between valued working style
characteristics which include speed of task completion. attention span, accuracy,
dedication, attention to detail and ability to speak and understand the Engish language.
The opinions of sigruficant others in a child's bfe should be valued and accepted - the
view of parents, other children, other teachers and the child herself.
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Figure 16 - Intellectual Proftle of Leah based on Working Style and Verbal Ability.
ABILITYI
WORKING
STYLE

PARENTS

Speed of
Task
Completion

Average

Attention
Span

Accuracy

Dedication

RESEARCHER

OTHERS

SELF

TEST
RESULTS&
I.Q.TESTS

Average

Average

Average

Average

Outstanding
Strength

Average

Strength

Average

Outstanding
Strength

Average

Outstanding Outstanding Outstanding
Strength
Strength
Strength

Average

Strength

Strength

Outstanding Outstanding Outstanding
Strength
Strength
Strength

Attention to Outstanding Outstanding Outstanding
Detail
Strength
Strength
Strength

1.

Average

Outstanding
Strength

Verbal
English

Outstanding Outstanding
Strength
Strength

N/A

Average

N/A

Verbal
Turkish

Outstanding Outstanding
Strength
Strength

Average

Average

Average

What is the child's working style?

1.1 Speed of task completion:

PARENTS

Leah's parents, when asked if she did things quickly replied "she prefers to take her
time and do things properly" (2119/93). They did not believe she was extremely slow at
completing tasks - they see her as a very normal child who works hard to achieve
success. They are very proud of her, Leah's mother told me "10,000 children applied
in N.S.W. but only 3,000 got in so 7,000 missed out" (2119/93). Leah was the only
Turkish child to be accepted to the local selective high school in 1993.
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RESEARCHER
My earher observations of Leah had always been that she is thorough and conscientious
in all her work, but that she prefers to work at her own pace and give herself a lot of
time to do things. Even at her school Cross Country, where Leah stopped to talk to me,
she appeared to pace herself rather than to sprint, and certainly did not appear hot or
tired (2114194). Her mother said she does not often go outside to play in the afternoons,
preferring to use her time by going straight to her room when she gets home to do
homework or study (21/9/93). Leah herself said after a pupil free day "I am so glad that
today is over. Today I had ~ tests. One on science and one on commerce. The
commerce was first and I think I did well. Science was O.K. as well. I spent all day
and all last night studying" (25/11/93).

"Leah is amaZIngly committed to working quietly in her room-not just before exams
but on any day" (25111193) She is prepared to use as much time as she needs, even if
she does appear to be slow to learn and absorb information.

On another occasion, Leah talked about the amount of time it was taking her to finish a
special craft project. "The design project that was for my bag that I was making (in
Home Economics) was due. My bag is like a sports bag that I made with two colours.
It's not quite finished yet but it's on its way" (1/12/93). "Leah prefers sitting at a desk
and WOlking but says she will fmish the bag" (1112193). She was concerned about how
slow she was to complete the bag but was determined that she would, no matter how
much time it took.
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QTHER TEACHERS

Leah's Year Adviser commented on how Leah had "worked consistently in all subjects"
and that she had a "mature approach to her work" (10112193). She was aware that Leah
spent a lot of time on school work, both at home and at school, and that she did not like
to do things in a hurry, or rush work just to get it fmished.

Leah's English teacher commented that Leah "followed discussions well and is quick to
grasp ideas" but "needs to develop confidence when giving talks to the class"
(10112193). Leah said this is because she needs time to think about what she wants to

say next. but also admitted that she does not like standing up and talking in front of the
whole class (13/11/93).

The maths teacher knew that Leah spent hours on her work and commented that she
had "applied herself" to her work and he was "pleased with her results"(10/12193).
Leah helself said "Today I had a maths test. I thought that it was pretty easy. I WILL

pass. Spent all last night studying" (19/11/93). "Leah works hard at home but doesn't
seem to notice" (19/11193), she will shut herself in her room as soon as she gets home
and not come out until she is called for the evening meal, then go back to work until she
goes to bed She seems quite content to do this for three or four afternoons a week,
sometimes having Friday afternoons free from school work.

Leah's science teacher said that she had "worked consistently well" (10112193) and
Leah supports thIS with her comment" Science major assignment was due. I think that I
did pretty well" (23/11/93). Leah told me that she spent "hours" on that particular
project.
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Leah's teachers all agree that she is prepared to take as much time as she needs to
complete a task to her personal satisfaction, but will never rush her work just to get it
finished. She may appear to be slow to complete tasks to her own satisfaction, but that
may be because she is not happy with anything that is less than the best she can do.

SELf
Leah knows that she likes to take her time and not be rushed at completing tasks, and
she prefers to give as much time as she can to being successful at school- "spent all last
night studying" (19111193). Leah does not go outside to play when she gets home from
school, but spends afternoons and evenings working in her room, on school work.

When she had a pupil-free day, she spent the whole day and the night preparing for her
exams on the following day. "I spent all day and all last night studying" (25111/93).
Pupil-free days are traditionally a time for students to meet in town, window-shop, go
to a movie or out to lunch. This was not the case for Leah who preferred to spend all of
her time working.

rEST RESULTS
Leah's end-of-year report does not mention that she completes work slowly, but there
were words like "consistent", "conscientious worker", "applied herself', "her efforts
are reflected in these excellent results", "always works to the best of her ability", "a
mature and conscientious student", "worked very well", "keen", "interested", "always
gives her best", "good work" (10/12/93). All subject teachers commented on Leah's
ability to apply herself to her work, to give her time and attention to all subject areas,
and to do the best work she possibly can.

Leah was disappointed that she did not have time to complete the entrance exam for the
selective high school. She said "the test had some things in English that (you) would
need to have English-speaking parents all your life to know answers" (21/9/93). Leah
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felt that she was too slow to complete the test, without realising the test was designed
so no-one could complete all of it, but apphcants were assessed according to how much
of the test they did complete successfully.

1. What is the child's working style?
1.2 A ttention span:

PARENTS
Leah's parents commented on how she could spend hours and hours in her room,
concentlating on school wOlk. "Leah wOlks in her room most days even when (she
has) no homework" (2119/93) Her attentlon span was one of her most outstanwng
strengths, and the major reason for her success at school.

RESEARCHER
Evidence of Leah's attention span was gained from observations of how much time she
spent on a particular task. For example, the sports bag she designed and made took her
a very long time. She said "It's not fInished yet, but it's on its way" (1112193). Leah
was detennined to fmish It no matter how long it took

When she had a pupil-free day, Leah gave all of her attention to studying for exams the
next day. She was not distracted by friends, her brother, or the fact that it was a nIce
day and she could have gone into town shopping with her mother or friends. "I spent
all day and all night studying" (25/11193).

Leah displays outstanding strength

In

her ability to concentrate on whatever she is

domg for as long as it takes until the task is completed. For an end-of-year concert
item, Leah practised and practised: "At lunch we practised our concert, a dance"

(22/11193); "we practised our dance for the Yr 7 concert" (26/11/93); "Today we hardly
dld a thing, we practiced our dance again. It is very good" (3112193). The students were
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allowed to choose activities on 3/12193, so Leah and her friends spent nearly all of the
day practising their dance item for the concert. The final performance at the Turkish
cultural night was evidence of the amount of time spent perfecting the dance.

OTHER TEACHERS
Leah's teachers believe that she displays outstanding strength in her ability to pay
attention without being distracted by anything that is happening around her. Her
English teacher said that her "listening skills are excellent, she follows discussions
well" and that she "has very good comprehension skills" (10/12/93).

The 1993 Year Adviser commented that Leah had a "mature approach" to her work and
had "worked consistently in all subjects" (10/12193). The mathematics teacher said that
she had "applied herself well". He also noted that she participated in class, listened
attentively, co-operated with others, and completed class work and homework regularly

(10/12193).

The Science teacher, Geography, Commelce, Italian and French, Music, Personal
Development, Health and Physical Education teachers, Design and Technology
(Manufacturing and Leisure and Lifestyle classes), and Art teacher all said the same
thing - that Leah's application and attention to whatever she undertakes was above
average and "Highly commendable" (10/12/93).

SELf
Although Leah spends much of her time on school work, she sees herself as a very
average student who has to work hard to do well and achieve good results. She
attributes her ability to give all her attention to learning in class to her shy personality she does not like talking in class or attracting attention to herself - her English teacher
commented that she "does need to develop more confidence when giving talks to the
class" and "she does need to discuss themes in more detail" (10/12193).
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msTS AND TEST RESULTS
Leah's high school report reveals that her ability to concentrate and persevere, to give
her complete attention for long periods of time to her school work, has resulted in high
marks for end-of-year assessment tasks. The report for many subjects is divided into
two sections - one for grade marks and the other for Student Application. Leah's scores
in both areas are consistently above average. Her Maths scores were above 85% for
Basic Skills and Knowledge - (Knows and can state facts; correctly performs simple
operations; uses mathematical language correctly); Analysis and Problem Solving (Extracts information from a problem; plans solutions and uses different strategies;
communicates solutions effectively); and Synthesis of Skills - (Demonstrates retentIon
of knowledge over time; is consistent in applicallon of skills), and scored between 70%
and 85% for all other areas.

Ledh had spent a lot of time preparing for her end-of-year exams. "Today I had a maths
test. I thought that it was pretty easy. I WILL pass. Spent all last night studying"
(19111/93).

Leah's ability to apply herself and pay attention to tasks for extended lengths of time is
recognised by all her teachers as an outstandmg strength, and credited for her above
average results in all subject meas.
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1. What is the child's working style?
1.3 Accuracy:

PARENTS
Leah's parents perceive her accuracy to be the result of her hard work and therefore not
a strength, as are her application, dedication and attention span.

RESEARCHER
Although Leah's accuracy can be directly attributed to her application and attention
span, it was regarded as a strength by the researcher because of the high marks Leah
scored on her end-of-year report Marks are recorded on her report, and lugh marks
make the difference between being at the top of the class or the bottom; make the
difference between success and failure on selective school entrance exams, and between
eventually getting accepted into Umversity for an academic career or missing out on
University placement Leah's parents want her to go to University; her mother said "I
hope she goes to University" (21/9/93).

Leah has a personal drive to be successful, to be accurate, to "get it right". She said "1
WILL pass" (19/11/93); "Science major assignment was due. I think I did pretty well"

(23111/93); "Today I had ll£.Q. tests. One on Science and one on Commerce. The
Commerce was first and I think I did well. Science was O.K." (25111/93); "we
practised our dance agam. It is very good" (3/12/93). Leah is prepared to make sure she
is accurate and that she gets the right answers and good test results, by studying hard
and learning the work she is given. Her results show that this pays off for her. All her
maths results were above 70% and three of five categories in maths were above 85%.
Geography results in each of two categories were above 85%. Two of the three Science
areas were above 85% and the third area was above 70%, Commerce results were
equally outstanding, above 85% in Knowledge and Skills (10112193).
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QIHER TEACHERS
Leah's teachers see the evidence of her accuracy in her end-of-year test results which
were of a consistently high standard in all subject areas. Their comments clearly outline
the accuracy of Leah's answers on tests and assessment tasks. For example, the
Science teacher commented "A fine effort- has worked consistently well this year." The
geography teacher wrote "An excellent result...is a very capable student who always
works to the best of her ability." The Commerce report stated "Her efforts are reflected
in these excellent results"; the Design and Technology teacher wrote "Well done... An
excellent report" and the Mathematics teacher said "I am pleased with her results"

(10112193).

SELf
It is difficult to tell if Leah's self-confidence. e.g. "I WILL pass" (19111193) is real.
She sometimes seems to bolster herself by telling herself that she WILL do well. Her
drive to succeed and her need to be accurate may be linked to the determination
expressed in her words; the words may be a combination of need. desire and
determination rather than self-confidence. Leah rarely puts herself in the limelight; she
is generally friendly but a little shy and reserved and feels that she works hard for her
success. and her accuracy is not really above average.

TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
Leah's test results reveal her strength in the accuracy of her answers. In all subjects her
marks were above 70%. and in more than half were above 85%. Her accurate results
for end-of-year assessment tasks were discussed in detail by the researcher earlier in

this section on the accuracy of Leah's working style.
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1. What is the child's working style?
1.4 Dedication to tasks:

PARENTS
Leah's parents are aware of the extent of her dedication to her school work. "She
works in her room most days even when (she has) no homework" (2119/93). Leah
displays outstanding strength in her dedication and commitment to succeeding at
school.

RESEARCHER
As a young student in Grade 2, Leah was keen to learn all she could. She was cunous,
interested in everything, attentive and totally dedicated to producing the highest possible
standard of work. Her dedication is evident in her attitude to her school work five years
later, in Grade 7 of the local selective high school. It is evident ID her drive, her need to
succeed - "I:wILL pass"(19/11/93).

Leah's dedication to whatevel she is doing was eVident through her participatIon in the
end-of-year concert "At lunch we practised our concert, a dance" (22111/93); "Instead
of double Enghsh we practIsed our dance for the Yr 7 concert"(26111/93); "Today we
hardly did a thing. We practised our dance again. It is very good" (3/12193). Leah was
part of a group who performed a SpeCial dance Item at the Turkish cultural evening
which I attended with the Turkish aide. I agree with her evaluation -because of her
dedication, continuing practice, and perseverance, the dance was "very good".

Leah is aware that she will have to continue to be dedicated and work very hard to
achieve her goals. When asked what she wanted to be when she fmished school, she
was unsure but agreed with her mother when she told me she hopes Leah goes to
Umversity when she flDlshes hIgh school (2119/93)
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Leah has also eruned what is called a "gold card" during her first year at High School.
You have to earn ment points in different subjects for dedication and hard work: three
credits leads to a "gold card This entitles the bearer to get discounts at some local
It.

stores. flee Coke at McDonald's for a year, to be flfSt served at the canteen, preferential
selection for popular activities, first sport choices and other preferential treatment
(2119/93). The cards are legarded as very worthwhile and are hotly contested; Leah is

very proud of her "gold card".

OTHER TEACHERS
Leah's dedIcatIOn to her work 15 reflected in her excellent results and high regard from
all her teachers. Her mother told me all her teachers hke her (2119/93); I recall from
staff-room dIscussions that this was always the case when Leah was at Pnmary
Schoo1. The High School teachers' comments on Leah's end-of-year report confmn
theh high legard for her dedication. "Congratulations...on an outstanding report. You
have wOlked consistently in all subjects and made excellent progress. Your results in
Language. Geography, Commerce, Art and Manufacturing Systems are particularly
pleasing You have a very mature approach to your work" (10112193).

Leah's EnglIsh teacher commented "...has continued to work very well... writing skills
have Improved... very good comprehensIOn skllls... hstening skills are excellent"
(10112193)

The Mathematics teacher recorded the highest possible level of student application,
partiCIpation, co-operation, attentiveness. and work completed - ".. has applied herself
well and I am pleased with her results" (10/12193). Leah's dedication is obvious to all
her teachers
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SELf
Leah firmly believes she is an average hard-working high school student with no
excepuonal talents or abilities. Her good results she attributes to spending long hOUlS
on study or homework, and feels proud that she has earned them. "Science major
assignment was due. I think that I did pretty well" (23/11/93); "spent all last night
studying" (19111193); "I spent all day and all last night studying" (25/11193). Leah's
dedIcation to her work is obvious through her own words.

TEST RESULTS
VelY hIgh test results reveal Leah's dedIcation to hard work and success. All her end of
year results wele above 70%; of 18 scored items, 11 were above 85%(10/12/93).
Above 85% IS an "A", and the highest mark you can possIbly score.

1. What is the child's working style?
1.5 Attention to detail:

PARE!\IiS
Leah's mother told me proudly of her daughter's beautiful handwnting and an work,
showing me cards and pictures Leah had completed. The attention to detail was ObVIOUS
m fme hnes, neat presentatIOn and meticulous lettering (2119193). Leah likes to work
each afternoon in her own room, unmterrupted. Her attention to detail is evident in the
udiness and order of her room and her desk (21/9/93).

RESEARCHER
Leah's attention to the smallest detail shows up in many different ways. Her own
appearance is a good example - she is proud of her neat appearance, and always looks
well groomed and immaculate. On the Turkish cultural evening (316194), Leah wore a
simple white blouse over a straight caramel skirt. Her long hair was brushed and
gleaming, left in a perfectly natural style. She looked quietly elegant in her simplicity.
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The dance routine Leah performed that evening as an item in front of a very large
audience (over 200) was far from simple. The steps and movements were intricate and
complex, and all the movements of participants in the dance group were perfectly
synchronised (3/6/94). Leah had previously said her dance item was "very good"

(3/12193). Movements - hand, arm, fmger, leg, feet, body and head placements, facial
expressions - had been practised until the dance was flawless. Leah's attention to every
small detail ensured her success.

OIHERTEACHERS
One of the subjects Leah took in Year 7 was Design and Technology. For the area of
Manufacturing Systems, Leah'S class work and practical work were above average and
her basic skill and knowledge were outstanding (10/12193). This was an entirely new
area for Leah, something she had never encountered before even in books that she had
read. For the Leisure and Lifestyle strand of Design and Technology, Leah told me
about two activities that she had started. The first was a bag: "The design project that
was for my bag that I was making was due. My bag is like a sports bag that I made
with two colours. It's not quite fmished yet but it's on its way"(1/12193). The design
for the bag consisted of a very detaJ.1.ed and accurate drawing which Leah was following
exactly to complete her product. The second activity was a very different project: "1
started to do wood turning. The wood turning is for a handle for anything we want to
make. I decided to make a barbeque fork" (26111193) . Leah's attention to detail was
rewarded by high marks for this and other projects in the subject area - practical work
70% and basic skills "outstanding" (10/12193).

Leah's Art teacher recorded that she had very good visual and tactile perception. Leah
"demonstrates delicate, sensitive treatment of subjects, explores detail, observes well
and accurately, draws sensitively and uses adequate detail when drawing from direct
observations" (10112193).
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SELf
Leah observes that her attention to detail is average; in fact she seems quite unaware of
any ability in this area. Leah "works hard at home but doesn't seem to notice"
(19/11/93). Leah can work all day and then think she has done nothing: "I didn't do
much today. I did some tone paintings in Art. In language we played Bingo. We played
volleyball in health. At lunch we practised our concert, a dance" (22/11/93). She
prefers more formal work situations where she has a better chance to achieve high
results through her own efforts and hard work - not through luck as in Bingo which
she feels is a waste of time. Leah does not like to waste time. The tone painting in Art
that was part of her "nothing much" day was exceptional- the Art teacher commented:
"presents work well, with a good standard of fmish and a good handling of medium
and technique" (10/12/93).

TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
Attention to detail in Design and Technology, Music and Art, was mentioned by Leah's
teachers on her report after end-of-year tests had been completed. The art report
observed that Leah "explores detail - observes well and accurately" and Leah was rated
as "very good" in her production of work for assessment In Music, Leah's attention to
detail allowed her to "aurally identify musical sounds and features, and musical
patterns" (10/12/93). In Design and Technology Leah scored above 85% in
Manufacturing Systems for her practical work, and in Leisure and Lifestyle her basic
skills were "outstanding" - she scored above 70% for her practical work (10/12/93).

2. What is the child's verbal ability in the home language (Turkish)?

PARENTS
When I interviewed Leah's mother she apologised for her "bad English" but said she
can make herself understood and now takes pride in being able to help with paying bills
and making appointments at the doctors or dentist (21/9/93). Only Turkish is spoken at
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home, unless they have English speaking visitors (like me) who cannot speak or
understand their language. Leah is very fluent in her home language and during our
interview would occasionally translate what I said into Turkish so her mother could
better understand what I wanted to know (21/9/93).

RESEARCHER
When she was m Grade 2, Leah used to act as a Turkish interpreter for our many
Turklsh families. At that time the school did not employ a Turkish aide who could
speak, understand and translate both the Turkish and English languages. Sometimes the
school needed to communicate WIth non-English speaking Turkish parents and Leah
would wilhngly and competently act as interpreter and translator. Her grasp of both
languages at that time, when she was eight years old, was mature and fluent, with
enough understanding to be able to converse with adults at their level

Leah sees her ability to speak perfect Turkish, and English, as something to be pIoud
of, but not an academiC advantage, as Turlash is not accepted as a second language
subject. She said most of the chIldren from other cultures at her High School, for
example a Greek boy m her class, can only speak English now. They have lost the
ability to speak and understand their parents' or grandparents' home language
(2119/93). Leah must choose to take a Language as a subject in Year 8 - she will be able

to speak and understand three languages, as Turkish is not an option.

OTHER TEACHERS
Leah studied Italian and French in second semester 1993. Her teacher said she had
"worked very well" and is lOa mature and conscientious student" (10112/93); Leah
scOled "excellent achievement", an "A" in both languages. Her teachers would not be
aware of how well Leah can speak and understand the Turkish language as it is not
included as part of the cUlriculum at the selective high school and Leah is the only
Turkish child in Year 7.
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~

Leah does not see her ability to speak and understand the Turkish language as unusual;
it is a normal, everyday event and she speaks it constantly with her parents, brother,
family and friends.

TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
The ability to fluently speak and understand Turkish is not applicable to tests or test
results as there is no task that requires this skill. It is unlikely that Turkish will become
an examinable subject for the Higher School Certificate in the foreseeable future at the
local selective high school, due to the lack of Turkish-speaking children enrolled.

3. What is the child's verbal ability in English?

PARENTS
Leah's parents are very proud of their daughter, her success, her acceptance at the local
selective high school, her high results on her end-of-year report, and her ability to earn
high regard from all her teachers. They know that their own English speaking abilities
are not good. Leah's mother apologised for her "bad English" (21/9/93). By
comparison, Leah's grasp of the English language seems outstanding to her parents;
they know that Leah speaks and understands the English language exceptionally well
for a child not born in Australia. Her parents realise Leah could not have achieved high
accolades for academic work at an English-speaking school in an English-speaking
country without her outstanding ability to speak, understand, read and write in the
English language. In an effort to help her daughter learn to speak English, Leah's
mother spent many years learning to speak English herself when Leah began
Kindergarten.
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RESEARCHER

When Leah was eight years old in Grade 2 at Primary School, she already spoke
perfect fluent English with no discernible accent, even though no-one else in her family
could speak or understand her. She also understood the intricacies of the language well
enough to act as a translator between English-speaking teachers and Turkish-speaking
parents, successfully interpreting technical information and terms and communicating
English nuances to transmit meaning.

Leah's voice is clear, pleasant, well-modulated, and her speech in English is fluent,
enunciated perfectly with correct tense and grammar and a broad vocabulary. There is
no trace of an accent, and her English is as good as any child born in this country to
English speaking parents.

During the research study. at my request, Leah kept a journal to record her daily
activities. Her handwriting was neat and legible even when she was just making rough
notes in a diary. Her thoughts were articulately expressed, with clear descriptions - her
records were detailed, accurate and informative.

OTHER TEACHERS
Leah's English teacher was the only subject teacher who commented that she could see
room for improvement in Leah's work, which is not surprising, as her area of expertise
is the English language, and other teachers do not place as much emphasis upon the
ability to speak: and use English. Although she praised Leah's ability to work well, she
did suggest various ways Leah could improve her work in English. When talking about
Leah's writing ability she said "her writing skills have improved. Her ideas are
interesting but she could develop them more in her stories" (10112193). In the area of
reading, she commented that Leah "has very good comprehension skills... a good
understanding of character in a novel. She does need to discuss themes in more
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detail"(10/12193). For her listening skills, Leah was praised: "listening skills are
excellent" (10/12/93) but was downgraded for her inability to speak in front of the
class: "does need to develop more confidence when giving talks to the class"
(10/12/93).

SELF
Leah does not rate her ability to speak, understand, read and write in English very
highly. In all the weeks she recorded daily activities, she mentioned working in English
only once -"in language we played Bingo" (22/11193). Leah wrote in her journal that
she had studied for Maths, Commerce, Geography and Science exams but did not
mention studying English. Leah did comment that when she sat for the entrance exam
for the Selective High School, "the test had some things in English that (you) would
need to have English-speaking parents all your life to know answers" (21/9/93).

TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
Leah's end-of-year report for English was good and bad, praising attentiveness and
abIlity to absorb infonnation-"listening skills are excellent"-but suggesting the need
for a more confident approach to class discussions, the need to develop her own ideas
in her writing, and the "need to discuss themes in more detail" (10/12/93). In all other
test results, Leah's marks were very good, revealing a good understanding of the basic
language of each subject, which follows an excellent understanding of the English
language.

4. Do teacher goals/expectations match student performance?

In all subjects except English, it was evident that the teachers' highest expectations for
Leah were met. For example, the Personal Development and Physical Education teacher
commented that Leah had "participated very well in gymnastics as she achieved skills
beyond her expectations. Her health work is commendable" (10/12/93). Leah
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SUI passed

her own expectations but reached the teacher's expectations of a

commendable result. The Mathematics teacher said that Leah had "applied herself well
and I am pleased with her results", and the Science teacher commented: "A fme
effort...has worked consistently well this year" (10/12193). The Geography teacher's
comment sums up Leah's ability to excel and to always work above or to the teacher's
expectations : "An excellent result. ..is a very capable student who always works to the
best of her abilIty. A pleasure to teach" (10112193).

In English there is a mis-match between the teacher's expectations and Leah's
performance. As the daughter of Turkish parents, Leah belongs to a culture where
women are not encouraged to put themselves forward, make a public display or attract
attention by putting themselves in the spotlight The Senate Select CommIttee Report
(1988) sponsored some discussion papers whIch looked at "the high proportion of
disadvantaged students (who) fall to complete secondary schooling" and found that
chlldren from non-Enghsh speakmg backgrounds were
children, who, until they had been tested, the teachers had thought
were nonentities...They were fairly qwet because either they were not
familiar with the language, or, worse still, they were not too familiar
with the language and they were female and came from an ethnic
background in which they should be seen and not heard (Senate
Select Committee Report, 1988, p 117).
Ledh dId not like standmg up in front of the class and talking to her peers in a formal
SItuation. Leah performed a dance in the company of several other Turkish students,
but thIS was in front of a large group of mainly Turkish people. The English teacher's
expectatIOn that Leah "needs to develop more confidence when giving talks to the class"

(10/12193) may not be possible for Leah.
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5. Do cultural expectations match school expectations?

Leah was aware of how much she disliked standing up and talking in front of the whole
class, even though the English teacher expected her to learn to do it with success
(10/12/93). The Turkish culture protects and nurtures their children, and 18 a close-knit
community which maintains contact with friends and family back home in Turkey. The
South Coast Turkish community maintains contact with all its members - the Turkish
cultural evening saw representative families from northern and southern suburbs. The
women are not encouraged to learn the English language, and are never expected to go
out to work or look for a job. Their role is mother and home-maker, and they are
enclosed within the Turkish family and the wider Turkish community. It is not a
cultural expectation that Turkish women will take on leadership roles in English
society, but it is expected that the female children will maintain and respect the cultural
tradition of modesty and morality, of never making a public spectacle or attracting
unnecessary attention to themselves. The Turlash culture is one in which women
"should be seen and not heard" (Senate Select Committee, 1988, pl17), where nonEnglish speaking children may be disadvantaged academically by appearing to be nonpartIcipants in dlscussions and verbal presentations.

Dunng 1990, the family went to Turkey for six months to visit relatives. Leah was in
4th Grade but despite parental concerns, did not need to repeat Grade 4 the following
year due to nnssing six months work (21/9/93). Turkish families frequently take their
children back to the "home" country to see relatives and friends, especially as
grandparents get older. Leah's mother was 18 years old and pregnant with Leah when
she arrived in Australia, and all her family, and some of her husband's family, are still
living in Turkey (21/9/93). The family members in Turkey had only seen Leah and her
younger brother in photographs. It is difficult for Australian teachers to understand and
accept that a child needs to spend six months of the school year in a non-Englishspeaking environment when the successful attainment of English language skills is
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crucial for achieving academic excellence. The teachers' expectations are that children
who miss six months school will fall behind or fail to gain some essential knowledge
which will inhibit their progress.

6. Does tbe bome environment support tbe scbool environment?

Although Leah's mother ensures that Leah has a quiet undisturbed place away from the
kitchen and the television room where she can work, she regrets that neither herself nor
her husband are able to help Leah m any way (21/9/93). Leah's mother fimshed high
school in Turkey and studied English as her second language, but it was "very
different" from the English spoken here. When she arrived in Australia she could not
speak or understand the language very well, and dedicated much of her time to learning
to speak and understand the English language so she could at least speak English to her
daughter in the home environment.

Leah's father used to drive trucks for long distances, but Leah's mother told me he was
away from the family "too much". Now he drives taxis and works "long hours"
(21/9/93). He does not have much spare time to spend with Leah, does not read in
English, and is unfamiliar with the work she needs to complete, and feels his role is to
be head of the family and provide income. His time with Leah is spent in social and
family activities.

Leah's mother is very proud of her daughter and would like to help her but does not
know how. Leah relies upon textbooks which she gets from school to help her
understand her school work: "Today everyone in our class had to bring back our maths
text book. That book was so heavy that I am glad to get rid of it" (2/12/93). Leah must
complete her homework and assignments, solve any problems, work out answers and
increase her understanding and ability in all academic areas with no help from family
members.
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The home environment lacks many of the things taken for granted in English-speaking
families; they do not get the local newspaper as neither of Leah's parents can read it.

Leah's family does not have a computer - the family has not yet seen any need to
purchase such an expensive item. Leah says most of the children in her class do have a
computer at home but she did not seem concerned that she did not (21/9/93).

8. Do I.Q. tests and school· based assessments match performance?

In all areas except English, Leah's performance matched or exceeded the expectations
of her teachers and her end-of-year assessment results were outstanding:
"Congratulations on an outstanding report" (10/12/93). Her marks were consistently
above 70% and for 11 of 18 assessment areas were above 85%, the highest possible
level. Her application to tasks was of the highest possible standard for every subject
area.

When Leah elected to try for entrance to the selective high school, she had to sit for
several tests. Leah was accepted as a student at the school on the basis of those tests but
she told me they were very hard, and there was not enough time to finish anything.
Leah does not like not being able to successfully complete every task she attempts.
There were sections in English "that you would need to have English-speaking parents
all your life to know the answers" (21/9/93). Tests with cultural bias do not give a true
indication of the talents and abilities of children who are not born into the prevailing
culture.
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SUMMARY

Leah is an outstanding student as her school reports verify. Her parents are justifiably

proud of her success which has been achieved without the support of English-speaking
parents, in a cultural environment which has different expectations for women and
girls. Her home environment is lacking in English support material such as books and
magazines. Her friends are Turkish girls. and they are encouraged by their family to
maintain cultural tramtions, and to speak in Turkish whenever they are with family and
friends.

Leah was the only Turkish child to be accepted at the local Selective High School in

1993. She had to sit for. and pass, an examination which was culturally biased towards
children born to English-speaking parents (2119/93). Her parents are unable to help her
with any of her school work, and are unfamiliar with many of the subjects which Leah
studies. The family has never felt the need to employ an English speaking tutor for
Leah - she has always been committed to working hard and has devoted extra time to

study.

A prof"Ile of Leah based on Betts and Nemart's Prof"Iles of the Gifted and Talented
(1988) (see Figure 17) shows that Leah exlubits most of the characteristics of the Type
1 Successful, except for the Home Support category. Leah is a very supportive member
of her family when she is in the home environment and is rarely given the opporturuty
to develop her own "independence", and as is common in Thrkish families she is not

given "freedom to make choices" or "time for personal interests". "Risk taking
experiences" in her home are not part of the lifestyle her family leads and do not form
part of the family expectations for her. As with the profile of Anya, it was simpler and
clearer to use the original Betts and Neihart profIle matrix and to underline the
characteristics winch most accurately fitted Leah's personal profile (see Figure 17).
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It is my belief that the academic achievements of Leah, despite the disadvantages
described above, make her an extraordinary, outstanding student who is gifted beyond
the level she is currently exhibiting. Leah has a poor opinion of her talents, believing
that her success is due to her personal commitment and hard work. She is unaware of
the difficulties she has overcome to achieve academic excellence.

Leah is now receiving most of the "School Support" indicators listed by Betts and
Neihart (see Figure 18) listed as necessary requirements for continuing development of
the gifted child in this category. Because she is attending the local Selective High
School, she has the opportunity to be with intellectual peers, to develop in-depth
studies in line with her personal interests, to be part of an accelerated and enriched
curriculum, be given time out for personal interests, develop independent learning skills
and receive compacted learning experiences. Under these circumstances, the future
looks bright for Leah.
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Chapter 6.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Having presented the data on both children in the preceding chapters, it remains the task
of the final chapter to reflect more generally on the research questions. In order to draw
some common threads and to highlight differences, each research question will be
considered, with comparisons drawn and tentative conclusions made. The process of
research and the influencing factors will be explored, as several changes occurred
during, and because of, the research study. Finally, recommendations for future
possibilities which emerged as a result of the study will be made.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The research questions for the study were based on the underlying assumptions that
differences in a child's working style may occur which affect the child's ability to
succeed, as viewed by parents, the researcher, other teachers and the child herself.
Differences in working styles may be an influencing factor in tests and I.Q. tests, and
may adversely affect results. Furthermore, the relationship between school, the home
and the cultural environment may cause disadvantages to occur for children from nonEnglish speaking backgrounds, inhibiting their achievement of academic excellence.

Betts and Neihart's Proflles of the Gifted and Talented (1988) (see Figure 4) were used
for each child in an attempt to categorise and analyse needs and requirements of the
home and school environment and the best methods of identification of potential for
each personality type.
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The two case-study children fitted into different profIles as outlined by Betts and
Neihart. This was attributed to the confidence gamed by the older child through her
own success, and the lack of confidence of the younger child due to apparent failure as
indicated by the I Q test which recommended possible I. M. class placement

1. What is the child's working style?
1.1 Speed of task completion:

There were indicators common to both children in this area. Both Anya and Leah
exhibited a strong dislike of getting tlnngs wrong, of producmg work that was less than
perfect. They both displayed a need to be successful no matter how long it took. In
Anya's case, it took her two and a half years to learn how to successfully read in
English. Within that time Anya concentrated much of her attention on learning to speak
and understand the language in Its oral form. She may have appeared to have taken a
long time to succeed, but there was evidence that she had gained control over spoken
English before the begmning of 1993. The counsellor's "Reason for Referral" section
of the I.Q. test report stated: "Mother said used to cry about coming to school- but
seems happy in class - talkatIve" (9/12192). The counsellor had observed Anya in the
classroom for a brief time before conductIng the I.Q. test but had failed to realise that
Anya already had exceptional control over the spoken genre of English. Anya did not
display her ability to speak fluently in front of adults or strangers, so it was easy to
make an incorrect judgement of her verbal skills. Verbal I.Q. was very poor on the I Q.
test and led to Anya being recommended for possible I.M. class placement in the
future.

Learning her sounds appeared to take Anya a very long time. In fact, there is no
evidence that she ever did. Her failure to exhibit a knowledge of alphabetical sounds led
to the class teacher asking the school counsellor to administer an I.Q. test to find out
what was wrong with her. The Reason for Referral stated, "according to her teacher-
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knows no sounds" (9/12/92). The E.S.L. teacher noted in her anecdotal records that
Anya made slow progress in gaining reading skills: "no memory from this morning's
drill lesson on this book..•HELP!" (23/3/93); "Great difficulty distinguishing shapes
from letters" (25/3/93); "seems incapable of thinking for herself' (25/3/93); "really no
idea" (27/4/93), "...is trying hard during reading but at the moment making little
progress" (26/4/93); "... tries hard during reading lessons but still seems confused by
the process of reading" (22/6/93). The grade tests and the I.Q. test supported this view
- that Anya was a "slow learner" who scored poorly on an I.Q. test and was
recommended for placement in the I.M. class. But Anya suddenly, without ever
exhibiting any apparent knowledge of alphabetical sounds or necessary pre-reading
skills, began to read in mid-1993. DId she ever learn all her sounds? If she did, she
kept the knowledge to herself until she could succes~fully decipher complete words and
sentences to make meaning from print. Anya never completed a task until she could
complete it successfully, no matter how long it took. All she needed was time and a lot
of encouragement and confidence building, plus the belief that she could be successful.
The poor school reports, name-calling by her father, the lQ. test and her mother's
distress, all helped to destroy her confidence in her ability to succeed and inhibited her
progress.

Leah's English teacher commented that Leah needed to "spend more time discussing
and developing her ideas - she could develop them more in her stones" (10/12/93).
Leah was aware that she liked and needed to take time to get things right, she liked to
take her time with everything she dId, and would, If possible, devote much more tIme
to tasks, assignments and activities than other children In her Grade. "I spent all day
and all last night studying" (25/11/93). Because Leah is prepared to devote her own
free time to school work, she is achieving good results at school. The amount of time
she takes to complete tasks is no longer relevant - promotion to higher grades depends
on high marks and excellent results on end of year reports. Although Leah IS "slow" to
complete tasks, it is not because she does not know how to do things, but rather
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because she prefers to produce work that is of the highest possible standard, and is not
prepared to settle for anything less. Leah was very disappointed that she had been too
slow to complete all of the questions in the examination for entrance to the selective
high school, without being aware that no-one was expected to complete all of it In an
examination with time limits Leah may not have been as successful as she was.

The similarity between the two children, of being "slow" to complete tasks to their
personal satisfaction, highlights the need to give children as much time as they require
to be successful at tasks, without looking for outward signs of success, or partially
completed assignments. The danger lies in believing there is something wrong with
chtldren who take more time to complete activities than their peers, of testing them to
see if the problem is their own, and not the teacher's fault, and in labelling them as
"slow" learners. Teachers tend to equate intelligence with speed of task completion.

1. What is the child's working style?
1.2 Attention span:

Both Leah and Anya had outstanding strength in this area. They could concentrate all
their energies on one task and persevere until successful no matter how long it took.
Unfortunately, this attribute is not catered for during test situations as the procedure for
tests usually requires speed of completion, as time is limited, and attentton to detail may
actually inhibit good results if the child concentrates too much attention and time on
being correct for every question. This is what happened to Anya on the Mathematics
assessment task - she spent so much time concentrating on the first questton and was so
frightened of making a mistake that she would have been unable to complete the test
without re-assurance and encouragement Her score would have been low, indicating
fallure, lack of knowledge, and would have caused further loss of confidence in her
own ability. Anya had the necessary knowledge to complete the test and pass, but not
under ordinary test procedure (5/11/93).
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Leah's attention to detail and the need to be correct caused her to be slower than she
would have liked to be on the examination for entrance to the selective high school. She
did not know that no-one was expected to complete all of the test, and she preferred to
concentrate her attention on small details, and on being accurate. not fast. Under test
conditions where speed was of the essence, Leah would be disadvantaged and would
not score as highly as she is capable of doing. Leah's attention span was a favourable
attribute in the classroom - she was seen to be a "good listener" and very attentlve.
Although Anya was also very attentive in class. without the advantage of high test
marks, her attentiveness was not noted as an attribute.

1. What is the child's working style?
1.3 Accuracy:

Anya and Leah both appeared weak in this area because of their need to take time and
make absolutely certain they had the right answers before they attempted to complete a
task. Combined with low self-esteem. the need to be accurate and successful can cause
a child to appear not to know the correct answers. Anya dId not want to attempt the
answers to assessment tasks - she appeared not to know her sounds and was therefore
referred to the school counsellor for an IQ. test. Her apparent lack of accuracy on the
I.Q. test led to recommendation for placement in the I.M. class. Anya was so
frightened of making a mistake that she made little attempt to complete the maths
assessment and would have failed if not for the dIrect intervention of the teacher. Anya
and Leah both needed to be accurate. It was necessary to give them the opponumty for
successful completion of tasks and assessments; to make it possible for them to
succeed, and to achieve accurate results.
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As educators, we need to be aware that "no answer" might not mean the child has "no
knowledge". It may mean the child does know the answer, or can complete the task,
but lacks the self-confidence to believe it, and has no wish to make a mistake,
especially in front of judgemental adults such as teachers and school counsellors. Both
Anya and Leah exhibited evidence of low self-confidence, and this. combined with a
strong desire to get it right" and be successful, inhibited their achievements.
tI

1. What is the child's working style?
1.4 Dedication to task:

Both children exhibited outstanding strength in their dedication to tasks. Anya's work
was always neat - the best she could pOSSIbly produce no matter how long it took her.
The I.Q. test report noted "neat" work under the "Reason for Referral" by the
classroom teacher. Her drawings took an exceptionally long time - the gift she made for
me was intricate and detailed and fmished with tiny labelled gift tags with bows for
each individual drawing. Anya was dedicated to producing work which reached her
own personal satisfaction. her own standard of excellence.

Leah's dedication was evident in her ability to devote large parts of her life to school
work, for instance, working in her room most days after school even if she had no
homework. Her dedicatIon to beIng successful led her to practise her dance extensively
until it was as perfect as she could make it. Her dedication is revealed in the excellent
marks on her end-of-year report, and the high regard she receives from all her teachers.

Although dedication and perseverance were notable for both children, this did not
overcome the problem of their lack of self-esteem or self-confidence. Dedication alone
is not enough to overcome problems of believing in their own ability. These two
children needed others to beheve in them, to convince them they COULD achieve and
be successful. Leah felt she needed to work much harder than other children to be
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successful; she tried to convince herself- "I WILL pass"- and needed the accolades
from other teachers to help her believe she was successful. Anya needed personal
support, encouragement and someone to show that they believed in her.

1. What is the child's working style?
1.5 Attention to detail:

The success achieved in certain areas by Leah and Anya was due to their outstanding
attentlon to detail. Anya's drawings and Leah's dance had something in common. Both
children had shown great attention to detail, Anya with fine lines, and Leah with fine
movements. Anya spent hours making a beautiful picture and added bows and gift tag
labels; Leah spent days getting movements synchronised for her dance display.

Attention to detail takes time and can go unnoticed if a child is not given time, and is not
continuously and closely observed for extended periods of time. Teachers need to be
actually looking for this skill, and seeing it as an attribute which can lead to the
production of better work, otherwise attention to detail can be seen as being too slow to
complete tasks, or just being "neat".

Attention to detail can also inhibit success on test results as chlldren can spend too
much time on irrelevant details instead of quickly putting in answers and complettng
assessments. Tests do not cater for skilled detaihng - the evidence gained from results
relies on quick answers to as many questions as are included.

2. What is the child's verbal ability in the home language (Turkish)?

Verbal ability in the home language was a large part of the children's lives. Both Leah
and Anya displayed outstanding strength in this area. Leah could act as a
Turkish/English interpreter and translator at six years of age, and spoke and understood
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both languages at an adult level. Anya's mother said she used to entertain the
neighbours with her "perfect academic Turkish" when she was just three years old.
Both children hved in a home environment where Turkish was spoken all the time, and
in a cultural environment where family friends, and most visitors, spoke Turkish.

Because the school environment did not employ anyone who spoke or understood the
Turkish language until recently, it was not known to teachers whether Anya or Leah
were proficient in their home language. Unfortunately, their skill in their home
language was never, and still is not, an influencing factor in assessment of skills or
tests of their intelligence. Teachers do notice and value a broad vocabulary in English
-the E.SL. teacher said on the school report to Anya's parents that she needed to
"develop a broad vocabulary" - but knowledge of the child's skill in the home language
is not assessed or valued. Language skill is the most valuable attnbute in learning - it
mfluences success

In

all curriculum areas and opens doors to all knowledge, yet

exceptional slo11 in the home language is not taken into account unless it is English.
Childrens' ability in their own language may be a better indIcator of mtelligence than
English, therefore assessment of language skill in the home language should be an
essential part of the assessment of all N.E.S.B. children.

3. What is the child's verbal ability in English?

Opinions ofLeah's and Anya's skill in this area vary. The parents of both children, and
the researcher believed they had outstanding sla11 in English, based on observations of
what they could do successfully-speak and understand the language-not on what
they could not do-which was express themselves well in the written form of English
for Leah, and read and write successfully for Anya. Recalling that both children
belonged to families where English was not spoken at home, and neither child had
older brothers or sisters to help them, their early control of the oral expression of
English was outstanding. Both children could speak English fluently without any
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accent in Grade 1 of Primary School. Leah, by Grade 2, could speak English and
Turkish well enough to act as an interpreter. Anya could speak English so successfully
that her skill instigated the researcher's interest in the mis-match between the low verbal
score on the I.Q. test and her observed ability with her peers.

Anya did not demonstrate her ability to speak and understand the English language with
adults or strangers for the first two years she was at school. She would chatter to her
friends and peers, but lacked the confidence to answer questions from adults fluently
and easily. She was afraid of making mistakes, and so her language became stilted and
restricted when she was put into judgemental situations such as an assessment of her
abihty or a test of skill like the I.Q. test. Consequently she scored poorly, reports were
sent home to parents, teachers were concerned about her apparent lack of progress,
parents became angry, frustrated and distressed, and Anya became what everyone
believed she was--a failure.

Leah's verbal ability in English was excellent, but the English teacher commented that
her skill in this area needed improvement. She believed that Leah needed to be able to
get up in front of the class and give talks With fluency and expertise. The teacher failed
to realise that Leah could do this, but preferred not to do so. Leah's verbal skills were
not the problem; the teacher did not relate Leah's poor performance to cultural traditlons
and Leah's own personality.

4. Do teacher goals/expectations match student performance?

Leah is not meeting teacher expectations in the area of English, although her skill
earned her high marks. The teacher believes she should be more confident when giving
talks to the class which Leah finds very difficult to do, not because she cannot do it, but
because she is naturally shy and reserved and comes from a culture which believes
women and girls "should be seen and not heard." The teacher expects Leah to reach the
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same standard of excellence in this area as children from English-speaking families,
without taking into account the mis-match between cultural expectations of behaviour
and school expectations. Differences in cultural expectations need to be recognised by
teachers, and allowances made to cater for the effects of cultural traditions and beliefs
on behaVlOur and subsequent achievement of academic excellence.

Kindergarten teachers expected Anya to show outward indications of learning to read
prior to achieving this skill. Anya learned to read without ever appearing to "know her
sounds". I feel sure she did eventually know them, but it was not until she could
actually decipher whole words, and string them together into simple sentences to create
meaning, that she demonstrated the ability to decode phonetically. All children learn at
different rates and in dtfferent ways. Anya needed to be confident of success, no matter
how long this took, before she would give any external signs of being able to read. She
would not even attempt a task until she had internalised the processes necessary to
ensure success. The teacher's expectations that Anya would be able to begin to read
after two years in K1ndergarten were not met - but Anya was successfully reading, not
just exhibiting indications of knowing how to do it -less than six months later. It is my
belief that without the destruction of her self-confidence caused by two years of poor
reports, and the disastrous I.Q. test, Anya may have been able to achieve success
earlier. It was necessary to overcome a huge hurdle and restore Anya's confidence in
her ability to achieve success, to convince Anya she could do it before she would take a
chance and go forward and be successful.

Both Anya's and Leah's parents expected their children to succeed at school even
though they were aware they could not help them, especially when the children could
function successfully in an English-speaking environment and the family members
could not. Anya's father called her name~"dumb", tlstupidtl-because of his distress
and frustration about her failure at school and she became less able to display success in
any area. He did not know how to help her overcome her problems at school and made
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matters worse through his destruction of her already fragile self-confidence. He did not
realise the damage he had caused. Anya's mother displayed her obvious unhappiness,
distress and disappointment in her daughter during the post-I.Q. test interview, when
she cried and could not be comforted. The parents did not know how to help Anya meet
the teacher's expectations and Anya did not know how to succeed. A cycle of poor
results, unhappy parents, dissatisfied teachers, and a failing child, was set in place.
The cycle was difficult to break; each circumstance reinforced the other and maintained
continuation of failure. Direct intervention to convince the parents and the child that
success WAS possible, by a teacher who truly believed it to be so, was the only way to
cause a change. This is also reinforced by the need for both Leah and Anya to have
someone who beheves in them and supports them, and believes they are already
successful and can continue to be so. Looking at what children can already do well and
using that success as a beginning can encourage children to achieve greatness.

Leah's parents wish they could help her. They are proud of her success but do not
know what she needs or what they could provide to make success more easily
attainable for her. Her parents, more than anyone else, realise that Leah has achieved
extra-ordinary success because of the disadvantages of liVIng in a Turklsh-speaktng
cultural environment, not the English-speaking environment of school and the wider
SOCIety it serves.

The implications for education highlights the need for personal mentors for these
children to ensure they can achieve academic excellence, despite poor representation in
higher education, and disadvantages of incorrect assessments of ability and mis-match
between home, school and cultme.
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6. Does the home environment support the school environment?

The home environment of both children revolves around a different culture and a
different language. School environments are another world to Turkish families and
there is virtually no connection or link between the two. Expectations of teachers and
parents vary, as in the case ofLeah not wishing to speak publically in front of the class.
The Turkish culture does not expect it of her; the school environment does. Assessment
can be incorrect due to teachers not understanding differences in working style, which
prevent children from exhibiting learning until they know they can achieve success.
Parents can become distanced by frustration and despair, and have no knowledge of
how to help their children succeed.

Turkish parents seem unaware of the need for English literature in their homes. Neither
Leah nor Anya had access to books, newspapers or a computer even though they
needed and used these resources ID the school environment. The lack of story books in
English was the most obvious feature of both home environments. Leah's mother
proudly showed me photographs of her family in Turkey and her children as they were
growing up. One of her most important revelations were the photos of cultural
traditions which the children had experienced, including her son's circumcision
celebratton. Yet simple fairy tales in English were not pan of the family experience.
When Leah started school in Austraha she had no background knowledge of English
culture or English literature. Leah's parents were frustrated by their inability to help
their daughter in any way to achieve success.

Anya's home environment also had no books in English. No-one in the family could
read them to her even if they did. Anya began school almost as soon as she arrived in
Australia without ever experiencing any contact with English-speaking people. Anya's
parents both left school early in Turkey and none of the family ever spoke or listened to
the English language. Anya's mother had given up trying to learn to speak English - it
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was "too hard". They did expect Anya to learn because she was attending an Englishspeaking school, but they probably did not expect her to learn to speak, read and write
in English in less than two years. This was the teacher's expectation, and Anya failed to

meet that expectation.

Anya's parents were proud of her when she began school, but the continuing cycle of
failure destroyed their belief that she was capable of succeeding. They were asked via
school reports to help her increase her English vocabulary but neither of the parents
spoke English. They were asked via school reports to provide stories and books in
English, but neither parent could read them to her, and Anya could not read them
herself. The home environment did not, and could not, support the school environment
in any way. The parents could not help Anya achieve success.

The only link between the home environment and the school environment was the
employment of the Turkish aide, who was herself a member of the Turkish community,
and through her employment became a member of the school environment. For the first
time, Turkish parents could be helped to understand the problems their children were
having. In time, perhaps the Turkish parents will learn how to help their children
achieve success. The problems are overwhelming and may be msunnountable. Anya's
parents live for going "home". In Leah's case, even the mother learning to speak
English did not enable her to help her daughter achieve academic excellence. Leah
simply had to do it on her own.

7. Do I.Q. tests and school-based assessments match performance?

All tests are in English. Despite the care taken to negate cultural bias, it still exists. As
Brigham

(cited

by

Gould,

1981) found,

even

the

addition

of

mathematicaVdiagrammatical elements in his tests, which have become part of today's
tests, in an effort to overcome disadvantages to non-English speaking children,
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favoured participants who were familiar with the "vernacular of the test" (Gould, 1981,
p226). English is both Leah's and Anya's second language, and not the language
spoken in their home environment. Both children had to learn English as a second
language, and could only use the language within the school environment. The society
they live in still favours Turkish cultural traditions and uses the Turkish language
exclusively. Neither child had older brothers or sisters, or family members, who could
help them learn the required answers to pass tests.

Leah found that even after she had learned successfully to work and think in English,
that the examination for entrance to the selective high school still "had some things in
English that (you) would need to have English-speaking parents all your life to know
answers" (21/9/93). Leah was disadvantaged in the test because she did not have
English-speaking parents.

Leah failed to meet the required standard of excellence in her end-of-year assessment in

English because she did not speak in front of the class with enough confidence to
demonstrate her knowledge of the subject. Leah was disadvantaged on this assessment
task by belonging to a culture which believed women and girls should be "seen and not
heard".

Anya's performance on grade assessment tasks, grade tests and the I.Q. test were
continually poor, leading to assessment of learning ability as "slow". Anya was
categorised and labelled as being suitable for I.M. placement; she was believed to be a
child who had something wrong with her ability to learn. She was a failure. Results on
tests revealed lack of understanding, lack of knowledge, poor recall of information, and
indicated that success was not an available option. Anya's working style was not
assessed or investigated, as tests rely on performance and evidence in products,
whether written or oral.
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Anya's need to be successful inhibited her being able to reveal what she believed were
inadequacies in her ability. She refused to display less than perfect skill, and continued
to display no knowledge of sounds, or ability to produce evidence of knowledge, until
she was sure she could achieve success. It is very difficult for anyone, adult or child, to
be sure of achieving success in examination situations. How much more frightening
must it be for a small child in an unfamiliar world to attain success in a critical and
judgemental situation? It was only after Anya was made to see that her ability to speak
and understand the English language, even if she only spoke to her peers, was a
"SUCCESS" of her own, that she was able to overcome fear and move on towards
further academic achievement.

Tests may not always give an accurate indication of a child's true ability, and may not
reveal all of the many things that a chIld can do successfully, such as the dedication and
attention to detail which was an outstanding strength for both children. The only way to
accurately assess a chIld's ability is to ascertain what they can successfully do, through
extensive observation, and build upon what they can already achieve, leading them with
care and giving them the confidence to face new challenges and achieve academic
excellence. Assessment should also include detailed discussion with significant others,
the child, and evaluation of skills in the home language.

Imphcatlons for educators are not to rely too heavily on the evidence of tests or test
results, but to closely observe children, build a personal profile of each child's working
style, and use this to identify needs of the children in their care. Teachers should then
be able to supply what is needed to facilitate progress, making sure the children truly
believe success is available to them and achievable.
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INFLUENCE OF THE RESEARCH METHOD

Case study methodology is particularly suited to research involving children. It is nonintrusive and involves close observation and collection of data pertaining to the child. It
is part of a teachers role to observe children, and so case study research is relevant to
teachers, and can be easily integrated into teaching life. It is of benefit to teachers to
know more about the children in their care and to facilitate their progress and
acmevements, so case study research which involves investigation of children and what
they need to succeed is beneficial to the children and to education in general.

As the current study progressed, I could not fail to observe that changes were
occurring. When the study commenced, I had no idea of the repercussions and changes
to situations that would occur, or how extensive the changes would be, due to the
progression of the study and the fact that the research did involve people other than just
the researcher and the two children.

The first changes were between the researcher (teacher) and the Turkish parents of
Anya. My fIrst meeting with Anya's mother was in the distressing circumstance of
observing a mother's tears and distress, when the results of the I.Q. test were revealed
to her. Anya's parents' distrust of teachers, dissatisfaction with what was happening to
their daughter at school, and inabihty to communicate with teachers or help Anya as
they wished, were inhibiting factors m early mterviews. They did not feel they could
trust me or talk to me even with the help of the Turkish aide who translated our
conversations. Discussions were limited, conversation was stilted, and answers were at
a minimum. It was only towards the end of the year, when Anya had begun to exhibit
success, and take home reports which praised her achievements, that the parents began
to trust me enough to talk to me. The final interview at the end of the year with Anya's
mother was very rewarding. After an initial nervousness, Anya's mother slowly began
to visibly relax, to smile and lean back in her chair, and when finally she began to talk
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about Anya, she became more and more animated and enthused, talldng non-stop for
over an hour, and giving me a great deal of information and an insight into the
difficulties the family had encountered. in helping Anya to achieve success, their
frustration, fears, anger and helplessness. Anya's mother now smiles and responds to
greetings whenever she meets me in the playground or in informal situations, whereas
before there was silent antagonism between Anya's mother and teachers at her
daughter's school. I hope the link between school and home continues to grow, and
Anya's mother begins to feel more comfortable in the school environment. I intend to
try to encourage Anya's mother to re-connnence her lessons in English,

as this can only

increase her understanding and admiration of Anya's ability in this area.

One of the earliest repercussions of investigating Anya's academic progress was the
reaction of the school counsellor. It was obvious that when I discussed Anya's lQ. test
result with her, I was questioning her with a purpose The counsellor became
withdrawn, and I hope that my doubts about the final assessment of Anya dId not
antagonise the school counsellor, who does an invaluable job of identifying children's
special needs. She unwittingly was the cause of much distress to Anya's family, and
became part of the self-fulfilling prophecy of Anya's failure.

Another result of the case-study research was the need to use anecdotal records kept by
the E.S.L. teacher. The records were revealing of a negative attitude towards Anya's
progress at the beginning of the year. and this is understandable when it is remembered
that Anya had failed to display any progress over two years in Kindergarten and
"failed" on an I.Q. test. Reports sent home to Anya's parents by the E.S.L. teacher
would have caused distress and frustration at their inability to help Anya meet the
E.S.L. teacher's requirements. The teacher did not suggest how Anya's parents could
help her gain a "broad vocabulary" and achIeve success. Fortunately. the E.S.L.
teacher could not fail to notice the progress Anya made during the year, and reported
her success to her parents.
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The most noticeable change that occurred during the case-study research was the
change to Anya herself. It was difficult for me to remain objective and impossible to
just observe; my role as Anya's teacher meant that I could help her progress and
achieve success. My belief in her ability to succeed, and obvious admiration of her
ability to speak fluently and draw excellently, had an effect on Anya that was noticeable
and rewarding. She blossomed and grew more confident as I spent more time with her,
and the more she responded, the more I encouraged her and praised her. She changed
from an intimidated, quiet, introverted failure, to a sparkling, smiling, successful,
happy little girl. I cannot regret the effects of my deliberate intervention, even though it
was my intention at the beginning of the study to maintain objectivity as much as was
practicable.

I do not believe there were any negative repercussions of the time I spent encouraging
and supporting Anya. Her best friend, another Turkish child, who worked with Anya
during the year, showed obvious progress in all areas, benefiting from the extra
attention received through being encouraged to help Anya wherever possible. The other
children in the class became aware of a caring atmosphere in the classroom, and also
became more independent and self-sufficient, with one group of children being able to
work successfully under a weekly contract system which they helped to outline.

The effect of my prolonged involvement with my case study children on the lives of us
all far exceeded my expectations. I now share a friendly relationship with both families,

but this was not a contributing factor in selection of the case study children. Anya's
parents were not known to me before the commencement of the research study. I feel
sure the genuine friendship between myself and Leah and her family will continue as it
has for the past eight years, and it was reassuring to be welcomed as a true friend of the
family even when we had met only occasionally in the past years. I hope that the
attention I have given to both Anya and Leah during the time of the research study will
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help them to believe in themselves, in their ability to succeed, and to know that there is
someone who believes totally in their ability to achieve academic excellence.

Communications and relationships between schools and cultures must be improved.
The employment of someone who speaks the language of a particular culture is
essential in every school, so a link can be made between the home and the school
environment very early in the child's academic career. Parents want and need to help
their children achieve success; schools must help, even teach them, how to do this, and
avoid the frustrating situation of simply informing them of problems and failure.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Baldwin (1987) noted that gifted children from ethnic backgrounds were disadvantaged
in educational settings, for various reasons. This research study looked at the child's
working style as seen by parents, teachers, the child, and the researcher, and how these
differences can directly dis-advantage these children on tests and IQ. tests. The study
also looked at the relationship between home, school and culture, to identify differences
and difficulties which may inhibit a non-English-speaking child's academic progress.
Findings have implications for teachers and educationalists which cannot be ignored.
Despite our best intentions, non-English speaking children are continuously
disadvantaged in test situations, even when every effort is made to overcome cultural
bias. A thorough knowledge of the English language does not ensure success on an
English test. Allowances need to be made for the inherent disadvantages to children
from other cultures when tests mean promotion, advancement, progression, and entry
to selective schools, or universities. Further research studies need to be undertaken to
explore the disadvantages experienced by children from non-English-speaking families
when they must complete tests which are normed for an English-speaking population.
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Children from non-English-speaking families must not be compared and judged against
their English-speaking peers. The children from other cultures may learn in different
ways, may need more time to achieve, and may dislike exhibiting anything remotely
resembling a mistake, or failure. The requirements of their culture may elicit behaviour
that is not understood by teachers, and may inhibit progress in certain areas, for
example, being able to publicly display their skills or abilities. Further research may
reveal differences in learning styles of children from non-English-speaking
backgrounds, and how these may inhibit the achievement of academic excellence.

Case studies of children can only enhance the knowledge educators and teachers need
to solve problems inhibiting progress, and to help teachers ensure that children from
ethnic backgrounds have a better chance of achieving academic excellence. The Senate
Select Committee (1988) recommended the need for further research into the needs of
Gifted and Talented children, and case-study research is particularly suited to informing
teachers about the diversity of this group of children.

During the course of the study, it became apparent that the greatest influence on the
continuing success of these two children was the belief in themselves, and the need to
overcome the problem of lack of confidence in their own ability. This was what made
the obvious change in Anya from failure to success, and is still a deeply hidden but real
need for Leah. As a recommendation for future research, it would be valuable to
explore the idea of mentorship, and the effect that the continuing support of a caring,
admiring significant other, who believes success is possible, could have on overcoming
problems faced by ethnic children in achieving academic excellence.
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APPENDIX A

Population and School Census Figures.
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CHANGE 10811·1.'
Pwo.at
40
0
20

1991 CENSUS

OSBNESC

•

~------------~~----------~

1111

Percent

Summarv_1nd1cator8

Cens...

Population

173764
124711

of PoD
100.0
71.8
26.6
1.8
10.1
18.5
0.8
18.7
3.1
2.3

Australian born
OVerseas born
l3II1hpIace not stated
over-.. born • Enghh speeldng country
OVerseas born • Non-EngIIeh epeaklng coun1ry
AborlgNI/Tona S1raIt a...nc.t. .
LMIguage other 1han english spoken at home .1Ig8d 5+
OVerseas born 8IfMd ..nee 1986
CV..... born emved"nee 1986 from NESe

OVerseas bom:

BIrthplace by gender: 1tt1 Cens...

.,14
2855
17115

28.71
1313
32574
1321
3.57

-Blrthplaoe

Ma'"

Fema'"

,.. .ona

United l<ingdom
Italy
yugoelavta .. atafIId (81
F.Y.R. of MacedonIa (It
Gennany
Netherlands
New Zealand
Portugal
Greece
VaetNam
Poland
Turkey
Spain
Lebanon

7349
2301
2191
1130
832
705

7636
1969
1859
1079
890
890
676
590
549
373
384

14885
4270
4010
2201
1722
13U'
1371
1255
110
817
714
7a

Chile

Malta
PhIlippines
Ireland
eroatia(lt
HongKang

USA
Indon....
India

am.
Hungat)'
Malaysia

Aultna
Cyprua

KarM
Sou1h Africa
Japan

CzechoslovakIa
Uruguay
USSRnei
Canada

France

699

665
S94
444
410
399
358
351
318
331
147
213
213
183
187
187
182
181
198
172
155
117
122
89

72
107
87
87
72
88
1547
23492

369

305
301
327
285
461
208

eo

.13
.52

.,.••
to8
421

187
168
185
154
163
151
130
146
158
122
107
113
118
88
82
81
88

118
1to

70

1.

400
312
312

311
341
338
ut
318
313
US
Ut

,.,

212

,.
171

2_
OIher(lt
1442
.,14
TOTALOSBjIl
22702
CIf TGIiII 'YugaiIIIMII" . . . . .1n , . , • ..,., In,.. . . . a.ng. ,...., .·1. ~

I Percent

ofOSS
32.4
9.2
8.8
4.8
3.7
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.5
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3

1181

c.n....
167863
120_
45571
2027
18023
27548
857
31272

Change

,.8M1
5901
4450

Percent
Chuae

1131
438
1302

3.5
3.7
1.4
40.8
-2.8
4.1
46.8
4.2

c.n....

1181

,......,
Change

Peroent
Chanp

16012
4441

·1027
·171

064
03.9

ne
ne

ne
ne

ne
ne

1852
1480
1150
1168
1148

·130

898

061
-24
50
·73
151
117

·7.0
-4.5
19.6
7.4
-0.4
-8.0
-2.9
50.0
-8.9
30.1
22.1

818
718
736

501
528

623
828
.5Q8

.as
225

87

.s

872

-56

-8.3

340

268
·16

78.8
03.7

437

ne

ne

ne

123
281
178

238

114.3
24.4

328

71
173
11
151

87.2
5.2

133

78

35
181
158
198
131
183

156
06
11
-31
-25

80.7
·7.9
-21.7
06.8
-8.8
263.5
58.4
446.7
03.3
7.0
·15.8
22.1
·13.7

8.5

ne

100.0

45511

ne
823

1.4

187
3S4
408
336

-28

068
-23

265

-26

83

186

28

ne

Wollongong ,.,.. profile (oonL)
Languages othw than English spoken at home: P. . . . aged I or more by ....... 1.... c.n....
Percent

•

lIat..

Italian

3254
2938
1201

MacedonIan

GIMk

852
778

SpanIsh

German

YugoeIav nef
PorIugueee

ArabIc
TurIdah

C50itiiIi
ViaInameIe
PoIIah
Serbian
Dutch
Cantcneee ...
MaIte..
FiliPIno languag..

Indonealen/Malay
Hungarian
Mandarin (It
Other ...

TOTAl LOTEJ..

818
783
832
484
411
435

357
381
299

352
301
113
193
175
118
1713
16690

F........
3003
2en

P.......

1140

2341
,.,3

1257
.11.

981
830
738
733
583
474

1.
1111
111.
1 Z11

...

410

373
404-

IZJ

0'.5

801

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
2.0
20.1

711
738

357
384

183

170

318
298
318
138
148
117
1485

517

431
321
321
Z.
3118
32574

15884

Reflafons: 1tt1 c.n....

Percent

ReQglon
CaIhoUc

Persone

AngUcen

41aM
11471
12021
1431
1t3e

13111

Norellglon

Uniting Church
PreebyteMn
Other 0r1h0d0x (lit
Greek Orthodox \tII

3_

laIem

zm

Bept18t
Lutheran
Other Christian (c)

1141
1747
1 S01
12t3
1080

SalvatIon Anny
PentecoataI
Budclhlat
Churchel of ChrIst
Jehovehs WItneu
I-Indulem
Seven1h Day Adventiat
Lattar Day sal.
Other Non C1v18Ilan
CongnIgafloM

ar.au.n
Jud....
0rient.I ChriatIan
Inadequately deecrtbed
Not .....

To1III ChrtaIIan \tII
Total Non ChrIatIan
TOTAl ..

S:AC~N8W

of 1+
3.8
3.5
1.4
1.2
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.8

of PoP
30.8
28.1
8.8

1181

c.n.u.

8:rT7
3791
2281
1858
1800
3575
1427
8715
884
803
749
840
388

918

·120
1824

80
55
-84
-2020
88
340
94
24

158
·78
340
-233

Ch....
·1.8
48.1
3.5
3.0
-5.0

-SS.5
8.2
• .8
10.9
3.0
7.9
-8.4
815.4
-25.4

ne

ne

ne

728
249

-129

-17.8
73.1
-5.5
-20.1

348
402

182
·19
-81

ne

ne

na

na

na

ne

31272

1302

4.2

1181

Change

P.rcent
Chann

48828

4227
1482

8.6
3.4
-3.7
18.5
21.1

Census

43842

8_

8..

18078
10318

4.8
4.0
2.3
1.15

na
ne

1.1

=

~cent

,.se-91
-801

1707
1471
na
ne
433

2142
1308
1538
4173
1495

-2672
-202

798

284

851

347
148
-21
48
-15
-85
31
-185
8

540

a»

na
ne

20.2
41.3
13.8
-64.0
·13.5
315.7
83.0
22.1
-2.7
18.3
-5.3
-20.1
17.8
-47.4
5.1

1158
148
34
482
15_

-44

-29.7

13M1

1.0
0.9
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.2
D.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
8.0

58
·108
-1818

170.8
-22.0
-10.4

4110
1737$4

80.5
2.4
100.0

132_
3287
187883

7415
813
5901

24.7

117

7.

328
2It
2It
201
1U
1.

104

12

,.144

668
770
282

284
324
174
348

5.8
3.5
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English Language Competence: AtecI S + epeeIdng a
IAlle/Sex
!Re 5-14
M....

1837

142

" o'Tot.#

1820
3857
11.7

88
230
6••

Males

3003

193

Females
Persons

2682

227
420

Fern....
Pereona

_,_ge other

Speak oth... language ancl..,..k Engllah:
WtAWerywel.
Not Well

than Englah at home, 1111

c.n.u.

Not ....

Not ......

ToW

26
31
57
1.4

18
30
48
1.2

2021
1889
3880
IIX1.D

20
30

33
23
58
D••

3248
2862
8211
It1D.D

42
42
84
D••

7282
7188
144S0
ItJD.D

8
8
17
D..f

2431
2083
4524
100.0

17
11
28
11.6

1727
1873
3400
ItJD.O

117
114
231
0.7

18880
15885

~e1"24

" tllTtI"

!ge25-84
Mal..
Fern. .
P8I'8On8

"oITo"
!Re 55-64
Males
Fem....
P8fSOI"I8

" olTot./

5ess

50

gts

6.

D.8

8048
5420
11489

1104

1545
2649
18.3

87
181
248
1.7

649
707
1356
30.0

184
244
1.4

79.4
1713

1184
2907
64.3

80

Age 85 or more
Males

Females
Persona
" olTo"

Total

M....

Femalea
Peraona
" olTo"

1081
854
1835

..

538
S01
1037
30.5

11.8

13883
11870

2824
3068
5892
17.5

733
889
3.1

2S8e3

78.,

83
307
<100

288

Major Birthplace Groups of the Overseas Born by Age: 161
Percentage In a,e,roup of ..ch blrlhplaoe. Total expeMed a. a number
0-14
15-24
3S-44
2544

USA

144
3.8
11.7
18.8
23
127

Toal

U

SouthAfnca
UnIted J<lngdom

0Ihwec.nr..

ChIna
Gennany
Greece
Hong Kang
india
ItaJy

5.8
0.8

,.

110

12.7
3.4

298
8.8
7.7

18.8
24.9
190
12.8
18.8
17.6
21.8
14.5
25.6
21.4
24.7
15.2

13.9
21.6
24.8
2.2
23.2

8.9
214
318
0.0
125
321
84
2.5
23.8
17.1
30
17.8
188
38
17.8
11.8
77••
7.8

12.1
19.3
14.1
0.8
14.2
20.2
8.3

UI
1722
1143

1.8

31.

s.z

U

32.0

Total

8.3
18.8
7.8
8.4
23.7
8.8
21.B

Total
Not.fated

Uormore

8.1
204
53
8.4
141
84
13.3

CIher

YugoUVIa fanMr)

55-84

8.8
22.8
11.8
11.3
184
10.5
17.6

1.6

Poland
USSR
VIetNam

45-S4

181
16.4
202
24.1
17.3
227
17.7

48.8
1U
1.8
18.1
38.1
2.1
1.8
13.5
8.4
0.9
27.3
8.4
18.2
111.6
14.2

PhlllpplMe

c.nau.

24.4
13.1
24.5
9.9
17.6
14.9
17..

1.0

Nethertana

ItJD.O

20.0
5.2
18.5
17.0
8.6
282

8.8
5.2
04
10.1
11.6
1.1
0.8
19.8
3.8
0.8
12.5
2.5
8.0

Lebanon
MaJaYSIa
MaJta

32575

~.5

12.2
7.3
23.6
23.3
10.1
4.5
26.8
5.4
0.9
22.2
15.4
20.9
14'13.8

20.8

13.7
8.2
24.5
24.8

7.7
8.7

1.8

8.8

21.3
23.6
17.8

8.4
23.8
14.8

,U
t.t

IU
7.7

12.7
29.5
4.4
41.7
68.8
4.5
8.8
8.8
13.S
14.7

421

....

1371

,

212

362
176"

383

341
4270
IS2

ate
1311
toe
7t4

as
117

a 104
1070
28tI6D

2_
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APPENDIX B

Samples of Original Data Pertaining to Anya.

"'frs Marilyn Little.
32 Park. Street,
Coledate.N .S. W.2 515
Dear
My nam€-

Martlyn Llttle and I
at Falrv M~adow Demonstration School
stuay at the UniversIty of WOllongong
n€-xt v~ar
Mv• research area IS Gtfted
•
IS

Mrs

#

am currently a teacher
I am doing a research
this year and part of
and Talented chIldren.

or mv studv 15 .
-{'m lTllrk.lStl J, but. look at IDe, I'm also gifted
Etnn!( G!!tP(l and Talent€><1 Ch1ldren - the <illIlCultl€'S
I?nC:Ollnt€'red In achievIng educational excellenceTh~

tt'(l~

•

#

likE> to ask your perm1SStOn to come and talk to you
and your taml1y about matters relevant to my area ot
research I t you agree to talk to me I promIse to keep your
names out ot any reports that I wrlte, and to show you any
wrItten materIal before It IS used so that you may verIfy or
change It If names need to be used I Will make up a
fictlt10US name that 15 agreeable to you
I

T"~,,.TouIG

I would also ltke to g1ve you the opportunIty to refuse to

answer any questions and to withdraw from the project at
an]" ttme toUowlng commencement of the study.

The research project Involves deta1led observation of the
educational progress of two Turkish ch1ldren. This wlll Involve
takIng not0s and Col1€'<:tlng eVldence of educational progress at
srhO()1 1 he- pr()l~('t WIll alSo look at ways to help these
c h!ldr e-n a( hlE>VP t ne be-st t ho?y PO'SSl bl Y can at schOOl, and
way;; parenf.~ aO(l tamlly ('an h~lp
PIe-as€- ~ontact me- at Fatry Me-adow Demonstration SchooC by
leav1ng a mE-ssage at the orr1ce, or comlng to my room, at any
tIme that 15 convenient to you Hoping to hear from you soon

Yours s1ncerely,
Mrs Marl1yn Little
/
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PUP I L PROGRESS REPORT 1993 - English as a Second Language

NAME: AN"'1A
SPOKEN ENGLISH: Speakmg to friends & teachers
class diScussions
TERMS ONE TWO A
English vocabulary.

In

English, answering questions, contnbuting to

speaks quite well, her sentences are well constructed. She must try learn new

TERM THREE: A
has become much more confident this term and is rarely too
shy to speak any more!
READING: Readmg aloud, reading for meanmg,sllent readmg for a sustained penod
TERM ONE A
IS trymg hard dUring readmg but making little progress. She seems confused by the
proce~ of getting meanmg from print and prefers to try to learn the book off by heart. TERM TWO' A
tries hard dunng reading lessons but still seems confused by the process of reading. She is learning her
sounds. which should help WIth spellmg and reading unknown words.

TERM THREE: This has been a wonderful term for A ..... she has learned to read!
She can now read all the books that the class are studYing in reading activity
time. ThiS accomplishment has resulted in a huge confidence boost for A
WRITTEN ENGLISH: Making sense,usmg correct grammar, spelling, punctuation
TERM ONE A
is happy to wnte when she has something to copy from. Composing sentences In her head
and wrltmg them down IS difficult for her. TERM TWO: A
stili relies heavily on words written
around the roam. She fmds it difficult to think of a sentence or idea m her head & write it dawn.

TERM THREE: As a consequence of learning to read fluently, A
now finds
writing tasks much easier. She stili needs to concentrate on composing correct
English sentences.

I

EFFORT/ATTITUDE TO WORK

TERM ONE A
lacks confidence In her ability to learn. She needs to focus all her energy on the task at
hand and to believe that she can succeed. TERM TWO: A
continues to rely heavily on her classmates
for help. She seems to find this easier than trymg to figure things out far herself.

TERM THREE: A
.s effort and attitude to all her schoolwork have changed since
she learned to read. She now has the confidence to tackle much harder schoolwork
and to enjoy doing this!

I

PROGRESS

TERM ONE A
has made slow progress thiS term. She must continue to work hard. TERM TWO: A
sometimes shows better concentration than previously and is interested m her school work but she IS
stIli fmdmg most class work diffIcult.

TERM THREE: A

has made excellent progress this term!

SI GNRTURE:

E.S L. TEACHER
SIGNATURE: (Parent/.G.u:artIian)

PRINCIPAL
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

*Intervlew requested by EnglIsh Teacher__ * IntervIew Requested by Parent__

lEACHER

CHECKLIST

'IFIED

•

FIR

TRLENIEO

IIENllf'ING

CHILDREN

A kl",-'1-'-J.-A~ _____

NAME,

Please., tIck If you feel the comment applles to thIs Ch1ld

t6.

----,,..---9Pe cun 0 us
.;

have a large vocabulary
v have long memones
_ _ sometlmes learroto read alone
_ _ have a keen sense of humour
v lIke to collect thmgs
_ _ aye mdependent
_ _ ~ ~ and 1magmatlVe
_ _ ajl€ healthy and well co-ordmated,but sometImes may be dellCate
_ _ may be b1gger and stronger than average
_ _ sustam mterest In one or more flelds over the years
_ _ lmtIate thelr own actlvltles
_ _ deve 101:6 ear J1er
_ _ learr6easl Jy
_ _ enJoy compl1cated games
_~~ mterested and concerned about world problems
/
analyse themselves, are often self crltlcal
_ _ lIke older ch 11 dren when very young
_ _ aye- orlgmal
_.,.--set h1gh goals and Ideals
v qpeleaders ~
~;--\
./ have talentls l~~, wr1tmgl ~~~/rp~7Je C ~rck
_ _ use SCIentIfIC methods of research
qfrrOrr('cd-e ~
_ _ see re 1at I onsh 1ps and draw sound genera 11 zat lons
_ _ produce work WhlCh 1S fresh, v1tal and umque
_ _ create new Ideas, substances and processes
_ _ lIIvent and bulld new mechamcal deVIces
_ _ often run counter to tradltlOn
_ _ contmually questlon the status quo
_ _ do the unexpected
_ _ apply learnmg from one sltuatlOn to dIfferent ones
_ _ so lve prob lems on a superlor leve 1, dIvergently, innovatIve ly
_ _ may appear dlfferent
_ _ enJoy readmg especIally b~raptlle-s n,OI')- +lC.+tOI/ .

D

SOUTH COAST REGION
PARENT CHECKLIST

Name of Child _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O.O.B.
Instructions

In relationship to the typical child in your neighbourhood, please circle a number
for each item which best describes your child:

5
4
3
2
1

Has this to a high degree
Has this more than the typical child
Compares with the typical child
Has this less than the typical child
Lacks this trait

1.

Has advanced vocabulary, expresses him/herself well

2.

Thinks quickly

3.

Reca"s facts easily

4.

Wants to know how things work

543®1

5.

Is reading (before he/she starts kindergarten)

543cg)1

6.

Puts unrelated ideas together in new and different ways

54@21

7.

Becomes bored easily

8.

Asks reasons why - questions almost everything

54~1
5 4 3~ 1

9.

Likes adult things and to be with older people

@4321

10.

Has a great deal of curiosity

(9)4321

11.

Is adventurous

54@21

12.

Has a good sense of humour

54@21

13.

Is jmpulsive, acts before he/she thinks

5432"G)

14.

Tends to lead others if given the chance

@4321

15.

Is persistent, sticks to a task

@4321

16.

Has good physical coordination and body control

@4321

17.

Is independent and self-sufficient in looking after him/herself

18.

Adapts readily to new situations

@4321

19.

Is able to do things for him/herself (toileting, hygiene)

@4321

20.

Has a long attention span

(5)432 1

@4321
5432d)
@4321

5@321
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